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Exclusive bi -modal 
director system 

Rugged Cycolac insulators 
add strength 

Indoor antennas 

si 

Twist -resistant square boom 

Fully assembled snap -together 
construction 

Golden Armor Coating for 
superior corrosion resistance 

Vibration -proof, point -contact 
element locks 

82 -channel 
final grabber 

The Jerrold VUfinder® Antenna. The first 300 -ohm UHF -VHF -FM 
antenna designed-from the ground up-for uncompromising color 
and black -and -white excellence across the entire TV spectrum. 
Models available for metropolitan to deepest fringe areas. 

Sharp directivity eliminates color ghosts 
Flat response ( db per channel) for optimum color fidelity 
Exclusive bi -modal director system for extra gain 

VUfinders are easy to put together, can't possibly fall apart. The 
quality that's built in stays in. Quickly convertible to 75 -ohm Color - 
axial performance. VUfinders come in 5 models. Each is supplied 
with a UHF/VHF frequency splitter. And the list prices range from 
$17.95 to $79.95. There's no better performance per dollar than 
this-anywhere. 
For the most efficient 300 -ohm signal grabber in Jerrold's 
Spectrum '67, see your Jerrold Distributor today about the Jerrold 
VUfinder antenna. 

Home pre -amplifiers Distribution equipment 

r1;171R L 
1 

Focusing on one thing... 
better reception 

Circle 1 on literature card 
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October, 1967 

PF Reporter 

fuge Substitution 

SuDDlement 
This Supplement has been designed to provide you with the 
latest up-to-date information on new tubes. The format 
allows maximum use during a house call or at the bench. 

SUPPLEMENT FROM 

PF Reporter® 
and put it in 

the back of your 

TUBE 
SUBSTITUTION 

HANDBOOK 

direct substitutes 
Included are the older tubes that will substitute 
directly for the new tubes. This information sup- 
plements the sections in the Tube Substitution 
Handbook for American Receiving Tubes and 
Picture Tubes. 

basing diagrams 
The basing diagram for each new tube will help 
you in the servicing of new receivers when serv- 
ice literature is not available. 

typical characteristics 
The typical, or average, characteristics of each 
new tube can be of great help when troubleshoot- 
ing new circuits. 

easy reference 
The direct substitution list will be cumulative 
each month. Thus, only the latest edition need 
be carried in the Tube Substitution Handbook. 
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Direct Substitutions 
To Replace Use To Replace Use 

1BK2 1AX2 4JH6 4BZ6 

1S2A 

5GH8A 5EA8 
18L2 

5GH8 

2CN3A 
5U8 

2EG4 
6BY11 

3BL2 3AT2 

3BN2 6BW11 

3BM2 3BN2 6C L3 6CJ3 

6CK3 
3BN2 3AT2 

6DW4A 
3BL2 

6DW4B 

3BS2 3BS2A 
6CM3 

3BS2A 3BS2 
6EJ4 

3CN3A 3CN3 
6JC6A 6HM6 

3JC6A 3HM6 6HT6 

3HT6 6JC6 

3JC6 6J D6 

3J D6 
6KT6 

4JC6A 4HM6 

4HT6 6KV6 

4JC6 

4J D6 6KY6 

PF REPORTER October, 1967, Vol. 17, No. 10. PF REPORTER is published monthly by Howard W. 
Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W. 62nd, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206. Second-class postage paid at Indianapolis, 
Indiana. 1, 2 & 3 year subscription prices; U.S.A., its possessions and Canada: $5.00, $8.00, $10.00. 
Other countries: $6.00, $10.00, $13.00. Current single issues 75¢ each; back issues $1.00 each. 
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To Replace Use To Replace Use 

6LB6 

6LC6 

6LH6 

11SP22 

11TP4 

12BQP4 

* 

* 

12BKP4 

12BUP4A 12BUP4 
6LJ6 

12CBP4 * 

6ME8 

12CEP4 
6MF8 

12CNP4 12CFP4 

6MK8 12CQP4 * 

12CSP4 * 

7KY6 12CTP4 * 

7KZ6 15K P22 * 

15LP22 * 

8GU7 

16C H P4A 16C H P4 
9GH8A 9EA8 

16C S P22 * 

9KX6 * 
17EQP4 

9LA6 19GBP4 19CZP4 

19DAP4 

12C L3 12C K3 

12DW4A 19GJP4 19DQP4 

19DWP4 

12FQ7 * 
19FCP4 

17CL3 17CK3 
19GJP4A 19DWP4 

17DW4A 19FCP4 

19FJP4 
17KV6 * 

19GJP4 

22KM6 * 19GVP22 * 

19G W P22 * 

25CM3 * 
19HAP4 * 

29KQ6 * 
21 FB P22A * 

30KD6 
21 FY P4 * 

21GCP4 * 

34CM3 21GJP4 * 

c 
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To Replace To Replace Use Use 

22J P22 23HUP4A 23HUP4 

22 K P22 * 23HWP4 * 

23 H W P4A 23HWP4 
23FLP4 

23G H P4 * 25T P4 

23 H B P4 * 25 W P22 

23 H R P4 * 25X P22 

23HUP4 23HUP4A 25YP22 

*No replacement at present time. See future editions of Tube Substitution Handbook 

d 
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General Specifications 
High -Voltage Rectifier 
Fil. -1.8V @ 0.9A 
PIV-38KV @ 2.2ma 

High -Voltage Rectifier 
Fil. -3.0V @ 0.3A 
PIV-30KV @ 1.7ma 

Suggested direct replacement: 3BN2 

High -Voltage Rectifier 
Fi I. -3.15V @ 0.48A 
PIV-38KV @ 2.2ma 

Suggested direct replacement: 3BS2A 

2CN3A 

8MN 

3BM2 

1 2-5-6-9 18-12 

12HK 

3BS2 

1-2-6-91 112 

12EW 

e 
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High -Voltage Rectifier 
Fi I. -3.15V @ 0.48A 
PIV-38KV @ 2.2ma 

Suggested direct replacement: 3BS2 

High -Voltage Rectifier 
Fil. -3.15V @ 0.48A 
PIV-38KV @ 2.2ma 

Suggested direct replacement: 3CN3 

#1-Video Amplifier 
#2-General Purpose 
Fil. -6.3V @ 0.8A 

#1 #2 
E,. = 125 125V 
Eso = 125 125V 
RK = 56 562 
lY = 22 llma 
Iso = 4.8 3.8ma 
Gm = 8500 13,000 µmhos 

3BS2A 

1.2-6 9 

12EW 

12 

3CN3A 

8MN 

6BW11 

12HD 

f 
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Protection-tension band 
Deflection -110° 
Filament -6.3V @ 0.45A (11 sec) 
Grid 2-50V 

Suggested direct replacement: 12BUP4 

Protection-None 
Deflection -90° 
Filament -6.3V @ 0.9A 

Protection-Bonded 
Deflection -90° 
Filament -6.3V @ 0.9A 

12BUP4A 

8HR 

15KP22 

14 

11 

RED GRN BLUE 

14BH 

15LP22 
RED GRN BLUE 

14 

11 

4 

13 

9 

14BH 

g 
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Protection-tension band 
Deflection -114° 
Filament -6.3V @ 0.45A (11 sec) 
Grid 2-400V 

Suggested direct replacements: 19DQP4, 
19FCP4 

Protection-tension band 
Deflection -114° 
Filament -6.3V @ .315A 

Grid 2-50V 

Protection-tension band 
Deflection -94° 
Filament -6.3V @ 0.45A (11 sec) 
Grid 2-200V 

19DWP4, 

19GJP4 

8HR 

19HAP4 

8HR 

23GHP4 

8HR 

h 
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EICO Makes k J1)ssible 
You get 100% professional test equipment quality-and economy. EICO's uncompromising 
engineering -for -value makes it possible. Twenty-three years ago we started EICO to deliver 

"Laboratory Precision at Lowest Cost." Today, three million customers like us for it. 
Compare EICO products with anybody's at your local dealer. You'll see for yourself how you save 

up to 50% with EICO kits and wired equipment-and enjoy electronic excellence too! 

a 1/2 -volt Full -Scale DC 
Transistor Servicing Range. 

Accurate measurements 
down to 0.01 volts. 

Deluxe full -view 6" 200 
microamp meter movement. 

Unique ease & speed by 
exclusive color coding of switches 

with meter scales. 
Dual purpose EICO exclusive 

AC/DC Uni -Probe. 
Signal isolation floating ground. 

NEW E/CO 235 
PROFESSIONAL V T VM 
Feature -packed 6" professional VTVM brings you 
more in functional styling, convenience, and 
dependable performance for exacting measurements 
in solid state circuitry. 

8 DC Ranges: 0-0.5-1.5-5-15-50-150-500-1500 (to 
30,000 volts with optional high voltage probe). 7 AC 

Peak -to -Peak Ranges: 0-4-14-42-140-1400-4200. 7 AC 
R MS Ranges: 0-1.5-5-15-50-150-500-1500. 7 Resistance 
Ranges Covering: 0.251 to 1000Mo. Frequency 
Response: 3 cps to 3Mc ±1db (up to 250Mc with 
optional PRF probe). Input Resistance: DC 11Mo; AC 1M 
shunted by 60mmf. 1% precision multiplier resistors. 
3% accuracy on AC and DC scales. 

Kit 49.95 
Wired $69.95 

Terrific time-saver! Only 1 probe 
performs all functions -a half -turn 
of probe -tip selects DC or AC -OHMS! 

TAU 
PROFESSIONAL PORTABLE MULTIMETERS 
by EICO. 
The industry's greatest V -0-M values. Designed & 

manufactured ta Eico's high standards of 
professionalisn-. Each complete with batteries & test leads. 

Backed 100% by famous EICO warranty. 

100,000 Ohms/Volt Model 
100A4, $34.95 
optional carrying case $5.95 
The best buy in a bench -size 
multimeter. With AC sensitivity 
12,50051/V, comoines 
minimal circuit oading with 

I 
wide-ranging functional utility. 
Double -jewelled ±2 % 

= D'Arsonval meter movement; 
full -view 4 -inch mirror -back 
two-color scale eliminates 
reading parallax matched pair 
of silicon diodes prevents 
accidental overload of meter 
movement. Higl--impact, 

I. is 

30,000 
Ohms/Volts 
Model 30A4 
$19.95 

20,000 
Ohms/Volts 
Model 20A3 
$12.95 

4,000 
Ohms/Vo 
Model 4A3, 
$8.95 

30,000 
Ohms/Volts 
Model 30A3 
$15.95 

1,000 
Ohms/Volts 

odel 1A1, 
5.95 

'%4 

Model 232 Peak -to -Peak VTVM. A must 
for color or B&W TV and industrial 
use. 7 non -skip ranges on all 4 
functions. With exclusive Uni -Probe.® 
$29.95 kit, $49.95 wired. 

Model 460 Wideband 
Direct -Coupled 5" 
Oscilloscope. 
DC-4.5mc for color 
and B&W TV service 
and lab use. Push-pull 
DC vertical amp., 
bal. or unbal. input. 
Automatic sync limiter 

and amp. $109.95 kit, $149.95 wired. 

Model 369 Sweep and Post - 
Injection Marker Generator. For 
easiest, fastest visual alignment of 
color B & W TV and FM RF and 
IF circuits. Five sweep ranges 
from 3-22C Mc/S. Four marker 
ranges from 2-225 Mc/S. Crystal 
marker oscillator. Post injection of 
markers. kit $9995. Wired $149.95 

New Model 567 VOM Kit $34.95 
Wired $44.95 

20,000 ohms -per -volt sensitivity 
0.25 volt full-scale range 
Silicon diode meter protection circuit 

DCV: 0-0.25, 2.5, 10, 50, 250, 1000, 
5000V. ACV: 0-2.5, 10, 50, 250, 
1000, 5000V. DCI: 0-50 uA, 1 mA, 
10 mA, 100 mA, 500 mA, 10 amps. -12 
to +55 db in 5 ranges. RES: 0-2KE, 
200KE, 2ME 

EICO ® 

laboratory precision at lowest cost. 

FREE 1968 CATALOG 
EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. 
131-01 39th Ave., Flushing, N.Y. 11352 

Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO 
line of 200 best buys, and name of nearest dealer. 

PF 10 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 
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ABOUT THE COVER 

This month's cover illustrates abstractly the 
many new monochrome TV receivers in the 

'68 lines. The symbols in the background 
point out that many of the new models 

are either hybrid or completely 
solid-state. For more information 

on the new sets see the 
article starting on page 4. 
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SOME SHOP OWNERS DO MORE BUSINESS THAN 
OTHERS BY DOING BASIC THINGS LIKE THESE: 

1 
Reading what's new in leading 
technical magazines. 

4 Making sure their caddies are 
organized and properly stocked. 

2 Keeping their trucks ready to 
roll at a moment's notice. 

5 Keeping accurate track of their 
time on each lob. 

3 Arranging to have their phones 
answered promptly. 

6 Smiling ... often ... both on 
and off the job. 

DIFILM® BLACK BEAUTY®... 

Ultimate in molded tubulars 

DIFILM® ORANGE DROP®... 

The world's finest 

radial -lead capacitor 

7 INSTALLING SPRAGUE DIFILM® CAPACITORS 

These two great Sprague capacitors are ex- 
pressly made for men who are in the TV 
service business to do business . . . as it 
should be done. Both feature the ultimate in 
tubular capacitor construction to keep you 
out of call-back trouble: 

Dual dielectric ... combine best properties 
of both polyester film and special capacitor 
tissue. 

Impregnated with HCX® to provide rock - 
hard capacitor section. 

Because impregnant is solid, there's no oil 
to leak, no wax to drip. 

Designed for 105° C (220° F) operation 
without voltage derating. 

657106 

DIFILM® ORANGE DROP 

Dipped Tubular Capacitors 

A "must" for applications where 

only radial -lead capacitors will fit. 

Perfect replacements for dipped 

capacitors used in most leading 

TV sets. No other dipped tubular 

capacitors can match them. Dou- 

ble -dipped in rugged epoxy resin 

for positive protection against ex- 

treme heat and humidity. 

For complete listings, ask your Sprague distributor for Catalog 
C-617, or write to Sprague Products Company, 105 Marshall 
Street, North Adams, Massachusetts 01247. 

DON'T FORGET TO ASK YOUR CUSTOMERS 
"WHAT ELSE NEEDS FIXING?" 

Circle 3 on literature card 

DIFILM® BLACK BEAUTY° 

Molded Tubular Capacitors 

World's most humidity -resistant 

molded capacitors. Feature tough, 

protective outer case of non-flam- 

mable molded phenolic ... which 

cannot be damaged in handling 

or installation. Will withstand the 

hottest temperatures of any radio 

or TV set ... even in the hottest, 

most humid climates. 

SPRAGUE 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

October, 1967/ PF REPORTER 3 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

OF 1968 

TV LINES 
A preview of the black -and -white models 

offered for the coming year, including an 
analysis of new features and circuitry. 

ADMIRAL 

A wide variety of screen sizes 
and a new hybrid chassis are fea- 
tured in this manufacturer's black - 
and -white lineup for '68. Although 
the majority of models are new, 
nearly all use carryover chassis. 

Leading the lineup are two new 
22" table models employing the 
previously introduced 3G5 chassis. 
Also offered is a 22" holdover 
table model using the 7G7 chassis. 
Eight consoles are included in the 
new line; four are new models using 
the 3G5 chassis, while the other 
four are carryovers that use chassis 
7G7. 

The portable grouping offers 
screen sizes ranging from 9" to 20". 
Two Playmate 9" models are avail- 
able; one is a new deluxe version 
and the other is last year's intro- 
duction. Both use the recent MG2-1 
chassis. The Playmate series has also 
been extended to the 12" . models 
with the addition of four new porta- 
bles using the familiar H1 -1A and 

Fig. 1. Sun shield used on Admiral's 
Playmate portable series. 

1H1 -1A chassis. All four come 
with a sun shield (Fig. 1) that 
snaps on the front of the cabinet to 
provide improved contrast outdoors, 
or in brightly illuminated rooms. 

Three new 14" models are also 
included in the extensive portable 
grouping. Each uses Chassis 1H2 - 
1A. Two of the three 16" models 
are equipped with the new "Sun 
Shield." All use the H3 -1A chassis 
and come equipped with "roll - 
about" stands. 

Roll -about stands also come with 
all 18" and 20" portable models. 
Eight 18" models are available; 
five use the H4 -1A chassis and the 
other three use a version of the new 
hybrid H5 chassis. The three 20" 
portables also use a version of this 
new chassis. One 20" set, the Jubi- 
lee (Model P2037C), is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

The new H5 hybrid chassis uses 
five tubes (plus picture tube) and 
thirteen transistors. The tubes in- 
clude the following: a double pen- 
tode 24BF11 used in the sound de- 
tector and sound output stages, a 
triode -pentode 24JZ8 employed in 
the vertical oscillator and vertical 
output circuits, and a twin diode - 
pentode 11LT8 serving the hori- 
zontal AFC and horizontal oscilla- 
tor. Rounding out the tube comple- 
ment are a diode -pentode 53HK7 
functioning in the horizontal output 
and damper circuits and a l AY2 
high voltage rectifier. A 19HAP4 or 
21 GTP4 picture tube is used with 
the H5 chassis. 

by J.W. Phipps 

Three transistor video IF stages 
are included in the H5 design, a- 
long with two transistorized stages 
of video amplification. Sound is tak- 
en off the collector of the 1st video 
amplifier and fed to a PNP transis- 
tor sound IF circuit, which in turn 
feeds a conventional tube -type quad- 
rature detector. 

A forward, keyed AGC system 
(Fig. 3) is employed in the H5 
chassis. The term "forward" de- 
scribes the biasing effect the AGC 
voltage has on the transistors to 
which it is fed. With the exception 
of voltage polarities and values, 01 
operates like a tube -type keyed 
AGC stage. A negative -going video 
signal from the emitter circuit of the 
1st video amplifier is applied to the 
base of 01, while a horizontal pulse 
is fed through CI to the collector. 
The simultaneous application of 
both signals (during horizontal re- 
trace) causes Q1 to conduct, charg- 
ing Cl. The charge on Cl is added 
to an existing 3.3 -volt charge on C2, 
producing approximately 8 volts of 

Fig. 2. Admiral's 20" Jubilee model. 
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Nine -seventy-five buys you a complete tuner overhaul-in- 
cluding parts (except tubes or transistors)-and absolutely 
no hidden charges. All makes, color or black and white. 
UV combos only $15. 

Guaranteed means a full 12 -month warranty against defec- 
tive workmanship and parts failure due to normal usage. 
That's 9 months to a year better than others. And it's 
backed up by the only tuner repair service authorized and 
supervised by the world's largest tuner manufacturer- 
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. 

Four conveniently located service centers assure speedy 
in -and -out service. All tuners thoroughly cleaned, inside 
and out ... needed repairs made ... all channels aligned to 
factory specs, then rushed back to you. They look-and 
perform-like new. 

TSC 

Prefer a replacement? Sarkes Tarzian universal 
replacements are only $10.45, customized re- 
placements $18.25. Shipped same day order re- 
ceived. Order custom tuners by 'V make, 
chassis, and model number. Order universal re- 
placement by part number: 

Part # 
Intermediate 
Frequency 

AF Amp Osc. Mixer 
Tube Tebe Heater 

MFT-1 
41.25 me Sound 
45.75 me Video 

6GK5 6U8 Parallel 6.3V 

MFT-2 
41.25 me Sound 
45.75 me Video 

3GK5 5108 Series 450 MA 

M FT -3 
41.25 me Sound 
45.75 me Video 

2GK5 5CG8 Series 600 MA 

Genuine Sarkes Tarzian universel replacement tuners with 
Memory Fine Tuning-UHF Plug In for 82 -channel sets- 
Pre-set fine tuning -13 -position detent-HI gain-Lo noise 
-Universal mounting 

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, SEND FAULTY TUNER WITH TV MAKE, CHASSIS, 
AND MODEL NUMBER, TO TUNER SERVICE CENTER NEAREST YOU 

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE 
MIDWEST 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana 
EAST 547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey 
SOUTH-EAST 938 GORDON ST., S. W., Atlanta, Georgia 

TEIL: 317-632-3493 
TEL: 201-792-3730 

TEL: 404-758-2232 
WEST SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION 

10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD. North Hollywood, California ....TEL: 213-769-2720 

Circle 4 on literature card 
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1ST IF 

COLLECTOR 

TUNER ACC 

TO BASE 

OF VHF AMP 

0015mid 
R4 

RF ACC 

DBAY 
57D 19-I 

6.7V 110.751 

O 1.8K 

1.5K 
120( 

8.2K 

E 

12.2V I11V1 

RF AGC 

RS 

SOUND 

IF BASE 

015.6K 
COMPOSITE 

VIDEO 
FROM EMITTER 0 68K OF 1ST VIDEO - 

AMP 

AOC 

Q1 57019-1 

_IC 

25V E .0w A 
2.2K r 10K 

AGC 
220 

HOC 

COUPLING t 
[680SI 

3.3V 

C2 4 2mfd S 
mfd 

lmfd 

0 PULSE FROM 

HORIZONTAL 

.05mid 
g1TPUT 

TRANSFORMER 

4.7K 

470 0 

AGC TO 

2ND VIDEO 
IF BASE 

--,v6-0- 25V 

15K 

Fig. 3. Forward AGC system employed in Admiral's new H5 hybrid chassis. 

positive AGC voltage. (The actual 
amount of AGC voltage produced 
is dependent on the level of the vid- 
eo signal applied to the base of 01 
and the setting of R1, the overall 
AGC control.) 

The positive AGC voltage is then 
applied as forward bias to the base 
of Q4, the 2nd video IF (Fig. 4) . 
Current through Q4 increases and, 
in turn, develops a larger voltage 
drop across R6. Since R6 is in series 
with Q4, the increased voltage drop 
across it detracts from the emitter - 
to -collector voltage of the transistor, 
thus decreasing the gain of the stage. 

The 1st video IF also feels the 
effects of the forward AGC voltage. 
An increase in the voltage drop of 
R6 produces a more positive voltage 
at its ungrounded end. This in- 
creased positive voltage is applied to 
the base of 03, increasing the for- 
ward bias on this stage and produc- 
ing a reduction in gain in the same 

manner as was described for the 2nd 
video IF. 

To prevent reduced gain in the 
tuner during the reception of rela- 
tively weak signals, the AGC ap- 
plied to the VHF amplifier is de- 
layed by 02 (Fig. 3). With low- 
level IF signals, Q2 is biased to cut- 
off. R5, the RF AGC control, de- 
termines the level of signal required 
to bring 02 into conduction. When 
a high-level signal is received, the 
added voltage drop across R4 for- 
ward biases Q2 into conduction, 
which raises the voltage at the high 
side of R2 and adds to the forward 
bias applied to the VHF amplifier 
transistor. Increased forward bias 
reduces the gain of this stage exact- 
ly the way it does for the 1st and 
2nd video IF amplifiers. 

Other features of the H5 chassis 
include "Instant Play" and spot 
elimination circuits. Both are shown 
in Fig. 5. With the on -off switch in 
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the off position (as shown in Fig. 
5) , X1 provides all tube filaments 
with half -wave current instead of 
the normal full -wave current. No 
B + is developed in the off position 
because X1 and X2 are back-to- 
back. The spot elimination circuit 
is ganged to the on -off switch and 
in the off position, removes B + 
fróm the brightness control, causing 
the picture tube to draw increased 
current, thereby quickly discharg- 
ing the aquadag coating and elimi- 
nating the spot on the screen. 

Also shown in Fig. 5 is the half - 
wave low -voltage power supply. 
Four values of B + are provided. 
The 25 -volt source is regulated by a 
Zener diode and used in the tran- 
sistor circuits. 

ANDREA 

An 18" and a 22" table model 
make up Andrea's b -w line for the 
coming year. Both models use the 
same transformer powered chassis 
that was introduced in last year's 
models. The 18" Courier model is 
shown in Fig. 6. 

The big news this year from An- 
drea concerns the new 5 -year con- 
sumer guarantee offered on all of 
their television chassis. The 5 -year 
guarantee covers all parts except the 
picture and receiving tubes, which 
are covered by a separate 1 -year 
guarantee. 

Fig. 5. Low -voltage power supply used in H5 chassis. 
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CATALINA 

Three new models are offered in 
Catalina's '68 line. Two are 22" 
consoles and one is a 20" portable 
model. The transformer -powered 
tube -type chassis used in the two 
consoles has a transistorized keyed 
AGC circuit (shown in Fig 7) . The 
transformerless, series filament chas- 
sis utilized in the 20" portable uses 
a similar transistorized AGC stage. 
In addition, the portable chassis is 
equipped with "instant on." 

CORONADO 

Five portables and three console 
models are available from Coronado 
for '68. Smallest of the portables is 
a 12" model using a tube -type im- 
ported chassis. Next in line are three 
18" portables, all employing trans- 
formerless, tube -type chassis equip- 
ped with transistorized AGC. Two 
of the 18" models also feature "in- 
stant on" circuits. The "Arcadia" 
18" portable is equipped with a 
"sleep switch" timer that turns the 
set off after up to three hours of op- 
eration. The largest screen size of- 
fered in the portable group is 20", 
available in the Sierra model. 

Two 22" consoles and one 22" 
combination model complete the 
line. All three use a tube -type trans- 
former -powered chassis featuring 
the transistorized AGC circuit men- 
tioned above. The combination 
model is equipped with an AM - 
FM radio and four speed stereo 
phono. 

ELECTROHOME 

Offered for 1968 are fourteen 

b -w models using two solid-state 
chassis and one tube -type chassis. 
CRT sizes include 22", 20", 19", 
18", and one 10". 

The consoles and one table model 
included in the new line are 22" 
receivers using the transformer -pow- 
ered tube -type M4 chassis. The 18" 
portables also use the M4 chassis. 

One 19" portable uses the new 
solid-state M5 chassis. All circuit- 
ry in this chassis is transistorized ex- 
cept for the high -voltage stage, 
which uses a 1K3 vacuum tube rec- 
tifier. The vertical sweep system em- 
ployed in this chassis is unique. As 
shown in Fig. 8, a unijunction tran- 
sistor is employed in the oscillator 
circuit and a push-pull arrangement 
serves the transformerless output 
function. The horizontal sweep sys- 
tem is designed with an AFC ampli- 
fier, Hartley -type sine -wave oscil- 
lator, and a buffer stage that is trans- 
former -coupled to the common - 
emitter horizontal output stage. The 
transformer -type power supply feed- 
ing this chassis consists of two rec- 
tifier circuits; one is a full -wave cir- 
cuit followed by a regulator system 
which has 16- and 34 -volt outputs. 
The other rectifier circuit is a half - 
wave arrangement producing a sin- 
gle 14.5 -volt output. The 6.3 -volt 
AC filament of the picture tube is 
supplied by a separate winding on 
the power transformer secondary. 

The basic circuitry of the solid- 
state chassis used in the 10" AC/ 
DC portable is electrically similar 
to the M5 chassis. Major differences, 
other than the CRT (an 11 NP4) , 
include the high -voltage stage 
(which uses a 1BG2 tube) and the 
absence of a unijunction transistor 
in the vertical oscillator system. 

EMERSON 

Six chassis designs power Emer- 
son's 18 -model line for '68. The 
smallest screen size offered is 11", 
available in two personal portables 
using carryover chassis. One 11" 
model is an AC/DC solid-state re- 
ceiver and the other is an AC -only 
design. 

A carryover transformerless chas- 
sis is employed in the three 15" 
portable models, as well as in four 
of the six 18" receivers included in 
the new line. The remaining two 
18" models use a more recent chas- 
sis (120856, 857) equipped with a 
half -wave low -voltage supply pow- 
ered by an autotransformer. Other 
electrical differences in the two chas- 
sis include the addition of a 3rd 
video IF amplifier and width con- 
trol. The width control is a poten- 
tiometer in the screen circuit of the 
horizontal output stage. One other 
major change involves the move- 
ment of the 1st video IF circuit 
from the main printed circuit board 
to a separate board. All but one of 

Fig. 9. Emerson's new Model 19P76. 
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the 18" receivers are equipped with 
a "quick -on" circuit, two have clock 
timers that provide automatic cut- 
off of the set after a selected period 
of operation, and two use Emer- 
son's new VHF tuner featuring 
"Perm -Lok" fine tuning. 

A 19" screen is available on two 
portable models. The 19P76 is 
shown in Fig. 9. Both use 20ADP4 
picture tubes and chassis that are 
identical to the 120856, except for 
slight modifications of the CRT cir- 
cuits. Both 19" models are equipped 
with the "quick -on" and clock -timer 
circuits, as well as the new "Perm - 
Lok" tuner. 

Completing Emerson's '68 line 
are five 22" models. The chassis 
used in all five models are also 
identical to the 120856 chassis, ex- 
cept of course, for the CRT (a 
23HWP4) . Features common to all 
22" models are "quick -on" and 
"Perm -Lok" fine tuning. 

PACKARD BELL 

Fourteen models with screen 
sizes ranging from 8" to 22" are 
available in this manufacturer's new 
b -w line. Heading up the small - 

Fig. 11. Panasonic's 8' Model TR -238B. 

screen portable sets are two 8" 
AC/DC models sharing the same 
solid-state chassis. Included in the 
chassis design are three stages of 
video IF, two video amplifier stages, 
a noise canceller circuit, and tripler - 
type high -voltage supply feeding the 
9XP4 picture tube. A full -wave 
bridge rectifier is used for AC oper- 
ation, together with an active power 
filter circuit which also serves dur- 
ing DC operation. 

Tube -type chassis are used in the 
two 12" and two 15" AC -only mod- 
els. Both chassis designs employ 
series filaments and a transformer - 
less half -wave low -voltage supply. 
The only major difference in the 
chassis are the CRT's; the 12" mod- 
els use a 12CUP4, w file the 15" 
models use a 16CVP4. 

Two new models and one carry- 
over are offered in the 18" port- 
able grouping. Both new models 
use the transformer -powered tube - 
type 88-21 chassis. An integrated 
circuit, shown in Fig. 10, is featured 
in the sound IF stage of this chassis. 

An 18" table model and two 22" 
consoles complete this manufactur- 
er's '68 line. All three models use 
the 88-21 chassis. 

PANASONIC 

Three new models are included in 
Panasonic's '68 offerings. Model 
TR -205, (the "Starstream", is a 5" 
solid-state AC/DC portable equip- 
ped with a new "dark -tint" screen. 
Three video IF stages and two video 
amplifier stages are used along with 
a noise canceller circuit, sync separ- 
ator, and sync amplifier. Also used 
are three stages of audio amplifica- 
tion fed by a ratio sound detector 
and a single -stage sound IF. The 

deflection circuits use drivers be- 
tween the oscillator and output 
stages. A bridge -type rectifier sup- 
plies power for AC operation. For 
DC (battery) operation, the input is 
fed directly to an active power fil- 
ter circuit. 

Models TR -238B (Valley View) 
and TR -228D (Georgetown) use 
the same basic circuitry as the TR - 
205 described previously. The major 
electrical difference in the three de- 
signs involves the CRT sizes and 
the accessory circuits. Both the 
TR -238B (shown in Fig. 11) and 
TR -228D employ 9XP4 picture 
tubes and are therefore categorized 
as 8" portables. The TR -238B also 
employs a charging circuit for its 
"built-in" cartridge -type battery. 
An added feature of the TR -228D 
is an automatic timer which allows 
up to two hours of operation before 
automatically turning the set off. 
One other difference involves the 
high -voltage circuits; the 5" TR -205 
uses a voltage tripler arrangement 
consisting of three semiconductor 
diodes, whereas the two 8" chassis 
use a 1X2B tube -type high -voltage 
rectifier circuit. Both the TR -238B 
and TR -228D are equipped with 
"dark -tint" screens. 

Other solid-state models featured 
in Panasonic's new line are: An 8" 
AC/DC portable using a chassis 
similar to TR -205; one 8" AC/DC 
portable and one 8" AC/DC table 
model equipped with AM/FM ra- 
dios; one 8" AC/DC table model 
with clock and timer; and one 9" 
AC/DC portable. 

Tube -type and hybrid AC port- 
ables round out this manufacturer's 
line. Included are three 12" and one 
15" all -tube receiver. The two hy- 
brids offered have 18" screens. 
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PHILCO 

A variety of tube, hybrid, and all - 
transistor chassis are utilized in Phil- 
co's 37 -model b -w "R" line for the 
coming year. A total of 13 chassis 
are used, including 7 carryovers and 
6 recent designs. Screen sizes range 
from 8" to 22". 

Offered in the 8" size is one tran- 
sistorized AC/DC portable with a 
built-in battery charger. Three 12" 
models are included in the new line; 
all use the tube -type 17C21 carry- 
over chassis. Three 16" portables 
also use carryover tube -type chassis 
(17H22 and 16H22) . 

Seven tube -type and three com- 
pact hybrid models comprise the 
18" size group. Carryover 17J27 
and 17J25 chassis are used in six 
of the tube -type 18" receivers. One 
hybrid 18" uses the previously in- 
troduced 17JT41 chassis, while the 
other two 18" hybrid receivers em- 
ploy a newer version of the same 
chassis (18JT41). One 18" model 
features Philco's "Midnite Mask" 
black glass screen. 

Two 19" compact models are 
available. One employs the new 
18J32 chassis equipped with a 
20RP4 picture tube. A remote con- 
trol unit utilizing an integrated cir- 
cuit is used with the chassis power- 
ing the other 19" receiver. This 
chassis is also equipped with the 
20RP4 picture tube. 

Chassis 18LT43, a transformer - 
powered hybrid chassis similar to 
last year's 17LT43, is used in two 
20" compact models. A 21 FYP4 
picture tube is used in both models. 

Three 22" table models and eight 
22" consoles employ Chassisl8N35, 
which is nearly identical to the pre- 
viously introduced 17N35 chassis 
except for a different VHF tuner 
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and minor circuit changes. Complet- 
ing the "R" line are five 22" con- 
soles powered by Chassis 18NT45, 
a newer version of the hybrid 
17NT45 introduced last year. The 
UHF and VHF tuners employed 
with this chassis are solid state. 

RCA 

The 23 black -and -white models 
offered for 1968 by this manufac- 
turer are designed around twelve 
chassis. Eight are continuing chassis 
employed in the 1967 line, two are 
recently introduced chassis, and the 
remaining two are new chassis. 

Continuing chassis are the KCS - 
152, a tube -type vertical chassis 
used in one 15" model; KCS155, 
an autotransformer-powered vertical 
tube -type chassis employed in an 
18" model; KCS156, a transformer - 
powered horizontal chassis used in 
another 18" model; and KCS161, a 
transformerless, vertically mounted 
chassis serving in one 20" receiver. 
Other continuing chassis are the 
transformer -powered KCS 163, a 
horizontally mounted chassis used in 
one 18" set; KCS159, a horizontal- 
ly mounted transformer -type chassis 
employed in three 22" consoles and 
one 22" table model; and KCS 160, 
an autotransformer-powered, verti- 
cal chassis utilized in two 18" and 
one 19" model. Rounding out the 
continuing chassis list is the KCS - 
164, a chassis similar to KCS160. 
Two 18" and one 20" receiver use 
this chassis. 

The four small -screen portables 
offered in RCA's '68 b -w line use 
the two recently introduced chassis. 
A completely solid-state chassis, 
the KCS157, functions in two per- 
sonal 8" models, aptly named "Min- 
ikin Jr." 

The other recently introduced 

sound amplifier employed in KCS158 and 
KCS159 chassis. 

chassis, KCS165, is a compact tube - 
type employed in two 11" receivers. 
The design of this series -filament 
chassis includes two stages of video 
IF, a single video output stage, and 
a transformerless, half -wave, low - 
voltage supply. Two twelve -pin du- 
odecar-type tubes are included in 
the complement of eleven tubes and 
four solid-state diodes. One is a 
33GY7 diode -beam power pentode 
serving the horizontal output and 
damper stages. The other twelve - 
pin type is a I7BF 1 1 double pen- 
tode used in the quadrature sound 
detector and audio output circuits. 
A 12CNP4 or 310AUB4 bonded - 
faceplate picture tube is used in this 
chassis. 

The new KCS158 chassis (used 
in two 19" models) is electrically 
similar to the KCS159 mentioned 
previously, while the actual physical 
layout closely resembles KCS 164. 
Similarities to the KCSI59 include a 
transistor AGC circuit (Fig. 12) 
and a transistor sound IF stage 
(Fig. 13) . In addition, both the 
KCS158 and KCS159 employ a 
separate sync and sound amplifier, 
shown in Fig. 14. 

One major difference between the 
KCS158 and KCS159 involves the 
low -voltage power supply. The con- 
tinuing KCS159 uses a conventional 
power transformer in a full -wave 
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Fig. 15. KCS1 58 "Instant -Pic" circuit. 
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configuration, along with parallel 
filaments. The low -voltage supply 
of the KCS158 employs an auto - 
transformer, half -wave rectifier, and 
series filaments. Also, the KCS158 
is equipped with an "Instant Pic" 
circuit, shown in Fig. 15. Two on - 
off switches are provided. One is 
labeled "Master on -off", and in the 
off position, completely removes 
power from the autotransformer. 
The other on -off switch serves two 
functions: In the off position it dis- 
ables the B + circuit and provides 
half of the normal voltage to the fil- 
aments, thereby keeping them warm 
and ready for instant use. In the on 
position it re-establishes the B + 
circuit and switches the filaments to 
a tap that supplies full voltage to 
them. Either a 19DQP4 or 20TP4 
picture tube is used with the KCS - 
158 chassis. 

The other new chassis found in 
RCA's '68 line is the KCS168, used 
in two 15" receivers. One of these 
models, equipped with a clip -on 
dark filter, is shown in Fig. 16. The 
physical and electrical characteris- 
tics of this chassis are similar to 
those of the KCS 165 described pre- 
viously. However, the KCS168 uses 
a 16CHP4, whereas the KCS165 is 
equipped with a much smaller 
12CNP4. This difference in CRT 
size necessitates slight differences in 
the deflection stages and CRT 
blanking and supply circuits. A 
twelve -pin 38HE7 diode -pentode is 
used in the horizontal output and 
damper circuits of the KCS168 in 
place of the twelve -pin 33GY7 di- 
ode -pentode employed in the same 
circuits of the KCS165. The only 
other tube difference is found in the 
AGC and video output stages; the 
KCS 168 uses an 8JV8 triode -pen- 
tode in these stages, while the 
KCS165 uses an 11K -V8. Other dif- 

Fig. 16. RCA's Model AJ-058 is 
equipped with a clip -on dark filter. 

ferences involve the vertical yoke 
windings; those employed in the 
KCS168 are supplied from a tap on 
the primary of the vertical output 
transformer, whereas the yoke wind- 
ings of the KCS 165 received their 
supply from the secondary of the 
same transformer. 

SYLVANIA 

Eight chassis are found in this 
manufacturer's '68 models. Three 
(A02, A06, A07) are solid-state 
carryover designs used in one 12" 
personal portable and two 18" "roll - 
about" portables. Other 18" roll - 
about portable models use either 
chassis B05 or B06 (tube -type 
carryovers). 

Two new 19" models (the 
MY7IK is shown in Fig. 17) use 
the recently introduced B09 chassis. 
This is a transformerless, series -fila- 
ment chassis employing a full -wave 
voltage doubler in the power supply. 
Two transistors (in addition to the 
one in the UHF tuner) are included 
in the main chassis complement of 
the B09. Both are used in a two - 
stage noise suppression circuit con- 
sisting of a noise gate circuit in ser- 
ies with the cathode of the sync sep- 
arator and a noise amplifier con- 
nected between the output of the 
video detector and the base of the 
noise gate. DC picture restoration 
and horizontal blanking are also in- 
cluded in this chassis, as well as all 
other chassis in Sylvania's new line. 
The CRT used in the B09 is a 110° 
20ZP4. 

Six models are offered in the 22" 
size group; two are table models and 
four are consoles. Powering these 
22" receivers is Chassis B04, a 
tube -type carryover. One other chas- 
sis, the B07, is included in Sylvania's 
new line; however, no information 
concerning this new chassis is avail- 
able at the present time. 

WESTINGHOUSE 

A total of 32 models comprise 
Westinghouse's '68 b -w line. Lead- 
ing off the new line is the "Jet Set" 
grouping which offers eight models 
equipped with a no -glare black - 
tinted glass over the screen. One of 
the two 12" receivers included in 
this group is a combination TV 
phonograph/clock-radio. Called the 
"Mini -Combo", the unit measures 

15" high by 19" wide by 11" 
deep. The tube -type TV chassis 
(V2490-9) used in this model is a 
carryover and like all of this manu- 
facturer's tube -type b -w chassis, is 
equipped with an instant -on circuit. 

Other models and screen sizes 
available in the "Jet Set" grouping 
include three 18", two 20", and one 
8" receiver. Chassis V2483. a solid- 
state design introduced last year, is 
used in one 18" and one 20" model. 
The only tube employed in this chas- 
sis, other than the CRT, is a 1K3 
high -voltage rectifier. 

The 8" "Jet Set" receiver is an 
AC/DC model equipped with the 
V2652 all -transistor chassis. A volt- 
age tripler circuit provides 9.5 kv 
of high voltage to the 9XP4 picture 
tube used in this chassis. Also em- 
ployed in this chassis is an active 
power filter circuit, shown in Fig. 
18. The remaining 18" and 20" 
"Jet Set" models use carryover 
Chassis V2487. This is a trans- 
formerless tube -type chassis. 

Thirteen additional portable re- 
ceivers (not included in the Jet 
Set grouping) are also available. 
Four of these are 12" models utiliz- 
ing the V2490 chassis. Eight port- 
able models use the carryover 
V2486 chassis; six have 18" CRT's 
and two offer 20" screens. One 18" 
portable uses the all -transistor V- 
2483 chassis. 

The table and console models in- 
cluded in Westinghouse's '68 b -w 
line all use 22" screens. One roll - 
about table model is offered, along 
with two receivers that can be used 
as either table or consolette models. 
The console grouping consists of 
eight models; five use Chassis 
V2487. 

ZENITH 

Two new chassis designs are in - 

Fig. 17. Sylvania's new Model MY71 K. 
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SELENIUM RECTIFIER 

eluded in the make-up of this man- 
ufacturer's '68 b -w line. One is com- 
pletely solid-state except for the 
3BM2 used in the high -voltage 
stage The other is a hybrid. 

The solid-state chassis, I Y2 I B55, 
is employed in two 19" models 
equipped with Zenith's new "squar- 
ed corner" 20UP4 rimbond CRT. 
A total of 25 transistors and 17 di- 
odes are used in this chassis, includ- 
ing the 3 NPN silicon types con- 
tained in the new rotary bandswitch 
VHF tuner. The continuous type 
UHF tuner is essentially the same 
design employed in Zenith's tube - 
type b -w chassis. 

The physical construction of this 
chassis (Fig. 19) is unique. Most of 
the deflection, power, AGC, and 
sync circuitry is contained on the 
horizontally mounted main chassis. 
However, the remaining circuitry is 
located on two separate subchassis 
which are vertically mounted on the 
main chassis. One subchassis con- 
tains the video IF amplifiers, detec- 
tor, and video driver. The other 
subchassis includes the sound IF, 
limiter, and ratio detector circuitry. 
Both subchassis are enclosed in 
shielded metal cases to minimize 
radiation and provide isolation. 

The IF subchassis is electrically 
connected to the main chassis by 
six plug-in leads. Three stages of 
video IF amplification are contained 
on this subchassis. Each is a com- 
mon emitter configuration employ- 
ing NPN transistors. The first stage 
is AGC controlled using forward 
bias; the gain of the stage is de- 
creased by increasing the collector 
current which, in turn, reduces the 

Fig. 19. Zenith's new solid-state chassis 
has unique construction. 
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Fig. 18. Power supply employed in Westinghouse's solid-state chassis. 

collector to emitter voltage. The 
video detector is of conventional 
design, producing an output of ap- 
proximately 21/2 volts p -p. This out- 
put is fed to the NPN video driver 
(Fig. 20), which is essentially a 
modified emitter -follower circuit de- 
signed to match the relatively high 
impedance of the detector to the 
low impedance input (base) of the 
video output stage. 

The noise gate driver is triggered 
by noise peaks and cuts off the noise 
gate circuit shown in the block dia- 
gram of Fig. 21. The noise gate, in 
turn, prevents conduction of the 
sync limiter and AGC gate transis- 
tors when noise peaks are present. 

A forward gated (keyed) AGC 
system is employed in this chassis. 
As shown in Fig. 21, the circuit 
consists of a gate stage, an output 
stage. and a tuner delay circuit. The 
gate stage operates similar to a tube - 
type keying stage. The output stage 
is an emitter -follower configuration 

used to match the high impedance 
of the AGC gate transistor collec- 
tor circuit to the low impedance of 
the IF and tuner AGC lines. 

Fig. 22 shows the actual circuitry 
of the AGC system. 02 conducts 
only when a negative pulse from the 
horizontal output transformer ap- 
pears on the collector and a nega- 
tive sync pulse from the video driver 
is fed to the base. Both pulses must 
occur simultaneously. With an in- 
crease in signal level, the sync pulse 
fed to the base of Q2 drives the 
base more negative (forward bias), 
increasing the collector current. This 
increase in collector current is felt 
as a more positive voltage at the 
base of Q1 and, in turn, increases 
the forward bias of 01, causing it to 
conduct more and raising its emitter 
voltage. The IF clamp diode, X2, 
conducts less and the IF AGC volt- 
age increases. When Ql emitter 
voltage reaches approximately 2.5 
volts, the tuner clamp diode, X I , 
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Fig. 21. Partial block diagram of Zenith Chassis 1Y21B55. Fig. 22.Forward AGC system employed in Zenith's 1Y1B55 
solid-state chassis. 

begins to conduct and the tuner 
AGC voltage increases. The IF 
clamp diode, X2, stops conducting 
altogether when Q1 emitter voltage 
reaches 2.8 volts and the IF AGC 
voltage is stabilized at about 3.3 
volts. Any further increase in video 
signal level produces a reduction in 
the gain of the VHF tuner via con- 
duction of X1, the tuner clamp 
diode. A factory adjusted potenti- 
ometer in the collector circuit 'of the 
1st IF amplifier sets the AGC gain 
reduction of the IF and, therefore, 
the delay point of the tuner AGC. 
The AGC control in the emitter 
circuit of the AGC gate stage adjusts 
the overall AGC action. 

Chassis 8Y4B36, Zenith's new 
hybrid design, employs a three - 
stage transistorized IF section simi- 
lar to the one used in the previously 
discussed solid-state chassis. How- 
ever, because the video detector 
load resistor (2.2K ohm) presents 
about the same output impedance 
as found in tube -type receivers, the 
video driver circuit is not included 
in the 8Y4B36 design. Instead, the 
output of the detector is fed directly 
to a single tube -type video output 
stage. 

The AGC system used in this 
chassis is also similar to the system 
designed into the 1Y21B55 chassis, 
except that the double pentode half 
of a triode -double pentode 6BA 11 

performs the keying (gating) func- 
tion. An NPN transistor serves the 
AGC output stage which provides 
forward AGC control to the 1st 
video IF. 

The remaining circuitry of Chas- 
sis 8Y4B36 uses tubes and is simi- 

lar in most respects to last year's 
14N26 chassis. A full -wave voltage 
doubler provides B +, including a 
positive 24 volts to the transistor cir- 
cuits. The 24 volts is developed 
across a 4.4K -ohm dropping resistor 
and is regulated by a Zener diode. 
Chassis 8Y4B36 is employed in 
three 20" portable models. 

Eight other chassis are found in 
Zenith's '68 line. Chassis 14N33, 
used in one 18" portable, and Chas- 
sis 14N22, used in five 22" consoles 
and three 22" table models, are car- 
rayover chassis from last year. Chas- 
sis 13X16 and 13Y16, used in two 
12" portables, are similar to last 
year's 13X15 chassis. Two 16" 
portable models employ Chassis 
14Y21, used in last year's models. 
Rounding out the '68 chassis lineup 
are: Chassis 14Y33, used in two 
19" portables and comparable to 
the 14N33 chassis; and Chassis 14- 
Y26 and 14X26, both similar to 
last year's 14N26. Chassis 14Y26 
is found in two 19" portables, as 
well as serving in one 20" portable. 
Other versions of the same 20" 
portable use Chassis 14X26. 

OTHER BRANDS 

Specific details concerning the 
chassis used in the following man- 
ufacturers' new lines were not avail- 
able at press time. Therefore, only 
general model information is pre- 
sented. 

MOTOROLA 

Heading this manufacturer's new 
line is a group of receivers that fea- 
tures all solid-state circuitry, except 
for the high -voltage rectifier tube. 

Portables offered in this group in- 
clude two 9" AC/DC models uti- 
lizing a transformer -powered chas- 
sis, and one 12" AC -only model, 
also equipped with a transformer - 
powered chassis. Rounding out the 
all solid-state receiver group are 
three table models (one 20" and 
two 22") and seven 22" consoles. 
Solid-state VHF and UHF tuners 
are used with all of the above mod- 
els. In addition, all table and con- 
sole models are equipped with tinted 
screens. 

Tube -type receivers offered by 
this manufacturer include two 12" 
and two 15" portables. Also found 
in Motorola's '68 b -w line are three 
18" and two 20" portable models 
using hybrid chassis. Eleven tran- 
sistors are employed in the signal 
processing section of this hybrid 
chassis. 

SONY 

Small -screen solid-state AC/DC 
portables are the featured items in 
this manufacturer's '68 b -w line. 
Offered are two 4", one 5", one 7", 
and one 8" model. In addition, two 
12" AC -only models are also in- 
cluded in the '68 line; one is a port- 
able and the other is a table model. 
Both are solid-state designs. 

SYMPHONIC 

Highlighting the Symphonic '68 
line is an exceptionally small 3" 
AC/DC solid-state personal port- 
able that weighs just 51 lbs. includ- 
ing C -cell batteries. Also offered 
by this manufacturer are an 8" and 
a 12" tube -type portable. 
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A THE 
ELECTRONIC 

SCANNER 
news of the servicing industry 

Hugo Gernsback Dies 

Hugo Gernsback, pioneer in electronic invention, 
author, publisher, and called the father of modern 
science fiction, died on Saturday, August 19, in New 
York City. He was 83 years old. 

At his death Mr. Gernsback held 80 scientific 
patents. He was editor in chief of RADIO -ELECTRON - 
Ics, editor in chief and publisher of the magazine 
Sexology, and chairman of the board of Gernsback 
Publications, Inc. 

During his long publishing career, he put out more 
than 50 magazines, including the first radio magazine, 
MODERN ELECTRONICS in 1908, and the first science 
fiction publication, AMAZING STORIES in 1927. Mr. 
Gernsback is widely credited with having written the 
first true science fiction story, and with coining the 
term itself. In his honor, science fiction writing 
awards are called "Hugos." 

He is perhaps best-known as a "Prophet of Sci- 
ence," as Life called him in a 1963 article. His first 
science fiction story, published in 1911, accurately 
predicted radar, microfilm, stainless steel and num- 
erous other now commonplace things, even including 
night baseball. His window into the future has been 
producing amazingly accurate predictions ever since. 
M.I.T. scientists, in announcing the first Venus 
probe, opened with the statement that it was first 
"proposed by Gernsback in 1927." 

Mr. Gernsback sponsored New York's first tele- 
vision broadcast in 1928, and was honored by the 
radio industry in 1953 in recognition of his "first 
50 years of inspiring leadership in radio -electronic 
art." 

His awards and associations include: Marconi 
Memorial Wireless Pioneer Medal, Veteran Wire- 
less Operators, 1950; Gold Medal of Luxembourg, 
Gr-,nd Order of Oaken Crown; Silver Jubilee Trophy, 
Belgian Society Helios, 1953. Member American 
Physics Society, A.A.A.S.; founder Wireless Associ- 
ation of America. 

COMPLETE TUNER 

OVERHAUL 

COLOR TUNERS 

ALL LABOR 
AND PARTS 
(EXCEPT TUBES 
& TRANSISTORS)* 

GUARANTEED COLOR 

ALIGNMENT - NO 

ADDITIONAL CHARGE 

Simply send us the defective tuner complete; include tubes, 
shield cover and any damaged parts with model number 
and complaint. Your tuner will be expertly overhauled and 
returned promptly, performance restored, aligned to original 
standards and warranted for 90 days. 
UV combination tuner must be single chassis type; dismantle 
tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send in the defective unit 
only. 
Exact Replacements are available for tuners unfit for over- 
haul. As low as $12.95 exchange. (Replacements are new or 
rebu i It.) 
And remember-for over a decade Castle has been the leader 
in this specialized field ... your assurance of the best in 
TV tuner overhauling. 

TV TUNER SERVICE, INC. 
MAIN PLANT: 5701 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois 

EAST: 4-90 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City 1, N.Y. 
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LOAD 

Get Trouble -Free Fuse Protection 
in Wet Locations with a 

TRON 
IN -THE -LINE 

WATERPROOF 
Fussholder 

FOR USE ON: 

Electronic Components 
at Missile Sites 
Marine Equipment 
Mobile Power Supply 
Units 
Yard Lights 
Military Field 
Applications 
Communications 
Equipment 
Any circuit operating 
in exposed locations. 

FOR PROTECTION OF CIRCUITS 
OF 600 VOLTS OR LESS 

Watertight construction; resis- 
tance to damage by weather, wa- 
ter, salt spray or corrosive fumes 
permit use of TRON fuseholders 
in exposed locations where safety 
and long life are of vital impor- 
tance. 

TRON fuseholders are available 
to take two sizes of fuses, 1332' x 

and 1° x 1%"; and take 
many sizes of solid or stranded 
wire. 

Write for BUSS Bulletin SFH-11 

INSIST ON 

IflJSs QUALIT 
BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co., ST. LOUIS, MO. 63107 

Academy Avionics is a subsidiary of Ag Aviation 
Academy and is a resident, full-time aviation electronics 
school. VA approval means any of the courses may be 
pursued under the various G. I. Bill provisions. 

Courses included in the certification are Basic Elec- 
tronics, a 6 -month course; Avionics (aviation electron- 
ics), 12 months; Advanced Avionics, 960 hours or 
approximately 6 months; and FCC License Course. 

TV Next? 

Philco-Ford announced price increases of 1 to 3%, 
effective September 22, on all of its appliance lines 
except air conditioners. The company said the move 
was taken "most reluctantly, but was forced upon us by 
the continuing increases in the costs of materials, labor 
and freight." 

Products affected include refrigerators, freezers, 
ranges, dishwashers, automatic washers, dryers, com- 
bination washer -dryers and wringer washers. 

The company pointed out that the industry price 
base for these products is substantially less now than 
it was in 1952, compared with an increase of more 
than 20% in all items on the Consumer Price Index. 
Average 1966 refrigerator prices, for example, were 
less than 55% of what they were in 1952. 

BUS : The Com lete Line of Fuses and 

$5 Reward 

In an effort to locate the few remaining sets which 
may have radiation levels above acceptable levels, Gen- 
eral Electric is offering $5 reward for turning in the 
obsolete HV regulator tubes from those sets. The tubes 
in question are: 6EA4, 6EF4, and certain 6LC6's. Con- 
tact your nearest GE distributor for details. 

Microelectronic VR 

An integrated microelectronic voltage regulator de- 
veloped by Delco Radio Division will be introduced in 
some models of the 1968 Pontiacs. The miniaturized 
voltage regulator is so small that it can be included as 
a part of the Delcotron generator produced by Delco - 
Remy Division. In the past voltage regulators have been 
separate units about 3 X 3 X 4 inches in size. 

The new Delco Radio unit has no moving parts. It 
is about the size of a man's wristwatch. Benefits derived 
from the new regulator include increased reliability be- 
cause there are no moving parts, elimination of external 
wiring, and because electronic sensors are unaffected by 
moisture, aging, or vibration. 

Courses Approved 
Full Veterans Administration approval has been 

awarded Academy Avionics for electronics courses of- 
fered at Reno/Stead Airport, Reno, Nevada, the school 
has announced. 

SUB -MINIATURE 
FUSEHOLOER 

COMBINATION 
For space -tight applications. 

Fuse has window for inspection 
of element. Fuse may be used 
with or without holder. 

Fuse held tight in holder by 
beryllium copper contacts as- 
suring low resistance. 

Holder can be used with or 
without knob. Knob makes 
holder water-proof from front 
of panel. 

Military type fuse FMO1 
meets all requirements of 
MIL -F-23419. Military type 
holder FHN42W meets all mili- 
tary requirements of \III. F - 
1920îB. 

Write for PUSS Bulletin SFB 

VISUAL 

INDICATING 

FUSES 

FUSE ONLY 

Buss .270 x .250 

INCHES 

GMW FUSE 

and HWA 

FUSEHOLDER 

INS/ST ON 

IjUss QUALITY 
BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co., ST. LOUIS, MO. 63107 
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Write far BUSS 

Bulletin SFB. 

OU/C/ACI/ 
"Quick -Acting" fuses for protection of 
sensitive instruments or delicate appara- 
tus;-or normal acting fuses for protec- 
tion where circuit is not subject to current 
transients or surges. 

INSIST ON 

IlUss QUALITY 
BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co., St. Louis, Mo. 63107 

Globe Battery and Centralab Electronics. Also located 
at the Glendale facility are Globe -Union's financial and 
data processing operations, a 30 -thousand volume tech- 
nical library, sales and purchasing organizations plus 
corporate and divisional administrative offices. 

Perma-Power, a fast-growing Chicago -based elec- 
tronics manufacturer, has occupied a second major 
facility on the city's Northwest side. The new facility, a 

modern two story brick structure, is directly adjacent 
to the company's main plant and provides Perma-Power 
with an additional 20,000 square feet of space. With the 
additional space, Perma-Power now occupies almost 
six times as much space as it did four years ago. 

Texas Instruments and Sprague have entered into a 

non-exclusive, cross licensing agreement under their 
patents in the semiconductor field. Under this agree- 
ment, each is licensed to use the other's patents in the 
design and fabrication of semiconductor devices, in- 
cluding both integrated circuits and transistors. The 
rights exchanged are worldwide, except for Japan, and 
include TI's Kilby patents as well as Sprague's Lehovec 
patent. 

The agreement further calls for dismissal without 
prejudice of TI's appeal from an adverse Patent Office 
decision and Sprague's counterclaim for infringement. 
The financial terms of the agreement were not disclosed. 

. . Fuseholders of Un. u.- stioned . Hi! h Qualit 

Mergers, Expansions, Etc. 

Admiral announced that it has licensed Canadian 
General Electric Company and a European company to 
manufacture color picture tubes of Admiral design for 
television receivers, and to use Admiral -developed en- 
gineering and production equipment. 

Vincent Barreca, president, said that ,the contracts 
also include provisions for technical assistance, and 
added that other discussions are being conducted with 
potential licensees in other parts of the world. 

A new research and development center that will 

permit expansion of technical services to customers has 
been announced by Belden. 

Robert W. Hawkinson, president of the Chicago - 
based manufacturer of wire, cable and cords, announced 
that Belden has purchased a 22,000-sq. ft. building near 
Geneva, Ill. "All research and development activities 
now being conducted at both our Chicago and Rich- 
mond, Ind., plants will be centralized in this modern 
new location," he said. 

Globe -Union, manufacturer of electoronic compo- 
nents, batteries and other packaged power units, has 
completed occupancy of its new Administrative and 
Research Park in Glendale, Wisconsin. 

The new 33 -acre park houses executive offices for 
the firm, extensive research and engineering facilities 
plus headquarters for Globe -Union's two divisions, 

shielded fusiholders 

For use where fuse and fuseholder could pick up radio 
frequency radiation which interferes with circuit contain- 
ing fuseholder - or other nearby circuits. 

Fuseholder accomplishes both shielding and grounding. 
Available to take two sizes of fuses -% x 11 " and 

34' x 1" fuses. 
Meets performance specifications of both MIL -I -6181D 

and MIL -F -19207B. 

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co., ST. LOUIS, MO. 63107 
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MISTER IN G 

In lesson 2 of this series, the 
tuner, video IF amplifier, sound IF 
amplifier and output, luminance (or 
video) amplifier, and the sync and 
AGC circuits were discussed. All of 
these circuits are similar to circuits 
having the same functions in a 
black -and -white set. 

The tuner and IF circuits are 
modified only slightly to increase 
the response near the upper edge of 
the video passband. Additional traps 
are required to prevent interaction 
between the 4.5 -MHz sound carrier 
and the 3.58 -MHz chroma informa- 
tion. The additional traps make it 
necessary to move the sound takeoff 
point "forward" and use a separate 
sound IF detector. Otherwise, the 
sound system is conventional. The 

VERTICAL 
DEFLECTION 

HORIZONTAL 
DEFLECTION 

HIGH VOLTAGE 

AGC and sync circuits are nearly 
identical to the ones found in mono- 
chrome receivers. 

The luminance channel performs 
the same functions as the mono- 
chrome video amplifier and also it 
has some additional features. It pro- 
vides for video delay, performs the 
retrace blanking, incorporates the 
brightness control, and, of course, 
it drives three CRT cathodes instead 
of one. The luminance channel is 
direct coupled and this can lead to 
service problems for the unwary 
technician. 

Vertical Deflection Circuit 

The circuit most frequently used 
to generate the vertical deflection 

C IR CUITS 

current is a modified free -running 
multivibrator. The modifications are 
incorporated to change the usual 
square -wave output into a wave- 
form which produces a sawtooth 
current through the deflection coil 
or yoke. Since the impedance of the 
yoke is inductive, current lags the 
voltage; and so the multivibrator 
output waveform rises very steeply, 
decays steeply to about one-half its 
maximum, and then decays at an 
almost linear rate. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 1 is 
from the Zenith 24MC32 chassis. 
This circuit is typical of many re- 
ceivers although several sets exam- 
ined used the old, familiar twin - 
triode configuration. We also noted 
that some circuits have the hold 
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Fig. 1. Vertical multivibrator of the Zenith 24MC32 chassis. 

control in the cathode circuit instead 
of the grid circuit of the normally 
cutoff tube. 

Consider the circuit at a time 
when the vertical sweep is approach- 
ing the bottom of the CRT. The 
grid of V9 is swinging in a positive 
direction as current flows upward 
through R97 to charge the right side 
of C45. The current through V9 
and the deflection coils is increasing 
at a linear rate. V7 is cut off by 
the negative charge at the top of 
C46 although this voltage is ap- 
proaching the level where the tube 
can go into conduction. 

Shortly before V7 would go into 
conduction spontaneously, the nega- 
tive, integrated vertical sync pulse 
is applied to the grid of V9. The 
following things all happen in a 
very few microseconds: 

1. The current through V9 is 
diminished. 

2. The field around the deflec- 
tion coils begins to collapse, causing 
a positive spike to begin forming at 
the plate of V9. 

3. This positive pulse is coupled 

to the grid of V7 causing it to 
conduct. 

4. The plate of V7 swings in a 
negative direction and this negative 
spike is coupled to the grid of V9. 

5. V9 is cut off and the plate 
rises to a peak of several hundred 
volts as a result of the total collapse 
of the field around the deflection 
coils. 

6. The collapsing field drives 
the electron beam to the top of the 
CRT, ready to begin another down- 
ward scan. 

7. The positive spike is coupled 
from the plate of V9 to the grid 
of V7. This drives V7 into satura- 
tion, the grid draws heavy current, 
and a negative charge collects at the 
top of C46. When the spike from 
the plate of V9 is ended, C46 be- 
gins discharging through R93 and 
R4 and this cuts off V7. 

8. As soon as V7 returns to 
cutoff, its plate swings positive. This 
positive -going pulse partially dis- 
charges C45 and allows V9 to re- 
sume conduction. 

When V9 begins conduction, the 

trace begins its downward deflection. 
The grid voltage of V9 gradually 
becomes more positive as current 
flows upward through R97 to charge 
C45. This increases the current 
through V9 and the deflection coils 
to produce the vertical sweep. 

There are three controls in the 
vertical circuit: hold, size, and lin- 
earity. The hold control determines 
the time required for C46 to dis- 
charge to the point where V7 can 
conduct. If this discharge time is 
too short, (free -running frequency 
too high) a new vertical scan will 
have started before the arrival of 
the next sync pulse and the picture 
will roll down. If the free -running 
frequency is slightly lower than the 
scan rate, the vertical multivibrator 
synchronizes normally. 

The size control determines the 
plate saturation voltage of V7. The 
difference between saturation volt- 
age and B+ is the amplitude of the 
signal which is coupled to the grid 
of V9 and this ultimately determines 
the amplitude or size of the sweep. 

The voltage at the grid of V9 is 
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not completely linear since it is a 

portion of the exponential charging 
curve of a capacitor; however, V9 
is not linear either (gain is different 
at various bias levels). By proper 
adjustment of the linearity control, 
a level of bias is obtained that 
causes these two inherent nonlin- 
earities to be equal and opposite. 

The network consisting of C47, 
K2, R98, and C50 shapes the feed- 
back pulse to the grid of V7. The 
shape of this pulse determines the 
conduction time of V7 and this de- 
termines the retrace time. M7 dis- 
ables the multivibrator for color 
setup purposes. R102 and R103 are 
loading resistors across the deflec- 
tion coils. They prevent the coils 
from oscillating at the end of the 
retrace interval. The resistance of 
R95 decreases with temperature 
rise to compensate for the increase 
in resistance of R96, R8, and R4 
as the temperature rises. 

Some sets use a vertical centering 
circuit to control a small DC cur- 
rent which flows through the vertical 
deflection coils. This current either 
aids or opposes the vertical deflec- 
tion current to shift the entire raster 
up or down. 

Horizontal Phase Detector 

The horizontal oscillator and its 
synchronizing circuits used in color 
sets are no different than those used 
in b -w receivers. The schematic 
shown in Fig. 2 is the horizontal 
phase detector circuit used in the 
Philco 16QT85 chassis. The two 
inputs to the phase detector are 
compared to determine their rela- 
tive timing and a correcting voltage 
(error signal) is developed to correct 
the oscillator frequency. 

Negative sync pulses from the 
sync separator are applied to the 
junction of the cathodes of the 
phase detector diodes and both 
diodes conduct. This places a nega - 
tie charge on the tops of C75 and 
C52. Between sync pulses, these 
capacitors discharge as follows: 
C75 discharges downward through 
R113 causing the anode of X20 to 
be negative with respect to ground. 
C52 discharges downward through 
R112 causing the bottom of R112 
to be positive with respect to its top. 
Since the voltage at the bottom of 
R 1 12 cannot be negative with re- 
spect to the top of R113 and the 
voltage drops across R112 and 

R113 are nearly equal, the voltage 
measured from the top of R112 
(or C52) to ground is nearly zero. 

At about the same time that the 
sync pulse is applied to the junction 
of the diode cathodes, a negative 
pulse from the horizontal output 
transformer is supplied to the junc- 
tion of C76 and C77. This drives 
electrons away from the top of C76 
and down through R112 and R111. 
During the interval between pulses, 
the current flows back up through 
R 111 and R112 producing a posi- 
tive -going sawtooth at the top. 

Now consider the interaction of 
the two separate actions which re- 
sult from the sync pulse and the 
feedback pulse. Referring to Fig. 
3A, we see the phase relation of the 
two voltages when the oscillator is 

operating at the correct frequency. 
The sync pulse arrives shortly after 
the start of the negative -going feed- 
back pulse. Since X19 can conduct 
only until its anode becomes neg- 
ative with respect to its cathode, 
only a portion of the electrons that 
could be supplied by the sync pulse 
actually get to the top of C52. Dur- 
ing the long interval between sync 
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Fig. 2. Horizontal phase detector of the Philco 160185 chassis. 
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SYNC PULSE 

FEEDBACK PULSE 

A. Horizontal frequency correct. 

B. Horizontal frequency too high. 

SYNC PULSE 

FEEDBACK PULSE 

SYNC PULSE 

FEEDBACK PULSE 

C. Horizontal frequency too low. 

Fig. 3. Horizontal sync 

pulses, some of the electrons re- 
quired to recharge the top of C76 
are supplied from C52 and the re- 
mainder flow upwards through R111 
and R112. Since the total -current 
through R111 and R112 has been 
diminished by the action of the 
feedback pulse, the average -voltage 
at the top of C76 is less positive 
than it would be in the absence of 
the sync pulse. 

Fig. 3B illustrates the action of 
the phase detector if the oscillator 

and feedback pulses. 

frequency is too high. The feedback 
pulse is shifted to the left from its 
normal position and the anode of 
X19 is driven farther negative be- 
fore the sync pulse arrives. As a 
result, fewer (or none) of the elec- 
trons supplied by the sync pulse 
are actually deposited on the top of 
C52. During the interpulse interval, 
all of the electrons must flow up- 
wards through R111 and R112 and 
the voltage at the top of C76 is 
more positive. 

100 pf 

N30 

10% 

PHASE 

DETECTOR 

.0022 
10% 

HORIZ AFC 6BL8 HORIZ OSC 

B 

6 

-35V 
IMP 

.01 10% 

68004 
2W 

750V 

OA 
HORIZ 
HOLD 
1000 

1 

.1V 

.0047 

47K 
( 39K 5%) 

245V 

22K 

680 pf 

5% 

470 pf 

HORIZONTAL 
OUTPUT TUBE 

HORIZ OSC 
(FREQ) 

Fig. 4. Horizontal oscillator and AFC of the Philco 16QT85 chassis. 

Inspection of Fig. 3C shows that 
if the feedback pulse arrives too 
late (frequency low), a greater por- 
tion of the sync pulse electrons 
reach C52 and the average voltage 
at the top of C76 is less positive 
than before. 

Referring once again to Fig. 2, 
R115, R116, R117, C79 and C80 
form the anti -hunt network. This is 
essentially an integrating circuit 
which smooths the voltage at the 
top of C76 into an almost constant 
level. If the integrations are too 
great (time constants too long), hori- 
zontal pulling will result because 
the AFC tube will not correct the 
frequency quickly enough. On the 
other hand, too little integration 
will cause horizontal jitter because 
the AFC tube will tend to overcor- 
rect the frequency (hunt). 

From this discussion of the phase 
detector circuit, we learn that an 
increase in oscillator frequency re- 
sults in a positive -going error signal 
at the grid of V7. While this is 
true of this specific circuit, some 
circuits are designed so that the 
exact opposite is true. That is, in- 
creased frequency produces a neg- 
ative -going error signal in some 
receivers even though the circuit 
configuration is quite similar. 

Horizontal AFC and Oscillator 

Referring to Fig. 4 which is the 
schematic of the AFC and oscil- 
lator circuits of the same Philco 
16QT85 chassis, the error signal is 
applied to pin 9 of V7. However, 
before attempting to understand the 
operation of the AFC tube, the op- 
eration of the oscillator must be 
thoroughly understood. 

The oscillator is basically a Hart- 
ley type although the tank circuit 
capacity, as well as the inductance, 
is tapped. The waveshape of the 
oscillator output is modified by R- 
124 and C88 before it is applied to 
the output tube. V7B is grid -leak 
biased by R122 and C84. 

The frequency -determining cir- 
cuits of the oscillator are L37, C85, 
C86, and the AFC tube. Insofar as 
an AC signal is concerned, the AFC 
tube is shunted across C86, and so 
the current through V7A is part of 
the total current of the tank circuit. 
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Compare Col 
look at the rest... 

and you'll buy the best, fl'W 
The all solid-state B&K Model 1245 Color Generator 

duplicates the waveforms transmitted by a color TV 
station. 

Adherence to these waveforms makes it easy to con- 
verge the color tube, check sync and make other raster 
adjustments . . . and the color generator with station 
quality signal will be able to sync next year's sets. 
Generators with compromise waveforms do not give you 
this obsolescence protection. 

Here are oscilloscope photographs from the outputs 
of two typical competitive color generators, one tran- 
sistorized and one tube type, and the B&K Model 1245. 
The detailed analysis with each photograph shows a few 
of the reasons why you'll save time and effort with B&K. 

COLOR CROSSHATCH 

STANDARD STATION SIGNAL 

One horizontal sync pulse with Two lines showing horizontal sync 
its color burst. pulse with black and white tv signal, 

TRANSISTORIZED B&K MODEL 1245 

Good duplication of station signa 
including back' porch. If the set won't 
sync, the set is defective. 

Well defined back porch on hori- 
zontal sync pulse permits accurately 
setting color killer and almost elimi- 
nates need to adjust brightness and 
contrast. 

TRANSISTORIZED GENERATOR A 

No back porch causes unstable 
color sync. Burst amplitude compres- 
sion may permit sync on wrong color 
bar. 

Square wave horizontal sync pulse 
with no back porch and poor dc cou- 
pling forces adjustments of brightness, 
contrast & fine tuning to obtain usable 
pattern. 

GENERATOR B 

No back porch; color information 
on top of sync -pulse makes sync diffi- 
cult on some sets. 

Complete absence of any back 
porch necessitates readjustment of 
brightness, contrast and fine tuning to 
obtain a usable pattern. 

See your B&K Distributor for a demonstration 
or write for Catalog AP22. 

For the first time, with the no -compromise wave- 
forms from the B&K Model 1245, it is possible to 
accurately set the color killer threshold control with 
a color generator. 

The miniature size and convenience of the Model 
1245 match its performance. It provides crystal - 
controlled keyed rainbow color bar display, and 
dot, crosshatch, horizontal line and vertical line 
patterns as well as gun killer controls that will 
work with any picture tube_ Size only 2% x 8% 
x 8W. Net $13495. 
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B1 
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VV 
5 

410V 

2.711 

410V 

Fig. 5. Horizontal output and high -voltage circuit of the Zenith 25LC30 chassis. 

V7A has two inputs, the error 
signal from the phase detector and 
also the 15,750 -Hz signal present 
at the cathode of V7B. This second 
signal is shifted in phase by the 
combination of C81, R 117, and C80 
so that the voltage at the grid of 
V7A is leading the voltage at the 
cathode of V7B. This leading volt- 
age causes a leading current to flow 
through V7A and through the tank 
circuit. From basic electronic the- 
ory, we recall that a leading current 
is a capacitive current, and so the 
current of V7A appears as an ad- 
ditional capacitive current in the 
tank. Thus, as the error signal goes 
positive, the capacitive current in- 
creases and the resonant frequency 
decreases to reduce the error. 

R4 and R 120 set the bias of V7A 
and determine the free -running fre- 
quency of the oscillator. The error 
signal at the grid of V7A causes the 
capacitive current to vary above or 
below this level to maintain hori- 
zontal sync. 

It was pointed out earlier that the 
direction of the error signal gen- 
erated by the phase detector can be 
either positive or negative for a 
given frequency error. It is also 
possible to change the AFC circuit 
from the one shown in Fig. 4 so 
that a positive error signal at the 
grid will increase the frequency 
rather than decrease it. One way of 

doing this is to interchange the 
values of C80 and C81. Now, the 
feedback would lag and the current 
through V7A would appear induc- 
tive rather than capacitive. 

There are numerous other cir- 
cuits which are used to generate the 
horizontal time base. Space limita- 
tions do not allow an exhaustive 
analysis of each of them in this 
course. For most service problems, 
the technician will be able to solve 
the difficulties if he will simply take 
time to identify the frequency - 
determining components and deter- 
mine the direction of the error signal 
from the phase detector. 

Horizontal Output and 
High -Voltage Circuits 

Regardless of the oscillator and 
AFC circuits used, the designs of the 
horizontal -output sections used by 
various manufacturers are similar. 
In many respects, the circuits are 
the same as ones used in mono- 
chrome receivers, but the whole 
horizontal deflection system has been 
"beefed up" for several reasons: 

1. The ultor (high -voltage anode) 
voltage (about 25 kv) is higher than 
it usually is in b -w receivers, and 
the CRT beam current is increased 
three -fold. 

2. The shunt regulator draws 
additional current from the ultor 
supply. 

PICTURE TUBE 

FOCUS ANODE 

TO PICTURE TUBE 

HV ANODE 

TO COLOR KILLER 

CONTROL 

TO BURST AMP 

AND COLOR KILLER 

TO 

4. CONVERGENCE 

CIRCUITS 

3. The boosted B + has a higher 
potential and the load is greater. 

4. The focus rectifier and 
bleeder, the convergence circuits, 
and the pincushion circuits extract 
power from the horizontal output 
circuit. 

The schematic of the horizontal 
output and high -voltage circuit used 
in the Zenith 25LC30 chassis is 
shown in Fig. 5. The yoke is driven 
in the conventional manner by taps 
on the primary of the high -voltage 
transformer. A secondary winding 
is used to obtain the voltages neces- 
sary for convergence, horizontal 
AFC, and keying of the AGC, color 
killer, and burst amplifier. 

The anode supply for the focus 
rectifier is obtained from a tap on 
the primary of the high -voltage 
transformer. The output of V15 is 
divided by the bleeder consisting of 
R130, R131, R132, and R20; and 
the focus voltage is controlled by the 
setting of R20. C68 is a filter for 
the focus supply and R133 is an arc 
protector. 

The ultor voltage is developed in 
the usual manner but, unlike b -w 
supplies, it is regulated by a shunt 
regulator. Regulation is accom- 
plished by the special regulator tube 
(V16). R19 is used to set the bias 
on V16 so that it is near cutoff when 
an all -white picture is being dis- 
played. As portions of the picture 
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If you're 
looking for trouble, 

you'll find it fast. 
That's what Amphenol test equipment is all about. The CRT Commander. The Milivolt Commander. 
The Signal Commander. The Coior Commander. The Stereo Commander. They're all time savers. 
With them you can test any TV, radio or stereo set. They let you find trouble, fix it, then get out of 
there. See your Amphenol distributor. Or write us direct. Amphenol Corporation, Department 
ET -107, 2875 South 25th Avenue, Broadview, Illinois 60153. 

AMPHENOL 
CRT MFlivolt Stereo Color Signal 

Circle 8 on literature card 
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Last week you worked 
71 hours. 

The week before 
it was 82. 

Buy General Electric Entertainment Receiving 
Tubes and earn valuable gifts for the whole 
family. See your Participating GE Tube Dis- 
tributor today for complete information. 288-12 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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Fig. 6. Horizontal output and high -voltage circuit of the Admiral 

are made black or gray, the CRT 
beam currents decrease and the ultor 
supply voltage tends to rise. The 
boosted B + also rises and this posi- 
tive -going voltage is used to de- 
crease the bias on V16. Thus, V16 
conducts more, the load on the ultor 
supply remains constant, and the 
ultor voltage is stabilized. 

Some manufacturers use the aver- 
age potential of the CRT cathodes 
as a control voltage for the ultor 

T0 DEFLECTION YOKE 

-55 

regulator. A black picture is pro- 
duced by a positive -going voltage at 
the CRT cathodes, and this voltage 
(in lieu of the boosted B +) is used 
to increase the conduction of the 
regulator tube. 

A rather unique approach to the 
problem of high -voltage regulation 
is illustrated in Fig. 6. This is a 
schematic of the horizontal output 
and high -voltage section of the Ad- 
miral 1G1155-1 chassis. Notice that 
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1G1155-1 chassis. 

BOOST 

.-CONVERGENCE BOARD 

no shunt regulator is used. 
A feedback pulse from the sec- 

ondary winding (terminals 1 and 2) 
of T4 is rectified by X10 and the 
resulting voltage is added to the bias 
supply for the horizontal output 
tubes. This total bias determines the 
amount of drive to the high -voltage 
transformer and, finally, the poten- 
tial of the ultor supply. 

As the CRT beam currents in- 
crease and load the supply, the am - 
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Fig. 7. Horizontal output and high -voltage circuit of the RCA CTC16 chassis. 
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Fig. 8. Horizontal output circuit in Zenith 23XC38 chassis. 

plitude of the feedback pulse is 
decreased and this results in a lesser 
bias voltage at the grids of V10 and 
VI I. This causes V10 and V11 to 
conduct more heavily to increase the 
ultor voltage. 

While this system is adequate, it 
does allow some variations in the 
high voltage. In order to maintain 
good focus over a range of ultor 
voltages, the focus voltage is made 
to "track" the ultor voltage. This is 
accomplished by R141 and R142 
along with their filter, C99. As the 
CRT beam currents increase, the 
voltage across R141 and R142 in- 
creases and this voltage is added to 
the output of the focus rectifier to 
adjust the focus automatically for 
changes in CRT current. A slight 
change in width as the brightness 
control is rotated is normal in re- 
ceivers using this circuit. 

The horizontal output and high - 
voltage circuits of the RCA CTC16 
chassis are shown in Fig. 7. In this 
circuit, the focus rectifier is con- 
nected to the plate of the horizontal 
output tube and develops 4 to 4.5 
kv. The ultor voltage supply and 
regulator are similar to the Zenith 
chassis discussed earlier, but the 
regulator control voltage is derived 
from the CRT cathodes. 

The horizontal -centering problem 

is solved by driving the yoke with 
two identical windings of the high - 
voltage transformer. A 10 -ohm 
potentiometer used as a centering 
control is connected between ter- 
minals 3 and 4, and a small DC 
potential exists across it. One end 
of the yoke is connected to the cen- 
ter arm of the control. Depending 
on the setting of the control, a small 
DC current can be caused to flow in 
the yoke to change the centering. 

A third method of high voltage 
regulation has been developed in 
the Zenith 23XC38 chassis. The 
horizontal output circuit is shown 
in Fig. 8. This circuit uses a type 
6HS5 regulator (V21) whose cath- 
ode and plate are connected to B + 
and a tap of the horizontal -output 
transformer, respectively. Since the 
tube is operating at potentials which 
are much lower than those encount- 
ered in the conventional shunt reg- 
ulator circuit, there is no need for 
radiation shielding or a double - 
ended envelope for the tube. 

The control signal for V21 is de- 
rived from a divider network con- 
sisting of R82, R83, and R84 con- 
nected between a portion of the 
boosted B + supply and ground. 
R83 is used to set the bias level of 
V21 and this ultimately adjusts the 
ultor supply voltage. A second volt- 

age is also applied to the grid of 
V21. This is a positive pulse taken 
from the cathode circuit of the hor- 
izontal oscillator. 

Assume a white raster which re- 
sults in maximum loading of the 
ultor power supply. The boosted 
B + potential is minimum and the 
bias on V21 is maximum. Under 
these conditions, the conduction of 
V21 is minimum and the regulator 
has little effect on the output voltage 
of the ultor supply. 

Under black -raster conditions, 
there is no load on the ultor supply 
and this voltage tends to rise. The 
boosted B + also tends to rise and 
the bias of V21 is reduced. The 
horizontal -oscillator pulse causes 
V21 to conduct during the retrace 
interval and this conduction loads 
the horizontal output transformer. 
Stated another way, V21 clips the 
positive excursion of the "ringing" 
or flyback pulse of the horizontal - 
output transformer and this tends 
to reduce the ultor supply voltage. 
The amount of clipping (or loading) 
is determined by the boosted B + 
potential which, in turn, is deter- 
mined by the load on the ultor sup- 
ply. As the raster changes from 
black to white, the conduction of 
V21 becomes progressively less and 
so the ultor supply voltage is stabil- 
ized. 

The regulator tube is pulsed on 
only during horizontal retrace for 
two reasons: 

1. Since V21 is cut off during 
the forward scan, it does not affect 
the width of the raster. 

2. Since V21 conducts only dur- 
ing retrace, the duty cycle is low 
and only a minimum amount of 
power is extracted from the hori- 
zontal -output circuit. This also min- 
imizes the plate -dissipation require- 
ments for V21. 

Summary 

In this lesson, we have analyzed 
the power supply and deflection cir- 
cuits. The principal difference be- 
tween these circuits and their b -w 
counterparts is that greater power - 
handling capability and greater sta- 
bility are required in the circuits of 
color receivers. 

The next lesson in this series 
(Part 4) will begin the discussion of 
the chroma circuits. 
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imp law a 

PROTECTS AGAINST Bent Pointers Burned -Out Resistors 

Damaged Pivots Overheated Springs Burned -Out Meter 

Changes in Accuracy Due to Overheating 

Suggested 
U.S.A. User Net 

Model 630-PLK 

USES UNLIMITED 
School Classrooms Field Engineers Application Engineers 

Electrical, Radio, TV, and Appliance Servicemen Electrical 
Contractors Factory Maintenance Men Industrial Elec- 

tronic Maintenance Technicians Home Owners, Hobbyists 

FACTS MAKE FEATURES: 

1 

2 
3 

Comprehensive overload protection. 

One selector switch minimizes chance of incorrect settings 

Polarity reversing switch 

Additional protection is provided by Model 630-PLK's new transistorized relay circuit. 

Transistorized overload sensing device does not load circuit under test, eliminating 

the possibility of damaging circuit components. A special meter shorting feature on 

"off" position offers high damping when moving tester. The exclusive patented Bar 

Ring Movement provides self -shielding and is not affected by stray magnetic fields. 

Wider spread scales, and unbreakable clear plastic window assure maximum read- 

ability. Diode network across meter protects against instantaneous transient voltage. 

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, BLUFFTON, OHIO 

RANGES 
DC Volts: 0-2.5-10.50-250-1,000-5,000 at 20,000 

ohms/volt. 0-0.25 at 100 microamperes. 

AC Volts: 0.3-10-50.250.1,000.5,000 at 
5,000 ohms/volt. 

Decibels: -20 to +11, +21, +35, +49, +61, 
+75; "0" DB at 1 MW on 600 ohm line. 

DC Microamperes: 0.100 at 250 Mv. 

DC Milliamperes: 0-10.100-1,000 at 250 Mv. 

DC Amperes: 0-10 at 250 Mv. 

Ohms: 0-1,000-10,000 (4.4-44 at center scale). 

Megohms: 0-1-100 (4,400-440,000 at center scale). 

Output Volts (AC): 0-3-10.50-250.1,000 at 5,000 ohms/volt; 
jack with condenser in series with AC ranges. 

CARRYING CASE 
Model 639-0S black leather carrying case, 

built-in stand, Flaps open to permit use of 
tester in the case. Suggested U.S.A. User 

Net $14.00 J 
THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF V -0 -M'S. AVAILABLE FROM YOUR TRIPLET f DISTRIBUTOR'S STOCK. 
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IQVIPMENT 

FET VM 

The new "Millivolt Commander" 
just released by Amphenol is about 
as close to the state of the art as 
you can get. It combines the fea- 
ture of many different instruments 
into one package. 

It functions as a VOM (sorry, 
no current scales) because it's com- 
pletely portable - no line cord. It's 
a good substitute for a VTVM be- 
cause it boasts 10.6-megohm input 
resistance on DC ranges and 10- 
megohm impedance on AC. It also 
has high -sensitivity ohms scales - 
10 ohms to 10 megohms center 
scale. It even masquerades as an 
AC VTVM because it has the very 
sensitive AC ranges usually found 
only in AC VTVM's. And to top 
it off, the accuracy is ± 2% DC 
and ±- 3% on AC ranges. 

analysis of test instruments 
... operation ... applications 
By T. T. Jones 

FET meters are popping up like 
spring tulips all over the industry. 
Nearly every test equipment manu- 
facturer is either producing or de- 
veloping one. Amphenol's Model 
870 happens to be the first we've 
had an opportunity to analyze, but 
if others follow the pattern of de- 
sirable features per dollar, then the 
VTVM may be on the way out. 

The basic metering circuit is 
shown in Fig. 2. Q1 is the FET. 
Just think of it as a conventional 
triode tube. It's purpose is im- 
pedance matching from the high - 
Z input to the low -Z second stage. 
It also provides amplification. 

CR -1 is an overload protection 
diode. It's not a conventional zener, 
but acts as one in this circuit. Its 
purpose is to keep the applied volt- 
age within the FET's gate ratings. 
Remember that even a momentary 

Fig. 1. New meter features field-effect transistor. 

overload can puncture the gate in- 
sulation and irrepairably damage a 
FET. 

Q2 is the second stage of amplifi- 
cation. This stage is a conventional 
PNP common emitter configuration 
and needs no explanation. Most of 

Amphenol Model 870 
Specifications 

DC Voltmeter 
Ranges: 

0-.1 1-1000V in a 1-3 se- 
quence. + DVC or - DCV. 

Input resistance: 
10.6 megohms all ranges. 

AC rejection: 
40 dB greater than full-scale 
affects reading less than 1% . 

Accuracy: 
± 2% of full scale. 

AC Voltmeter 
Ranges: 
Input impedance: 

0-. 01-300V in a 1-3 sequence. 
-40 to +50 dB in 10 dB 
steps. 
.01 to 1V scales; 10 megohms 
shunted by 31 pf. All other 
scales; 10 megohms shunted 

by 20 pf. 
Accuracy: 

± 3% of full scale. 

Ohmmeter 
Ranges: 

0-5O01ì-500MS2 with 10 cen- 
ter. 

Voltage: 
1.5V open circuit. 

Accuracy: 
± 3° arc. 

Size (HWD): 
5/" x 9/" x 67/8" o.a. 

Weight (with batteries) 
5 pounds. 

Power Source: 
"AA" 1.35 -to 1.5 -volt cells, 

2 AA 1.4 -volt mercury cells. 
(Carbon cells may be used in 
all circuits if 1 my per day 
zero drift can be tolerated.) 
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Tips for Technicians If JLJ'tv_ 

Which miniature electrolytics 
for transistorized AM -FM radios? 

COMPARATIVE SIZES 

OF CAPACITORS ALL RATED 

10 MFD., (at 25 WVDC 
(shown actual size) 

TT aluminum electrolytic 

MTA aluminum electrolytic 

TAS solid tantalum 

TAP wet slug tantalum 

TLS wet slug tantalum 

MTP wet slug tantalum 

The new portable AM -FM radios are so compact you 
wonder how they get all those components into that little 
box. You wonder even more when you have to replace 
some of the parts. 
Electrolytic capacitors, for example. The original elec- 
trolytic usually turns out to be a tiny thing jammed in 
among a dozen other midget gidgets. Getting it out is a 
trick in itself. Getting a suitable replacement is even 
tougher ! And unfortunately, you're apt to need replace- 
ments, because many of these tiny capacitors just aren't 
much good. They don't meet the quality specs of good 
domestic capacitor makers. But high quality domestic 
capacitors are often just a bit too big to fit in the 
space available. 

What's the answer? Search the town for another "little - 
bitty" original capacitor? Tell your customer you can't 
finish the job? 
Don't give up. We have a few suggestions. 

First, try a Mallory TT aluminum electrolytic. This is a 
real quality capacitor, rated 85°C, and it's pretty doggone 
small. Or a Mallory MTA, a revolutionary molded case 
aluminum electrolytic with excellent quality at low - 
low price. 

If neither of these will fit, try a Mallory tantalum capac- 
itor. The TAS solid tantalum is about the same size as 
the TT, but it's rated 125°C. Need still smaller size? 
Take a look at the Mallory "wet slug" tantalum types 
TAP and TLS-and the super -miniature MTP, which 
gives you the most microfarads in the smallest size of 
anything on the market. The pictures at the left show you 
comparative sizes, all for a 10 mfd, 25 WVDC rating. 

Sure, you'll pay a little more for the tantalum capacitor. 
But not as much as you might think. The TAP only costs 
42c more than the TT, in the rating shown. And you get 
the utmost in reliability. 

We certainly don't expect you to use a tantalum capacitor 
to replace every aluminum electrolytic. But they come 
in mighty handy sometimes. And you can get them when 
you need them from your Mallory Distributor. Ask him 
for our latest catalog, or write to Mallory Distributor 
Products Company, a division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206. 

DON'T FORGET TO ASK 'EM 'Vdat eé4e eteed4 6 xúz9? 
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INPUT 

9.09M 

909K 

90.9K 

9.09K 

909 

90.9 

10 

ofo 
POWER 

SWITCH 

METER 

-0-50µa 

CR -1 

-6V o---+ 

ZERO 

l 

ADJ 
iOK 

COARSE 
ZERO 

100K 

AAA. 
RX-2 

J 
Fig. 2. Simplified schematic of 

the output is applied to the meter, 
but a portion of Q2's output is fed 
to Q3, the stabilizer. Similar stabil- 
izing stages can be found in most 
high -quality VTVM's. It senses 
changes in the overall gain of the 
amplifier and compensates for these 
changes. Thermal drift, power sup- 
ply voltage changes, and aging of 
components may cause a slight 

the DC voltmeter. 

drift in overall gain. Q3 acts on 
this through an inverse feedback 
arrangement and corrects the errors. 

When measuring AC voltages, an 
additional two -stage amplifier is 
switched in between Q2 and the 
meter. There are also some fre- 
quency compensating components 
switched in at the input. 

The Model 870 is housed in a 

black leatherette -covered wood case 
which matches the other instru- 
ments in the Amphenol line. There's 
a large pocket in the cover for 
lead storage. To help conserve bat- 
teries, the instrument is automatic- 
ally switched off when the cover is 
closed. 

For further information circle 56 
on literature card 

Why not sell the best 
Now... get 
genuine Zenith parts 
three ways faster - 
with ZIP! 
Your Zenith Distributor has a revolutionary new 
system to speed your replacement parts ordering. 
Called "ZIP" (Zenith Instant Parts), it gives you 
much improved service. 

1. Looking up parts numbers is 100% quicker 
than before. Because parts lists and schemat- 
ics for the past ten years are now microfilmed 
on compact, easily -handled filmcards. 

Order from your Zenith Distrib- 
utor for "Zenith Instant Parts" 
service on all genuine Zenith re- 
placement parts and accessories. 

¢ 

Easy -to -handle, space -saving microfilm cards 
in file 2" to 3" deep replace 10 feet of catalogs. 

2. "Out -of -stocks" are cut down. The 
new ZIP program helps your Zenith dis- 
tributor keep tighter inventory controls 
and maintain a more complete stock. 

IWJTH® 

3. Factory special orders are 
shipped faster. Under the new ZIP 
program, the .Zenith factory is 
geared to ship orders without delay. 

The quality goes in before the name goes on 

Circle 12 on literature card 
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Want a high -pay career in Electronics? 

This 
free book 

may change 
your life 

It tells how to go about getting the key 
to job success in the growing electronics 

boom -a Government FCC License 

THERE'S A BIG BOOM IN ELECTRONICS. And YOU can 
he part of it. You don't need a college education or 

any previous experience in electronics. The free book 
shown here tells you how. 

In the last 15 years, the electronics manufacturing 
industry alone has grown from $2.7 billion to $17 billion, 
and is expected to hit $24 billion by 1970. 

Thousands of trained men are urgently needed to help 
design, manufacture, inspect, test, install, operate, and 
service electronics marvels that are making headlines. 
If you qualify, it means a secure, steady high -pay job 
with a real future to it. 

Maybe you'd like to become a broadcast engineer .. . 

put famous radio disc jockeys and television entertainers 
"on the air." Or be your own boss servicing some of the 
more than a million two-way mobile radio systems in 

taxis, trucks, trains, etc. Or work alongside famous sci- 
entists developing and testing such electronics miracles 
as picture -frame TV, desk -top computers, pea -sized 
hearing aids, rocket guidance and control systems. 

Regardless of which you choose, the secret of "getting 
your foot in the door" is getting a Government FCC (Fed- 
eral Communications Commission) License. It's govern- 
ment -certified proof, respected by employers everywhere, 
that you have passed a standard Federal exam on the 
fundamentals of electronics - that you're not just an 
electronics handyman, but a real "pro." Many jobs 
legally require it. 

Now, because of the importance of getting your FCC 
License, Cleveland Institute of Electronics has prepared 
a valuable 24 -page book telling you how to go about it. 

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL 
All CIE courses are available under the new G.I. Bill. 

If you served on active duty since January 31, 1965, 

OR are in service now, check box in coupon for G.I. 

Bill information. 

How to get a 
Commercial 
FCC License 

You will find out why the Commercial FCC License is 

often called the "passport to success." You'll see how 
and why the Government issues these licenses. You'll 
learn how you can get your license ... and qualify for 
top opportunities in Electronics. 

With this book, you will receive a second free book, 
"How To Succeed In Electronics." It's the catalog of 
the Cleveland Institute of Electronics ... first organiza- 
tion to offer an FCC License Warranty. (CIE will re- 
fund all of your tuition if you don't pass the FCC exam 
... on your first try ... after completing the course 
designed to prepare you for it.) You will learn why 
better than 9 out of 10 men with CIE training get their 
FCC Licenses, even though 2 out of 3 without this 
training fail. 

To receive both books without cost or obligation, 
just mail the coupon below. If coupon has been removed, 
write to: Cleveland Institute of Electronics, 1776 East 
17th Street, Dept. PF -40 Cleveland, Ohio 44114. Do 
it now-it may change your whole life. 

r 1 

MAIL COUPON FOR 2 FREE BOOKS 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Please send me, without cost or obligation, your 24 -page book, 

"How To Get A Commercial FCC License," together with your 

school catalog, "How To Succeed In Electronics," of license - 
preparation courses. 

Name 
(please print) 

Address 

City State Zip 

Occupation Age 

Check here for GI Bill information. 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 
A Leader in Electronics Training ... Since 1934 PF -40 

J 
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repairing 
AM -FM 

the 

deluxe CHASSIS 

by David Held 

The size, shape, and audio power 
rating of high -quality AM -FM solid- 
state chassis is as varied as cabinet 
sizes and design. Shown in Fig. 1 is a 
block diagram of a typical solid-state 
AM -FM chassis. The most common 
model is the AM -FM stereo com- 
bination. The larger consoles pro- 
vide 60 to 250 watts of audio power 

Sophisticated circuitry doesn't nec- 
essarily require the most elaborate test 
equipment. The case histories and trouble- 
shooting techniques discussed in the fol- 
lowing paragraphs help clarify this point. 

and employ up to 44 transistors 
and 31 diodes, These large console 
units also employ úp to eight speak- 
ers covering the 20 to 20,000 -Hertz 
audio frequency range. 

The circuitry of the solid-state 
AM -FM chassis is basically similar 
to the vacuum tube chassis, except 
for more stages. This is especially 

Table I 

Transistor Replacement 

STAGE AND TYPE RCA 

General 
Electric Delco 

AM Convertor or 
RF, PNP SK 3005 GE -1 DS -25 
FM -RF AMP, PNP SK 3006 GE -9 DS -41 
FM -IF AMP or 
FM -Convertor, NPN SK 3018 GE -11 
AF Output or 
Driver, PNP SK 3004 GE -2 DS -26 

NPN SK 3020 GE -10 DS -46 
Audio Output SK 3009 GE -3 DS -52 
Audio Output Hi Fidelity AMP 
(Matched Pair) SK 3014 

FM 

RF 

FM 

MIXER 

FM 

OSC 

AM 
CONVERTER 

1ST 

IF 
2ND 

IF 

3RD 

IF 

SPEAKER 

SPEAKER 

DUAL 

TRANSI STOR --4- 
OUTPUT 

DUAL 

TRANSISTOR 
OUTPUT 

DRIVER 

DRIVER 

FM 

RATIO DET 

AM DET 

BAN 
19 kHz 38 kHz 

DET 

PASS 
AMP AMP AMP AND 

MATRIX 

STEREO 

INDICATOR 
LIGHT 

AF AMP 

AF AMP 

FUNCTION 

SWITCH 

STEREO 

CARTRIDGE 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of a typical deluxe AM -FM Chassis. 

true in the audio amplifier section. 
One significant difference be- 

tween the tube and transistor chassis 
is the low -voltage power supply. The 
tube chassis may have voltage re- 
quirements ranging up to 450 volts; 
however, the solid-state chassis 
seldom needs more than 70 volts 
maximum-typically, much less. 

Most high -quality AM -FM re- 
ceivers have an FM -RF amplifier 
stage followed by a converter or 
separate oscillator -mixer stage. In 
the AM section, we find an AM -RF 
stage and converter circuit. Three 
or more transistor IF stages are used 
for both AM and FM functions. 

Troubleshooting 

If I had to choose only three test 
instruments for troubleshooting 
AM -FM solid-state chassis they 
would be the noise signal generator, 
in -circuit transistor checker, and 
VTVM. With these test instruments, 
a service technician can uncover the 
cause of most troubles in AM -FM 
chassis. Of course, nearly all up to 
date service shops have a scope, 
capacitor analyzer, and signal and 
audio generator to round out the 
test equipment required for solid- 
state servicing. 

Circuit Analysis 

We had a Truetone Model 4DC- 
5665A come into the shop with only 
a hissing sound on FM. The local 
FM station could just barely be 
heard. Of course, the stereo indica- 
tor light would not come on. The 
AM stations and phonograph played 
perfectly. 

Looking at the schematic dia- 
gram, we attempted to isolate the 
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circuit. Since the AM section worked 
perfectly, the trouble must be lo- 

cated between the first IF stage and 
the FM antenna. Another clue was 
a weak local FM station received 
at 93MHz. 

This last clue told us that the 
FM oscillator and mixer stages were 
performing-although weak-so the 
trouble must be in the FM -RF stage. 
We clipped the in -circuit transistor 
tester to the three transistor termi- 
nals, as shown in Fig. 2. The 
absence of a beta or leakage reading 
indicated an open transistor. Once 
this defective RF transistor was re- 
placed, the receiver returned to 
normal operation. 

In many solid-state receivers, the 
circuitry is so compact that individ- 
ual stages are difficult to get at. Be 
extra careful when unsoldering and 
pulling small transistors out of such 
tight places-unnoticed damage to 
surrounding components and cir- 
cuitry can add hours to a simple 
thirty minute repair job. Also, check 
the replacement transistor before it 

is installed, and be sure it is installed 
in the exact spot as the original. 
Table i provides a list of common 
replacement transistors for solid- 
state AM -FM chassis. 

Signal Injection 

An RCA Chassis RC1223A had 
no AM or FM reception. The 
phonograph played normally. Using 
the output of a signal noise gen- 
erator, and starting at the AM audio 
function switch, we progressed from 
the crystal detector to the IF stages. 
We reasoned that the trouble had 
to be in the IF stages since both 
AM and FM reception were dead. 
The schematic revealed that the AM 
converter was fed to the 1st FM -AM 
IF amplifier stage. 

Applying the output of the noise 
signal , generator to the base and 
collector of the 3rd and 2nd IF 
stages (in that order) localized the 
trouble to the base of the 2nd AM - 
FM IF amplifier. The signal was 
heard at the collector but not at the 
base. No signal was heard by in- 
jecting the signal at the emitter. 

The in -circuit transistor checker 
indicated that the 2nd IF amplifier 
transistor was shorted. It is possible 
to have high microamp leakage in 

an in -circuit transistor tester, but 
usually a dead short or 2K- to 5K - 

Fig. 2. Checking beta and leakage 

ohm leakage will show up as a 
defective transistor. For an accurate 
leakage test, the suspected transis- 
tor should be removed from the cir- 
cuit board. Many times a diode or 
directly driven transistor tied in the 
collector circuit will show up as a 
shorted transistor. 

In -circuit transistor beta and 
leakage tests may produce readings 
that differ slightly from one chassis 
to another; however, 

, 
the readings 

shown in Table 2 are typical and, 
therefore, can be used for com- 
parison purposes. 

In another solid-state AM -FM 
chassis, the high end of the AM 
band was completely dead. Below 
about 1000 kHz the radio operated 
normally. The FM band and phono 
were also normal. 

If this trouble symptom was dis- 
played by a tube -type chassis, the 
oscillator tube would be suspected 
and replaced. Why should the.solid- 
state chassis be treated any differ- 
ently-after all, the circuitry is 

basically the same. 
The oscillator transistor was re- 

moved and checked on the high -beta 
scale. The beta reading was 50, with 
no sign of leakage. A couple of new 
transistors designed for the oscillator 
stage were selected and their beta 
readings checked. The RCA SK - 

with an in -circuit transistor tester 

3008 had a beta of 70, the SK3005 
checked in at 80, and the SK3007 
produced a beta reading of 100. 

According to the PHOTOFACT for 
this particular chassis, the oscillator 
required an RCA SK3005 transis- 
tor. Sure enough, the AM radio 
played perfectly across the entire 
AM band when the new oscillator 
transistor was installed. The defec- 
tive transistor was checked in an 
older type transistor tester and prod- 
uced a reading in the green scale. 

The most common failure in 
solid-state circuitry is a shorted, 
weak, open, or noisy transistor. It 
is easy to locate a defective transis- 
tor stage by using a noise signal 
generator and proceeding from base 
to collector of each transistor until 
the defective stage is located. Then, 
an in -circuit transistor checker will 
show if the transistor is at fault. In 
the event the transistor checks good, 
voltage and resistance checks cark 

be made to isolate the defect. 

VTVM or VOM Tests 

Solid-state servicing requires ar 
accurate VTVM and a good ohm 
meter to check the low resrstan:e 
and voltages found in transistor en 
cuits. Transistor emitter and bast 
voltages range from .1 to 
Collector voltages vary from zero tu 

Table 2 

Typical Transistor Readings In AM -FM Solid -State Chassis 

STAGE 

BETA 

READING 

LEAKAGE 

(MICROAMPS1 

RF Hi -scale 

OSC Hi -scale 

IF 

AF 

Power Hi -fidelity 

35 

25 

45 

35-45 
30-500 

1K 

2K 

225 
0 to 20 

5K 
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Fig. 3. Stereo and sound indicator cir- 
cuit of Silvertone Chassis 528.63310. 

60 volts. (The higher voltage is 
found in output stages.) 

Along with low emitter and base 
voltages, transistor circuits also have 
low values of resistance. The emit- 
ter resistances of the RF and con- 
verter stages range from 330 to 
4700 ohms. Emitter resistors in the 
IF stages vary from 330 to 1000 
ohms, while the emitter resistance 
in the audio output stage may be as 
low as .39 ohms. With these low 
values of voltage and resistance, a 
VTVM or 20,000 ohms -per -volt 
meter should be used. 

Multiplex Stages 

The ratio detector circuit em- 
ployed in most deluxe AM -FM 
chassis uses two crystal diodes. Only 
one diode is used in the detector 
stage of the AM band. The FM 

,L reo signal is fed to the multiplex 
and doubler stages. A stereo indica- 
tJr lamp is found in the matrix 
output stage. 

The stereo FM indicator bulb 
will light only if a stereo multiplex 
signal is being received. The stereo 
indicator circuit of a tube -type FM 
receiver uses a neon bulb as the 
stereo indicator. Nearly all transis- 
torized chassis use a pilot light in 

the collector leg of a separate stereo 
indicator amplifier stage. 

As a preliminary check of the 
multiplex section of the receiver, 
tune in a local FM stereo station 
and observe the stereo indicator 
light; it should come on. If not, 
remove and replace the pilot light. 
Also, check the pilot light socket 
and wiring associated with the stereo 
indicator circuit. 

We had an unusual case of "no 
stereo reception" come in from a 
local TV shop. The receiver was a 
Silvertone 528.63310 chassis and 
we were told there was no FM 
stereo reception. The technician had 
checked the pilot light and made a 
few simple voltage checks. He also 
informed us that he had tried to 
make the stereo indicator light come 
on by adjusting the 19-KHz doubler 
and 38-KHz amplifier transformer 
slugs. Of course, he didn't have an 
FM stereo multiplex signal genera- 
tor to correctly align the stages. 

After we spent an hour aligning 
the multiplex section, the stereo 
indicator still failed to light. How- 
ever, the station sound lamp was 
operating. (This chassis has, in ad- 
dition to the stereo indicator, a 
station sound lamp that can be 
switched into the stereo indicator 
transistor circuit, as shown in Fig. 
3.) In a few minutes the stereo in- 
dicator was repaired by resoldering 
a poor connection on pin 9 of the 
switch section. 

Multiplex and IF transformers 
seldom change alignment by them- 
selves. It is possible to have shunt- 
ing capacitors change value and 
throw them off frequency, but such 
cases are very rare. Never try to 

19 kHz 
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AMP 38 kHz 
2N1524 

-12.7v 
C 

OV 

270 S2 

560 S2 1200 S2 

INDICATOR DV B 
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2N408 

-12.7V 
15K 

-17V 
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-12.7V 
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INDICATOR 

13.7V 
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DETECTOR 

IOmftl 

19 kHz 

AMP 

Fig. 5. RCA Chassis 1223A uses stereo indicator circuit shown here. 

38 kHz 
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56 
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4700 4 
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2700 0 

21V 

STEREO 

INDICATOR 

3304 

38 kHz 
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Fig. 4. Stereo indicator circuit employed 
in RCA tuner Chassis 12278. 

align a multiplex circuit until all 
tests have proven conclusively that 
alignment is the problem, and then 
follow the manufacturer's alignment 
procedure using proper equipment. 

Another trouble involved a solid- 
state RCA RC -1227B tuner chassis 
that was noisy during FM reception. 
The popping and cracking noise was 
evident across the entire FM band. 
Reception on a local FM station 
was quite good, except for the noise. 
The AM and phonograph sections 
were quiet and played perfectly. 
This trouble was definitely a noisy 
transistor in the FM front end. 

The IF transistors were checked, 
but nothing showed up. We unplug- 
ged all front end transistors and 
checked each individually. Often, a 
noisy transistor cannot be detected 
on a transistor checker, so we sub- 
stituted all three transistors. Still no 
results. The local FM stereo station 
was tuned in once again and we 
noticed the stereo indicator light was 
out. We had not noticed this con- 
dition before, so we checked the 
indicator bulb. When the bulb 
checked good, we probed around in 
the indicator circuit (Fig. 4) and 
stumbled across the trouble: One of 
the stereo indicator light plugs had 
been pulled off and opened the cir- 
cuit at the top of R67. Replacing 
the small plug brought life to the 
stereo indicator light and knocked 
out all popping and cracking. 

While repairing the stereo indica- 
tor section of an RCA RC -1223A 
chassis (Fig. 5), a few voltage checks 
were made. We found that when a 
local FM stereo broadcast station 
was tuned in, the collector voltage 
of 011 returned to zero. Of course, 
the stereo indicator light was on 
with the station tuned in properly. 
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COLOR GENERATORS 

4 reasons why Sencore is your best buy 
in professional test instruments 

LOBOY CG10 

America's lowest priced professional 
quality standard color bar generator. 
All solid state. Battery powered for 
maximum portability. 

$89.50 

COLOR KING CG141 

Absolute stability assured by exclusive 
"Temp Control" and new timer cir- 
cuitry. All standard patterns, plus new 
movable single dot and single cross. 
Analyzing features too. 

$149.95 

Whatever the need, Sencore has the color gen- 
erator that is just right for you. Each has the 
built-in quality you expect from Sencore. Each 
has standard RCA licensed color bar patterns. 

LOBOY CG12 

AC operated version of the CG10. Also 
has 4.5 MHz crystal controlled signal 
for fine tuning adjustment. 

$109.50 

COLOR ANALYZER CA122B 

The complete analyzer for color and 
B&W-far more than just a color gen- 
erator. Has variable RF and IF outputs, 
composite video, chroma, and hori- 
zontal and vertical sync pulses. 

$187.50 

nllul) 1,«a;;°I 

T `1 

Each is triple tested for guaranteed accuracy. 
Each is steel encased with chrome panel. See 
your distributor for more reasons why Sencore is 
your best buy, always. 

NO. I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENI 

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE. ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101 
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Plug in 
with a 

winner.. 

TV 

SERVICE 

CORDS by 

&4fl&: 

Match the requirements of 

most every TV set in use 

today from the broad selec- 

tion of service cords 
Columbia produces and 

stocks to meet immediate 

needs. 

Choose from a variety of 

non -polarized and polar- 

ized caps and connectors 

for safer operation, 
added customer protec- 

tion against shock haz- 

ards. Available in stan- 

dard 6 and 9 -foot 
lengths, Columbia 
cords have durable 

vinyl or rubber insu- 

lation, are available in 

brown or white to 

meet color prefer- 

ences. 

All are quality built 

to give long, 
trouble -free service 

life, added custom- 

er satisfaction, and 

greater profits for 

you. 

ehdee, Acme 

dLdt4Wutd2 49449 7 

WIRE PRODUCTS COMPANY 
2850 Irving Park Road 

Chicago 60618 

2ND 
AUDIO -e-A. 

AMP 
5mfd 

i' 
R90 

100mfd 

2200 Q 

7 

RQ 

BALANCE 
200 Q 

3R D 

AUDIO AMP 
(LEFT CHANNEL) 

-20V 

1000 Q 

22 

-.001 

9 33K 

10K 

-27V 

BLUE 

17011 ó 

RED 

-27V 

OR 

444 AUDIO 
OUTPUT 

YEL 

WH 

dS0 AUDIO 
OUTPUT 

GRN 

AUDIO 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 6. Leaky coupling capacitor caused distortion in right channel of 
Magnavox Chassis R204-10. 

With the receiver tuned slightly off 
station, the light went out and Q11 
collector voltage returned to the 
value of the supply voltage. In this 
particular case, the collector volt- 
age was -12.7 volts. 

If the indicator light is not open, 
the voltage on the collector terminal 
of Q 1 I is zero; if the stereo indi- 
cator light is open, the voltage will 

EXTRA PROFIT ! 
FOR COLOR TV TECH. 
Now - you can bench service color TV as easy as black 
& white and convert usual lost time into an extra profit. 
Remove color chasis only - No truck or helper needed. 
No time lost carrying test equipment to customer's home 

BUY NOW - PREPARE FOR COLOR SERVICE RUSH 

2r COLOR TEST PEDESTAL 
WITH PANEL BRACKET 

MODEL C21 

TECH -NET 14.50 

FOUR RECTANGULAR TEST PEDESTALS AVAILABLE 

This "EIGHT BALL" 21" color test pedestal, is designed 
to secure your test tube, deflection yoke and converg- 
ence panel in position for direct hookup, exactly as in 
customers cabinet and bench service of chassis in hor- 
izontal or vertical positions without cables; plus, full 
view of picture in service mirror. One man portable and 
perfect for use on all makes with 70 degree deflection. 
Costs less than set of extension cables - Pays for itself 
with time saved - Rectangular test pedestals available. 
Model R19" 14.50 - R21" 15.50 R23" 16.50 - R25" 17.50 

See your distributor or remit direct - Postpaid U.S.A. 

OEIGHT BALL COMPANY 
1135WMAIN ASHLAND OHIO 

increase to -12.7 volts. The base 
voltage of 011 is zero when a stereo 
station is not being received. On a 
local stereo station, the base volt- 
age of the indicator transistor will 
increase to -1 volt. 

Checking the Audio Stages 

The noise signal generator can 
also be used to find a defective 
audio stage. From the base terminal 
of the final audio output stage pro- 
ceed back toward the phono input 
jack. A reduction or complete loss 
of audio signal will be encountered 
at the defective stage. Use the 
VTVM or VOM to find the defec- 
tive component. 

With a small audio signal loss, 
or in case of extreme distortion, a 
scope and audio signal generator 
should be used. When the volume 
of one channel is extremely low and 
will not balance up properly, the 
noise signal generator will help lo- 
cate the trouble. But when there is 
only a small loss of signal, the scope 
will quickly pinpoint the defective 
stage. For cases involving extreme 
distortion, a square -wave audio gen- 
erator and scope will quickly locate 
the stage causing the distortion. 

A Magnavox Chassis R204-10 
had extreme distortion in the right 
channel. The crystal cartridge was 
checked by switching the phono in- 
put leads. For a sure check, the 
square -wave audio signal generator 
was attached to the phono input 
stage. The volume control was 
turned wide open, while the output 
of the square -wave generator was 
kept as low as possible at 2000 Hz. 
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The scope probe was applied to 
the collector and base of each tran- 
sistor and the scope readings com- 
pared with those in the normal left 
channel. Using this method, the dis- 
tortion was quickly localized to the 
input of the 3rd AF amplifier. A 
5-mfd electrolytic coupling capaci- 
tor, C24 in Fig. 6, was found to be 
leaky. Electrolytic capacitors, 
burned resistors, and leaky audio 
output transistors are the most com- 
mon causes of distortion in AM -FM 
solid-state chassis. A good circuit 
capacitor tester will quickly locate 
a bad capacitor. 

Intermittent audio stages can be 
caused by a cracked crystal cartridge 
or defective audio coupling capaci- 
tors. Many times a poor solder 
connection on a PC board will cause 
an intermittent condition. Twisting 
or pushing up and down on the PC 
board will usually uncover this 
source of intermittent trouble. 

We had another case of extreme 
distortion with low, garbled volume 
in the left channel of an Electro - 
home Model TR30M. This trouble 
had to be in the final output stages. 
Using the PHOTOFACT schematic, we 
located the two final power output 
transistors and removed them from 
the chassis. One of the transistors 
had a dead short. A new RCA 
SK3009 power transistor was in- 
stalled in its place. 

We still had low volume with 
some distortion. Checking the cir- 
cuit closer, we discovered that R93 
and R89 (Fig. 7) were burned and 
had changed value. It is adviseable 
to check for burned resistors in final 
output transistor circuits when a 

leaky or shorted transistor is found. 

Conclusion 

Repairing the solid-state deluxe 
AM -FM chassis is no more difficult 
than servicing tube -type chassis if 

proper test equipment is used. A 
good schematic is a must item. For 
extreme distortion or intermittent 
conditions, use the scope and ca- 
pacitor analyzer. Use an in -circuit 
transistor checker to quickly check 
the transistor in the suspected sec- 
tion. If the transistor is not defec- 
tive, check voltages and resistances 
with a VTVM or 20,000 ohms -per - 
volt (or better) VOM. 

AUDIO 
DRIVER 

1 250 

mfd 

OUTPUT 

DTG 110 

270 0 

E 30V ,51 4 

,-- SPEAKERS 

51 ç2 
1500mfd 

OUTPUT 

DTG 110 

Fig. 7. Shorted transistor and burned resistors 
caused extreme distortion and low volume. 

%;,,j dog e 
USERS CAN'T BE WRONG! 

Technicians everywhere rely on famous Sencore 
Mighty Mites. Here's why. 

Grid Leakage Test with ultra -high sensitivity of 100 
megohms Emission Test at full rated cathode current 

Shorts Test picks out interelement shorts of 180K ohms 
or less Mighty Mite accurately checks over 3,000 tubes, 
including foreign. 

NEW 
MIGHTY 

MITE 

TC142 

Now, Sencore's new Mighty Mite SL gives you the same 
reliability and accuracy, plus new features that make the 
'V' the most up-to-date tester of all. 
NEW-Magnoval socket so you check many more tubes. 
NEW-Horizontal in -line switch layout saves setup time. 
NEW-Rugged vinyl -clad steel case stays new longer. 
NEW-Brushed chrome panel; detachable cover. 
The new TC142 is truly Sencore's mightiest 
Mighty Mite and it's still only $74.50 

IN STOCK AT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR NOW. J E=NCOF=1 
NO. 1 MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT 
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color coded 

noidríver seis 
in new "keep and carry" cases 

Sturdy plastic cases keep nutdrivers in order on 

the workbench. Tight fitting, snap -lock covers 
protect tools when not in use, permit carrying 
them on service calls without danger of spilling 
or becoming lost in tool box. 

No. HS -6-18 
HOLLOW SHAFT 

NUTDRIVER SET 

10 Hex Openings: X6",'42", á", S2", M.", 1142 

%", 746", '/z", %'. Yellow, slipover cover case. 

No. 77 
DRILLED SHAFT 

NUTDRIVER SET 

7 Hex Openings: 36", h2", /4", 5414', Sib", 1142", 

'/". Hole depth 11/4". Black, pebble grain, hinged 
cover case. 

professional Quality 
Precision fit, case-hardened sockets, polished 
and plated steel shafts; shockproof, breakproof, 
color coded plastic (UL) handles. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN N567 

XCELITE, INC., 18 Bank St., Orchard Park, N.Y. 14127 
In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd. 
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RC CIRCUITS 

B+ 

1-0 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 1 shows a typical RC cou- 
pling circuit that might be used 
between almost any two audio or 
video amplifiers. In most cases. 
this circuit is designed to couple 
the signal with a minimum of dis- 
tortion, although it may be designed 
to change the shape of the signal 
waveform in some applications. The 
effect of the circuit on the waveform 
is determined by the values of R2 
and Cl so long as the impedance 
of these two components is great 
with respect to Rl. 

Let's assume that R 1 is 20K 
ohms so that it is small with respect 
to R2 and will not affect the circuit. 
If Cl is .01mfd and R2 is 1 meg- 
ohm, the RC time constant of the 
coupling circuit is .01 second. RC 
time = R (in ohms) X C (in 
farads) = time (in seconds). As- 
sume the input to be a square wave 
whose width is more than 5RC. The 
voltage at the junction of R2 and 
Cl will be 37% of the applied volt- 
age at the end of 1 RC time. 

At the end of 2RC time, the 
output will have dropped to 37% of 
its value at the end of 1 RC time, 
or about 14% of the applied volt- 
age. The output will continue to 
decay at this exponential rate, and 
it may be considered to have reached 
0 at the end of 5RC time. In our 
example, the output would be 0 at 
the end of .05 second. 

To couple without distortion, the 
RC time constant should be at least 
10 times the duration of the widest 
pulse that has to be passed by the 
circuit. Thus, in our circuit, the 
maximum pulse width which can be 
coupled has a width of .001 second. 
At the end of 1/10 RC time, the 
output will have fallen to about 
90.7% of the input level. A 

Sneeöv. 
TUNER 

REPAIR 
FAST SERVICE 

ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

COLOR UHF VHF 

$950 
($14.50 COMBO) 
COMPLETE 

Includes all parts 
(except Trans. & Tubes) 

We are new in name only- 
Behind every tuner repair is 
15 yrs. of experience. Our hasp 
price is compatible with other 
companies, but the extra serv- 
ice and high quality workman- 
ship makes our service cheaper 
in the long run. Send the defec- 
tive tuner with all parts, in- 
clude tubes, make, model No. 
and complaint. Pack well and 
insure. All tuners returned 
C.O.D. unless accompanied by 
an open check. (Dist. write for 
price structure) 

SUPERIOR 
TUNER SERVICE 
1311 N. CURRY PIKE 

BOX 368 

Bloomington, Indiana 47401 
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Industry Demanded - only Sencore delivered 

AN ALL NEW IMPROVED COLOR CRT TEST 

B 
RE.O 

r449 5V 
COLOR TRACKING 

62 SCREEN VOLTAGE 

E'N 

`O COaO GAx. 
i Gun *A10 - 
:NESf fM<85.QN 

EMISSION 

O 

CUT OFF 
COL ' CAL 

SE NCCRE INC. 

FUNCTION 

EMISSION 'LI 
SHORTS 

LINE ADJ 

ADDISON 

LISE AG'.J. 

EST "E 

P 
C,AT P_., O Cì F RAN/ T 

Simple - Fast - Accurate . Automatic Color Tracking! 

No Time -Wasting Logging and Computing! 

CRT manufacturers, set manufacturers, distributors, technicians - all 
demanded a better CRT tester than any available. This is it - the 
new Sencore CHAMPION -a winner on every count. 

Separate G2 screen grid controls, just like the color circuit itself, 
enable you to set up each color gun, then automatically compare it 
with the others for tracking - exactly according to industry standards. 
This check is important when claiming credit for a defective color CRT. 
No time consuming logging of each color gun reading at every setting 
of the G2 control like competitive models. It's automatic with the 
CR143 Champion. 

The CHAMPION also makes all the standard color and black and white 
CRT tests - shorts, emission, and life tests. Its Line Adjust control 
assures exceptional accuracy. Its exclusive three step Automatic 
Rejuvenation Circuit lets you save many a faulty black and white 
tube or equalize gun currents in color tubes. 

The all -new CHAMPION is equipped. with plug-in sockets for fast test- 
ing and easy updating. Rugged vinyl -clad steel case has spacious 
lead compartment. 

For a sure thing, put your money on the champion - the Sencore 
CR143 CHAMPION. 

CR143 
CHAMPION 

$9950 
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"Nobody fixes mir Philco 
but a Philco technician!" 

That color TV cost him $500 and he wants a real specialist to fix it! Why don't you 
become the specialist? Give Philco Qualified Service and get the business. 

Your service technicians can get all the training they need right 
there in your area. Local training meetings are held all over 

the country. Then, after the course, our Tech Data 
Service keeps them tuned in to what's new. And you 

get the fastest parts delivery in the industry. Philco 
Parts Distributors stock almost every part you'll ever 

need. Any part they don't have will be on its way to you by 
air within 24 hours through our Lifeline Emergency Service. 

Get new customers- more business. Your shop can appear 
in our Yellow Pages listings, and you become your area headquarters 
for Philco Service. There's plenty of attractive identification material 
wherever your firm name is used. 

Philco owners are sold on the idea of specialist service. Shouldn't you 
be? Your local Philco-Ford Distributor will give you all the details 
Call him now and ask for the Service Manager. 

Qualified 

PH ! LCO 
SERVICE 

CE717- 

Philco-Ford Corporation 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19134 

PHILCO 
FAMOUS FOR QUALITY THE WORT El . 

,) 
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NO MORE GUESSWORK! 

BOOK 
REVIEW 

Single Sideband: Theory and 
Practice: Harry D. Hooten, W6- 
TYH; Editors and Engineers, 
Ltd., New Augusta, Ind. 1967; 
352 pages, 83/4" X 53/4 ", hard 
cover; $6.95. 

This text treats the subject of 
single sideband in a manner that 
will be easily understood by both 
the technician and engineer. Basic 
principles and circuitry are em- 
phasized, while mathematics is 

used only when needed to clarify 
or expand a point. Wherever pos- 
sible, specific commercial equip- 
ment of current design is used to 
explain theory and illustrate cir- 
cuit applications. 

The origin of single sideband 
is the first item discussed (Chap- 
ter 1) and is followed by an anal- 
ysis of the single-sideband signal 
(Chapter 2). Chapters 3 through 
6 examine the techniques and 
circuits involved in the actual 
development of the single -side - 
band signal. These include car- 
rier generation, speech amplifiers 
and associated filters, carrier sup- 
pression, and sideband selection. 
After being examined on an in- 
dividual basis, the circuits and 
techniques are combined in 
Chapter 7 to form the single -side - 
band generator. Both the filter 
and phase -shift type generators 
are discussed. The process of 
converting the low -frequency 
signal to the desired transmission 
frequency is found in Chapter 8. 

The features and characteris- 
tics of specific low -power trans- 
mitters are analyzed in Chapter 
9. The function and design con- 
siderations of linear RF power 
amplifiers are the subjects of 
Chapter 10. Specific models of 
receivers and transceivers are 
presented in Chapters 11 and 12. 
The final Chapter is concerned 
with tests and measurements. 

W.1 I' N T A L 

AMERICA'S MOST 

RELIABLE TUBE ANALYZER 

You don't need three guesses to tell if a tube is bad - or why. With 
the new Sencore MU140 Continental, you know. Right now. And you 

simply can't go wrong. Because it's a complete tube analyzer for 4 -way 
testing - true mutual conductance (using exclusive 5000 hertz square 
wave), full cathode emission, 100 megohm grid leakage, and internal 
shorts. Tests all tubes, including foreign - over 3000 in all. Obsolescent - 
proof, too - with "new socket" panel, and controls so standard the 
switch numbers correspond to the pin numbers in any tube manual. 

If it's reliability you want - for years to come - you 
need the Continental. It's the best way to be sure - 

See America's most complete line o' professional 
test instruments - at your Distributor now. 

NC 01=2 
NO I MANUfACIUfPfft Of f/fClhh)NfC MA/NIfNANt'f f fJ(A/'M1QNI 
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MOVING? 
Don't lose touch . . . 

RECEIVE PFR AS USUAL 

(INCLUDE OLD AND NEW ADDRESS) 

PF REPORTER 

CIRCULATION DEPT. 

4300 W. 62nd St., 

Indianapolis, Ind. 46206 
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Are you eligible 
for the 

Bright Guy Awards? 

It's easy to get them-and to get all the 
business they'll bring you. New custom- 
ers. More sales. More money. 

The Bright Guy Awards is the big 
program Sylvania's running this year to 
boost your sales. 

Your Sylvania distributor can put 
your name and address in TV Guide 

in your own area. These 
Sylvania ads will call you 
"the brightest service- 
man in town"-and tell 
people in your town why 
they should call you. 

You'll get into the Yel- 
low Pages, too, under the 
heading "TV Service and 
Repairs." 

Once again this year 
you'll be eligible for over 

Yellow 
Pees 

66-1) 
one hundred valuable, 0 interesting SMB-Bright 

SM$ ! Guy gifts, just for buying 

ji the Sylvania TV replace- 
ment parts you normally 

-< buy anyway. 
And you'll get window displays pro- 

claiming you "the brightest"-the TV 
serviceman everyone's reading about. 

You're eligible for the 
Bright Guy Awards just ofiG 

by buying Sylvania's fa- 
mous color bright 85® r 
color picture tube. And color bright85l 
our other picture tubes, 
and our receiving tubes. So see your 
Sylvania distributor. 

Sylvania Electronic Tube Division, 
Electronic Components Group, Seneca 
Falls, New York 13148. 

color bright 

SYLVANIA 
SUBSIDIARY OF 

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS GT&E 
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"When you guarantee finer color pictures... 
. like we do, you better deliver!" says 

George Comer and Bob Garrison, of 
Capitol TV Sales and Service, Atlanta, 
Georgia. 

"We install antennas for many dealers, 
retailers, chains and department stores 
here in the Atlanta area. They look to us 
to give their customers the fine color re- 
ception their customers were guaranteed 
when they bought their sets. We make 
sure we deliver the best possible color 
pictures by installing JFD Color Lasers. 

"Before using Color Lasers, we installed 
VHF LPV Log Periodics. Frankly, we 
didn't think a combination 82 -channel 
antenna would work so well across the 
VHF, UHF and FM bands. But the Color 
Laser is proving it to us where it counts - in happy customers and protected 
profits." 

George Comer and Bob Garrison know 
from experience-like other professionals 

- that JFD Color Lasers come through 
with the superb reception people expect 
from a professional service company. 

Only Color Lasers offer: 
BRILLIANT COLOR - flat (frequency 

independent) response across each chan- 
nel, free from suck -outs or roll -off. Keeps 
colors vivid and alive. 

PATENTED W -I -D -E BAND LOG PERI- 
ODIC DESIGN - the most efficient ever 
developed - provides higher gain, better 

signal-to-noise ratios, needle-sharp di- 
rectivity. Eleven patents cover its revolu- 
tionary space-age design. 

MORE DRIVEN ELEMENTS. Harmoni- 
cally resonant capacitor coupled design 
makes dual -function elements work on 
both VHF and UHF frequencies. Entire 
antenna (not just part of it as in other log 
periodic imitations) responds on every 
channel. 

LUSTROUS, ELECTRICALLY CON- 
DUCTIVE GOLD ALODIZING promotes 
signal transfer, protects against corro- 
sion, enhances appearance. 

The Best Antenna for Color TV is The 
Color Laser by 

Now at your JFD distributori 

JFD ELECTRONICS CO. 15th Avenue at 62nd Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219 

JFD International, 64-14 Woodside Ave., Woodside, N.Y. 11377 JFD Canada, Ltd., Ontario, Canada 
JFD de Venezuela, S.A., Avenida Los Haticos 125-97, Maracaibo, Venezuela 

LICENSED UNDER ONE OR MORE OF U.S. PATENTS 2.958.081: 2,985.879: 3.011.168, 3.108,280, 3,150.376: 3.210.767, RE 25,740 AND ADDITIONAL PATENTS PENDING IN U.S.A. AND CANADA. PRODUCED BV lis 
ELECTRONICS CO. UNDER EXCLUSIVE LICENSE FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS FOUNDATION. LICENSED UNDER ONE OR MORE OF U S. PATENTS 2,955,287 AND 3.015,821 AND ADDITIONAL PATENTS PENDING. 
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PA TROUBLE- 
' SHOOTER 

Poor Vertical Sync 

We have a Zenith chassis 14M21 /X (PHOTOFACT 

Folder 764-4) with poor vertical sync. I have measured 

the voltages at V5, the sync separator, AGC, and noise 

canceller tube. The table below shows the results and also 

the correct voltages taken from the PHOTOFACT Folder. 
Pin No. Measured Correct 

2 85 103 
3 10 13 

6 -10 -17 
7 - .4 - .9 
8 75 54 

9 -35 -3 

The resistance readings are normal except that the re- 

sistance from pin 3 to the B+ source is only 1.4 megohms. 
R13 was disconnected and it measures 6.8 megohms. With 

it disconnected, pin 3 to B+ reads 1.7 megohms. 
I would appreciate any comments you can make con- 

cerning these voltage and resistance readings. Also, I 

would like to know if the voltage and resistance readings 
shown on the PHOTOFACT Folder are actual readings 
made by your technicians. 

C. H. ALEXANDER 

Ebensburg, Pa. 

TUNER 

VHF TUNER 

RF ROC 

SOURCE -TV 

470 PI 

TOP 

6.8m09 

Tool 
2NJ 

HORIZ OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 

.0 

TP1 - IV 

1ST VIDEO IF 

VIDEO VIDEO 
AMP DET 

AGC 

na 
VIDEO 

AMP 

SYNC SEP 

AGC KEYING R48 

ISECANCELIER 
82000 

v5 4HS8 IW 

HORIZ OSC 

.01 

107E 

SYNC 

OUTPUT 

You are correct in assuming that the resistance readings 
shown in the PHOTOFACT Folder are taken by our 
staff. Incidentally, the voltage, waveform, and alignment 
data are also derived from actual measurements and ad- 
justments made by our technicians using accurately cali- 

"\\ K*, 
TEST TRANSISTORS 

IN SECONDS 
in circuit 

Also check all 
transistors, diodes, 

and rectifiers out 

of circuit for true AC beta 

and Icbo leakage. 

Your best answer for solid state servicing, produc- 
tion line testing, quality control and design. 
Sencore has developed a new, dynamic in -circuit transistor 
tester that really works-the TR139-that lets you check any 
transistor or diode in -circuit without disconnecting a single 
lead. Nothing could be simpler, quicker or more accurate. 
Also checks all transistors, diodes and rectifiers out of circuit. 

BETA MEASUREMENTS-Beta is the all-important gain factor 
of a transistor; compares to the gm of a tube. The Sencore 
TR139 actually measures the ratio of signal on the base to 
that on the collector. This ratio of signal in to signal out is 
true AC beta. 

ICBO MEASUREMENTS-The TR139 also gives you the leak- 
age current (lcbo) of any transistor in microamps directly on 
the meter. 
DIODE TESTS-Checks both rectifiers and diodes either in or 
out of the circuit. Measures the actual front to back conduc- 
tion in micro -amps. 
COMPLETE PROTECTION-A special circuit protects even the 
most delicate transistors and diodes, even if the leads are 
accidentally hooked up to the wrong terminals. 
NO SET-UP BOOK-Just hook up any unknown transistor to 
the TR139 and it will read true AC beta and Icbo leakage. 
Determines PNP or NPN types at the flick of a switch. 
Compare to laboratory testers costing much more.... $89.50 

See America's Most Complete Line of Professional 
Test Instruments - At Your Distributor Now. 

NO. 1 MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT 
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You asked for it, waited for it and now here it is ! 

WINEGARD 
ULTRA PLEX 
The first 82 -channel, solid state MATV color distribution system! 

82 -Channel Ultra-Plex System 
using lo band plug-in VHF amplifier 
...hi band plug-in VHF amplifier... 
and broad band UHF amplifier. 

82 -Channel Ultra-Plex System 
using single channel plug-in amplifiers. 

VHF UHF 
ANTENNA (S) AN-ENNA (S) 

TO LINE 
TAPS 

Winegard Ultra-IPlez is a unique 82 -channel, modular 
plug-in distribution system with all components matched 
to work together perfectly. The system never becomes 
obsolete, because you can add new LHF or VHF chan- 
nels quickly, easi y and inexpensively whenever needed. 

46 PF REPORTER/October, 1967 

Now you can have complete signal 
control of each channel! 

Amplifies! Equalizes! 
and Feeds any number of 

channels to any number of tv sets 
-with a minimum of labor and 
equipment-and at a cost that's 
actually lower than most 
"VHF ONLY" systems! 

For use in homes, as well as in 
the largest apartment buildings, 
hotels & motels, hospitals, etc. 

Sensational Winegard Ultra-Plex is the best thing to ever 
happen to MATV system installers. Because Ultra-Plex 
gives the installer unprecedented flexibility regardless of 
system size. Because Ultra-Plex covers the full range of 
UHF, VHF and FM frequencies. 

And because Ultra-Plex is super compact...installs 
easier than old fashioned equipment...costs less...and 
operates inexpensively with little or no maintenance. 

Plenty of other reasons, too. Ultra-Plex incorporates your 
choice of either single channel or broad band solid state 
amplifiers that plug into the modular power panel. Ultra- 
Plex is totally designed with all the components needed to 
solve every conceivable distribution system problem. And 
Ultra-Plex equipment is manufactured to the highest com- 
mercial standards of quality-second to none. 

If you are now installing MATV systems, you'll want to 
know more about profitable Winegard Ultra-Plex. Or if 
you've wanted to get into the booming MATV business, but 
thought it too complicated, let us show you exactly how 
easy and profitable it is. Write for Fact Finder #246 today. 
It gives you all the facts on MATV systems in general, and 
Ultra-Plex in particular. 

Winegard 
ANTENNA SYSTEMS 

WINEGARD COMPANY 3000 KIRKWOOD STREET 
BURLINGTON, IOWA 52601 
®Copyright 1967, Winegard Company, Burlington, Iowa 
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brated equipment. 
There are several bleeders from B± to ground and the 

total DC resistance is about 34K ohms. Thus, if either C7 

or C8 were leaking, the resistance from pin 3 of V5 to 

B+ could drop to the value you measured. If CS or C6 

were leaking. the resistance would be somewhat higher 
unless, of course, R12 had changed value. C9 or C30 leak- 
ing also could cause a low -resistance path to B+. 

The increase in voltage at pin -2 of V5 is probably 
caused by a decrease in value of either R46 or R27. After 
you have corrected this problem, you will probably find 
the voltage at pin 9 to be normal. 

The increase in negative voltage at pin 7 indicates that 
R45 has increased in value. When you have corrected the 

two other faults, you may find that the set has good verti- 
cal sync. Even so, don't risk a call-back; change R45 if 
the voltage is abnormal. 

Tuning Trouble 

I have had the same problem with several Setchell- 
Carlson receivers which were manufactured about 10 

years ago. When I adjust the fine tuning control, just 
as I tune from the "sound side" to where a clear picture 
should appear, a wavy pattern appears. This pattern 
changes as I adjust the fine tuning. 

Originally, I thought this might be a fault in one make 
of tuner, but now I have had the same problem with two 
different makes of tuner. I sent one tuner to a repair 
service and it worked properly when it was returned. If 
you know a solution to this problem, I would appreciate 
your help. 

LEONARD W. BAUMAN 

Woodruff, Wis. 
Since your problem is of a general nature, here are 

some suggestions which are also of a general nature. 
I. Be sure the output of your sweep generator is prop- 

erly terminated and also matched to the receiver input. 
2. Keep the leads of this matching network as short as 

possible. The unshielded leads should be no more than 1 

inch long. 
3. Make sure the detector probe and cable is well 

shielded and keep the unshielded leads as short as pos- 
sible. 

4. Make sure the output of your sweep generator is 

flat. If it has a "notch" in its output, you may be peaking 
the tuner response during alignment to compensate for it. 

5. Be certain that bias on the tubes is the same during 
alignment as it is in normal operation. Use a well -regu- 
lated, filtered bias supply. 

6. Be careful of lead dress and lead positions both dur- 
ing alignment and after the set is put back in the cabinet. 
If lead position changes the response curve during align- 
ment, find out why and correct the trouble. 

7. Keep the shields in place to prevent a change in the 
response curve when you replace them. 

Vertical Roll 

A Zenith Chassis 14L20 (PHOTOFACT Folder 711-4) 
displays a vertical roll after about one hour of operation. 
I have recently replaced the yoke with a Triad Y-83-1. 
All scope patterns seem normal. The trouble has not been 

Swingin' 

Combo 

for 

Top 

Performance! 

NEW SENCORE SM112B 

SERVICE MASTER VTVMPVOM 
Here it is - the third generation of Sencore's 
famous Service Master - the two -in -one profes- 
sional instrument that saves your time, speeds 
your service work, puts extra profits in your 
pocket. 

Just one function switch, one range switch 
and one probe provide all functions of 
VTVM and VOM. 
Voltage, current and resistance in 33 ranges - for accurate measurements anywhere, 
anytime. 
VTVM operates from 115v AC for precise 
bench or lab work; battery powered VOM 
gives you a 5000 ohms per volt meter. 
Lighted arrows automatically indicate VTVM 
scales. 
Large, easy -to -read 6 -inch two percent 
meter covers all measurements. 
Handsome new styling in tough, vinyl -clad 
steel case. 
Optional high voltage probe attaches for 
measuring up to 30,000 volts DC. 

So why use two when one will do - the new 
Sencore SM112B. Truly professional 

$89.95 quality, and still only 
High Voltage Probe HP118 $7.95 

NO. l MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT 

428 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101 
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Don't let 
Money -Making 
Technical Advances 
Pass You By! 

RCA Institutes offers these four comprehensive home 
study courses especially designed to 
help build your income immediately: 

COLOR TV 
Take advantage of the growing profit 
potential in this area. Add color TV 
to your skills with this home training 
course, newly revised to include 
information on the latest techniques, 
receiver circuitry and equipment. 
Train under the direction of RCA 
Institutes...experts in Color TV 
home study training. 

SOLID STATE 
ELECTRONICS 
You get the necessary background 
for semiconductor technology 
including characteristics of tunnel 
diodes, rectifiers and other solid 
state devices. Transistor trainer 
also available. 

AUTOMATION & 
INDUSTRIAL 
ELECTRONICS 
Trains you for the many applications 
of automation electronics in industry 
and government including Photo - 
electronics, Digital Techniques, 
Synchros and Servomechanisms, 
Automatic Control Systems, Nuclear 
Instrumentation and many more! 

COMMUNICATIONS 
Trains you to service and maintain 
2 -way radio communications on land, 
sea and air! Gives you the technical 
foundation for space communications. 

You have no long-term obligations 
with RCA Institutes Liberal Tuition 
Plan. You only pay for lessons you 
order. Licensed by New York State 
Education Department. Approved for 
veterans. 

mSend this coupon now for complete free information 

I 

r 
I 
I 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
Home Study School, Dept.PF. 07 

® 350 West Fourth Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10014 

Without obligation rush me free information on the following RCA 
Home Training Course: COLOR TV SOLID STATE COM- 
MUNICATIONS AUTOMATION & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS_ 

3 

I 
3 

Name 

Address 

City State 

IN CANADA-The RCA Victor Company, Ltd. I 

cured by changing every resistor and capacitor in the 
vertical oscillator and output stages. The vertical blanking 
bar rolls within 2" of the bottom edge and stays there 
until the vertical hold is adjusted. It will lock back in 
sync for about 15 minutes and then the same symptom 
occurs again. The picture cannot be centered without a 
black area at the bottom of the screen. The vertical hold 
does not seem to have much variation. Could the new 
yoke be defective and if so, would it cause the trouble I 

have described. 
EUGENE N. SPETTER 

Rossville, Kans. 

SY 

T 

The Triad Y-83-1 yoke is a correct replacement and. 
from the symptoms you describe, it is probably OK. 1 

assume that you followed the installation notes in the 
PHOTOFACT Folder. 

With no waveform or voltage data to go on, it is very 
difficult to guess which component is causing the trouble. 
I would guess that one of these three components, R64, 
Kl, or K2, is the culprit; but this is only a guess. Observe 
the pertinent waveforms with your scope to determine 
the general area of the trouble, and then isolate the faulty 
component with the VTVM. 

Compounded "No Raster" Problem 

I have a Zenith 14M20 chassis (PHOTOFACT Folder 
741-4) that has no raster, boost, or high voltage. Ordinarily 
I don't have much trouble solving "no raster" symptoms; 
however, the horizontal oscillator used in this chassis de- 
pends on the boost source for plate voltage. Since the set 
doesn't have boost or high voltage, I do not know where 
to start troubleshooting or what procedure to use. 
Gary, Ind. 

NORMAN WISE 

The "no high voltage" symptom you are experiencing 
can be difficult to solve. Since boost voltage is used to 
supply the horizontal oscillator plate, troubleshooting the 
horizontal and high -voltage sections of this chassis can 
quickly involve the technician in a confusing cycle of try- 
ing to determine what caused what. 

The best approach to this problem is to divide the hori- 
zontal and high -voltage section at the grid of the horizontal 
output tube. Using a television analyist, substitute oscillator 
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Stock RCA parts the "QT" way 
...speed up customer service-increase shop efficiency 

' ,Ì 

+f 

irrr:f 1"t114.. 
r 

RCA PARTS T INVENTORY 

íí70_'^oiocovoc 
ä :======2 L'===0 

New RCA "QT" Inventory Selector Rack for genuine RCA Home 
Instrument parts. Available with inventories planned for various- 
size service operations. 

New "scorecard" for RCA parts turnover ... also keys 
each part to its shelf location. 

Having an inventory of fast-moving parts in your 
shop helps you complete jobs faster and move more 
jobs through your shop for greater profits. 

RCA calls the program "QT" -for Quick Turnover. 

Your RCA Replacement Parts Distributor can sup- 
ply "QT" Inventories designed to suit various -size 
service operations, with varying quantities of most 
used RCA Home Instruments replacement parts. 

These inventories are reviewed and updated semi- 
annually in accordance with the most current usage 
data, based on an analysis by RCA Electronic Data 

61+ 

Processing Equipment, of national sales patterns. 

Your RCA Distributor can describe many RCA 
"QT" advantages for you. He'll recommend the 
Inventory that fits your business. Ask him how you 
can get the compact "QT" Inventory Selector Rack. 
Call him on the "QT"... Today! 
RCA PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, Deptford, N.J. 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
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ZVI& 0, 

makes first class 
soldering the easiest 

part of any job 

`V1W 
Weller 

BATTERY OPERATED 
Iron for field servicing 

Now get controlled 700°F tip temperature from a battery! 
Lightweight TCP-12 iron features Weller's patented 
"Temperature Sensing" system, clips to any 12 -volt 
battery or 12.14 volt AC/DC source. Also available for 
24-28 volt operation (Model TCP-24). A must for mobile 
communications work. 

Efficient MARKSMAN Irons 
for continuous -duty soldering 

Ideal for the bench or caddy, Marksman irons outperform 
others of the same size and weight. Five models feature 
long -reach, stainless steel barrels and replaceable tips. 

1%4 -oz, 25 -watt Model SP -23 4 -oz, 80 -watt Model SP -80 
2 -oz, 40 -watt Model SP -40 10 -oz, 120 -watt Model SP -120 

16 -oz, 175 -watt Model SP -175 

`. 

Dual Heat 
Soldering Guns for 

dependable maintenance 
and repair 

The most widely used gun in the electronics 
field. Available in three wattage sizes, each 

with Weller's exclusive trigger -controlled 
dual heat, pure copper tip, and spotlight. 

100/140 -watt Model 8200 145/210 -watt Model D-440 
240/325 -watt Model D-550 

25 -watt Technician's Iron 
for intricate circuit work 

Industrial rated pencil iron weighs only 13/4 ounces, yet delivers 
tip temperatures to 860°F. Cool, impact -resistant handle. All 
parts readily replaceable. Model W -PS with 1/2 -inch tapered tip. 

Complete Weller Line at your Electronic Parts Distributor 

WELLER ELECTRIC CORPORATION, Easton, Pa. 
WORLD LEADER IN SOLDERING TECHNOLOGY 
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from another set, or some other source, inject a drive signal 
at the horizontal output grid. If high voltage, boost, and 
raster return, you can be fairly certain the trouble is in the 
horizontal AFC or horizontal oscillator. However, if high 
voltage, boost, and raster do not return, the trouble is 
probably in the horizontal output, high -voltage, or damper 
circuits. 

If the foregoing procedure indicated trouble in the stages 
preceeding the horizontal output grid, you can localize the 
trouble even further by grounding the grid of the horizontal 
AFC stage. High voltage, boost, and raster should return 
if the defect is in the AFC circuit. Once the trouble is 
localized to the AFC or horizontal oscillator circuit, volt- 
age and resistance checks will isolate the actual defect. 

If injecting a drive signal at the horizontal output grid 
did not restore high voltage, boost and raster, the trouble, 
as noted before, must be located in the horizontal output, 
high -voltage, or damper circuits. Although there are a 
number of sequences that can be followed in troubleshoot- 
ing these circuits, probably the quickest is to first check the 
most logical suspects. Begin with the boost capacitor (C52). 
There are a couple of effective methods you can apply 
here, such as substitution or removing the damper tube 
(jumper across damper filament because of the series fila- 
ment string), which should restore high voltage and a nar- 
row rippled raster if C52 is shorted. If C52 is not defective, 
disconnect the yoke leads while monitoring the boost volt- 
age. If boost is restored or greatly increased with the yoke 
disconnected, a defect in the yoke has been causing an 
excessive load on the system. Next, measure the screen 
grid voltage on the horizontal output tube. An open or 
increase of R79 could disable this stage. 

Another possible cause of no high voltage is a defective 
CRT. Remove the high -voltage lead to the CRT anode and 
see if high voltage and raster are restored. 

At this point you have eliminated nearly all suspects (it 
is assumed all tubes and B -I- were checked as preliminary 
procedure) except the flyback itself. A flyback checker can 
be used to check this component; however, it cannot be 
considered an absolute indication of a good or bad flyback 
unless all other circuits have been previously tested or have 
been disconnected before the flyback is tested. Also, some 
flyback defects will show up only while the flyback is con- 
nected in the circuit and operating. It is generally conceded 
that the best check of a flyback is substitution after all 
other possible circuit defects have been eliminated. Of 
course, the foregoing is true only if there are no visible 
signs that the flyback is defective, (melted wax, etc.). 
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Join the PHOTOFACT OF -THE MONTH Club 
and receive each and every month 

THE WORLD'S FINEST TV-RADIO SERVICE DATA 

Complete up-to-the-minute coverage Save over $60 per year! 

Howard W. Sams now offers 
this great new monthly package 
exclusively for P.O.M. members! 
You get your 6 new PHOTOFACT Sets every 
month in sturdy new file folders sealed in 
factory carton to insure perfect condition 
and completeness-easier-than-ever to file 
and use. Now-only $10 per month and 
you get 20 MORE COVERAGE! 

NOW! more current model 

coverage each month to keep 

you ahead earning more- 
AND YOU SAVE OVER 

$60 PER YEAR! 

As a PHOTOFACT-OF-THE- 
MONTH CLUB member, you get 
6 new PHOTOFACT Sets every 
month-the world's finest 
TV -radio service data-with 
all the time -saving, profit - 
boosting help you want! 

complete current coverage of 
at least 50 chassis each and 

every month for less than 

2 Oc per chassis model ! 

To stay ahead, to save money (indi- 
vidually purchased sets now sell for 
$2.50 each)-join the PHOTOFACT- 
OF-THE-MONTH CLUB now! 

SAMS PHOTOFACT rat DER SET $ 
SAMS PNOTOFACT FOLDER SET NO. 826 

825 
SAMS 

N46T0f NCI. 
SRO 

> 

HOW! ONLY 

lOPER MONTH 

brings you 

2Q% MORE 

NOTOFACT® 

coverage! 

TRY A THREE-MONTH P.O.M. SUBSCRIPTION 

see how PHOTOFACT boosts your earning power! 

SUBCRIBE TODAY THROUGH 

YOUR SAMS DISTRIBUTOR OR 

USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORM 

r HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. Dept PFF-10 
4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268 AL 
Enroll me for a 3 -month membership in the Photofact-of-the- 
Month Club. I agree to pay $10 per month, and understand I 

will receive 6 current Photofact Sets monthly for 3 months to 
be delivered by my Sams Distributor (named below). 

Name 

Shop Name 

Address 

1 

City State Zip 

My Sams Distributor is 
I I 

L Signed I 

J 
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by Ernest W. Fair 

Well over half of today's business 
is transacted on a credit basis. That 
percentage grows every year, and 
soon may be near universal. As 
credit expands, so do the hazards 
involved. The very life of any elec- 
tronic service business may well 
depend on how adequately it is pro- 
tected against abuse of this credit. 

In past years, improper and hap - 

Protect your business 
from these 

credit abuses 
Proper handling can reduce the risks involved in extend- 

ing credit. The following article outlines the correct procedures 
to follow, both before and after an account is opened. 

hazard operation of credit has ac- 
counted for as high as 65% of small 
business failures. While some losses 
can be attributed to lax procedures 
in granting credit, this problem has 
been decreasing during the past five 
years due to better education on 
procedure and greater availability 
of checking agencies. During the 
past year several surveys have re- 

vealed this decline but also pointed 
up an alarming increase in losses 
through abuse of credit. 

We've carefully studied several 
such reports, as well as surveys on 
the subject. In paragraphs to follow 
is a list of the top ranking credit 
abuses which were responsible for 
fully 90% of these losses. With each 
is shown recognized and proven 

Why not sell the best 
ZENITH TUBES 
built to the quality 
standards of Zenith 
original parts 
"Royal Crest" Circuit Tubes 
More than 875 tubes-a full line 
with the same quality as original 
Zenith equipment. Get Zenith tubes 
for greater dependability and 
finer performance. 

Order all genuine Zenith replacement parts and accessories 
from your Zenith distributor. 

7,,,eerLir8 

TV Picture Tubes 
For color TV, B&W TV 
or special purposes. 
A complete Zenith line 
of more than 200 tubes 
built for greater 
reliability, longer life. 

Zenith B&W replacement 
picture tubes are made only 
from new parts and materials 
except for the glass envelope 
in some tubes which, prior to 
reuse, is inspected and tested to 
the same high standard as a 
new envelope. Some color 
picture tubes contain used 
material which, prior to reuse, 
is carefully inspected to meet 
Zenith's high quality standards. 

The quality goes The quality goes in before the name goes on 
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steps to avoid damage to the busi- 
ness. Following these steps should 
be a "must" procedure to assure a 

profitable year of business. 

Changes in credit status. Yester- 
day's well -rated customer can, 
through all sorts of circumstances, 
become a dangerous risk tomorrow. 
Failure to watch over the continuing 
credit status of major customers is 

always a hazardous procedure. 
Preventive: Periodically survey 

account status of all customers. 
Watch carefully any account which 
has become slower and slower in 

making payments over any past 
three-month period. 

"Softness" in collection proce- 
dure. One is always tempted to grant 
the good credit account some extra 
concessions. Too often this leads to 
a major Ioss. 

Preventive: Strict adherence to 
conventional credit terms at all 
times is a must. Extension of such 
terms in cases of genuine emergency 
are justified only on a short-term 
basis. 

Mistakes or errors in bookkeep- 
ing. Failure to charge the proper 
account, and errors in transcription 
of invoice or sales slips to account 
ledgers are the two most common 
mistakes in this area. 

Preventive: A well developed sys- 
tem for handling the paper work 
for all charges and a constant check 
of employees to see that this is being 
followed does the job. Avoid "hurry 
and rush" in handling these steps. 

Laxity in follow-up on delinquent 
accounts. There should be no ex- 
ceptions regardless of how good the 
customer involved may be. Care- 
lessness in handling delinquent ac- 
counts invariably leads to greater 
delinquency. 

Preventive: Establish a definite 
procedure to follow and use it on 
every account without exception. 
Never wait more than 30 days to 
put it into use. 

"I was TROUBLE -SHOOTING 
In the DARK "til Sencore's Scope 

Showed Me What Color Waveforms 

Really Look like." 

PS 121 5" WIDE BAND 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

Technicians everywhere are talking about the 
PS127 5" Wide Band Oscilloscope. Try one and 

you, too, will send us comments like these- 

"So easy to use! With my Sencore scope I can read high or low 
frequency signals without band switching. As easy to use as a 

voltmeter."-R. L., Portland, Ore. 

"I've only had my PS127 a couple of months, but it's more than 
paid for itself already with the extra jobs I've been able to handle." 
-S. O., New Orleans, La. 

"With the direct peak -to -peak readout I can compare voltage read- 
ings to those on the schematic without wasting valuable time 
setting up my scope with comparison voltages."-J. M. F., Ply- 
mouth, Michigan. 

"Those Sencore exclusives really sold me, like the extra 500KC 
Horizontal Sweep range and the free high voltage probe."-D. N., 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 

You'd expect a wide band scope of this quality to cost at least 
double."-W. L., Chicago, Ill. 

"With the PS127, I find I can trouble -shoot those tough ones twice 
as fast as before-especially color TV."-F. C., Burlingame, Calif. 

"Once I compared the specs, I knew Sencore had the best buy in 
scopes. We now have three PS127's in our shop."-J. S., Ft. Lauder- 
dale, Fla. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Vert. Freq. Resp. 10 CPS to 4.5 MC ± 1 db, - 3 db e 6.2 MC Rise 
Time .055 Microseconds . Vert. Sens. .017 Volts RMS/inch Horiz. Freq. 
Resp. 10 CPS to 650 KC Horiz. Sens. .6 Volts RMS/inch Horiz. Sweep 
Ranges (10% overlap) 5 to 50 CPS, 50 to 500 CPS, 500 CPS to 5 KC, 5 to 
50 KC, 50 to 500 KC Input Impedance 2.7 megohms shunted by 99 MMF, 
27 megohms shunted by 9 MMF thru low -cap. jack High Voltage Probe 
5000 Volts Max. . Dimensions 12"x9"x151/2", Wt. 25 lbs. Price Complete 
$199.50 

NO. 1 MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT 

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101 
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COLOR 
SPECTRUMT.M. ANTENNAS 

are signal customized" 
for better color reception... 

"the ANTENNA that captures the RAINBOW" 
FINCO has developed the Color Spectrum Series of antennas - "Signal 
Customized" - to exactly fit the requirements of any given area. 

There is a model scientfically designed and engineered for your area. 

Check this chart for the FINCO "Signal Customized" Antenna best suited for your area. 

STRENGTH OF 

UHF SIGNAL 
AT RECEIVING 

ANTENNA 
LOCATION 

NO UHF 

UHF SIGNAL 
STRONG 

UHF SIGNAL 
WEAK 

))))) > 

UHF SIGNAL 
VERY WEAK 

))))) 

Strength of VHF Signal at Receiving Antenna Location 

NO VHF 

W 

VHF SIGNAL 
STRONG 

W 

VHF SIGNAL 
MODERATE 

W 

VHF SIGNAL 
WEAK 

W 

VHF SIGNAL 
VERY WEAK 

W 

CS -V3 
$10.95 

CS -V5 CS -V7 
$17.50 $24.95 

CS -V10 
$35.95 

CS -V15 CS -V18 
$48.50 $56.50 

CS -U1 

$9.95 
CS -Al 

$18.95 
CS -B1 

$29.95 
CS -C1 

$43.95 
CS -C1 

$43.95 

CS -U2 
$14.95 

CS -A2 
$22.95 

\wewNd 
CS -B3 

$49.95 
CS -C3 

$59.95 
CS -D3 

$69.95 

CS -U3 
$21.95 

\...ekkeete** eevekele»*s 

CS -A3 CS -B3 
$30.95 $49.95 

CS -C3 
$59.95 

CS -D3 
$69.95 

NOTE: In addition to the regular 300 ohm models (above), each model is available in a 75 ohm coaxial cable downlead 
where this type of installation is preferable. These models, designated "XCS", each come complete with a compact 
behind -the -set 75 ohm to 300 ohm balun-splitter to match the antenna system to the proper set terminals. 

THE FINNEY COMPANY 
34 West Interstate Street Dept. 310 Bedford, Ohio 44146 
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RCA TEST EQUIPMENT 
FALL COUPON CARNIVAL 
Clip the coupons -take them to your participating RCA Test Equipment 
Distributor any time between now and October 31st. Take advantage of RCA's 
BIG Fall offer -discounts on every test instrument listed! 
( Only one coupon will be accepted per instrument) 

RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J. 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 

PICK YOUR RCA INSTRUMENTS -ACT NOW! 
$10.00 $3.00 $10.00 $3.00 
TOWARD 

3" OSCILLOSCOPE 

Mr. Distributor: 
val Announcement. 
ited, taxed 
1/20¢. Offer 

PURCHASE 

e :. 
11, 

Refer to RCA 
Void w 

or restricted. 
expires October 

OF 

WO -33A 

Fall Festi- 
ere prohib- 
Cash value 

31, 1967 

TOWARD 

WV 

Mr. Distributor: 
val Announcement. 
ited, taxed or 
1/204. Offer expire- 

PURCHASE 

-38A V.O.M. 

Refer to RCA 
Void where 

restricted. 
October 

OF 

Fall Festi- 
prohib- 

Cash value 
31, 1967 

++ 

' 

TOWARD PURCHASE OF 

WA -44C SINE/SQUARE WAVE 

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR 

fit! M 

Mr. Distributor: Refer to RCA Fall Festi- 
val Announcement. Void where prohib- 
ited, taxed or restricted. Cosh value 
1/204. Offer expires October 31, 1967. 

TOWARD PURCHASE OF 

WR -50B RF SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

Mr. Distributor: 
vol Announcement. 
iced, taxed 
1/204. Offer 

le -9 á 
Refer to RCA 

Void 
or restricted. 
expires October 

Fall Festi- 
where prohib- 

Cash value 
31, 1967. 

- 

- 

$25.00 $20 0 $5.00 
4e 

$3.00 
TOWARD PURCHASE OF 

WR -64B COLOR BAR /DOT/ 
CROSSHATCH GENERATOR 

_ 

I 

Mr. Distributor: Refer to RCA Fall Festi- 
val Announcement. Void where prohib- 
ited, taxed or restricted. Cosh value 
1/204. Offer expires October 31, 1967 

iv 

TOWARD 

SWEEP 

Mr. Distributor: 
vat Announcement. 
ited, taxed 
1/204. Offer 

PURCHASE 

WR -69A TV -FM 

GENERATOR 

J 
+ 

a 
+ < 

Refer to RCA Fall 
Void where 

or restricted. Cash 
expires October 

OF 

Festi- 
prohib- 

valve 
31, 19' 

TOWARD PURCHASE OF 

WR -70A RF -IF -VF 

MARKER -ADDER 

- 

y 
s, ! . v 

eattt*o 
d 

Mr. Distributor: Refer to RCA Fall 
è val Announcement. Void where 

ited, taxed or restricted. Cash 
1/204. Offer expires October 31, 

Festi- 
prohib- 

value 
1967. 

- 

TOWARD 

WV -77E 

Mr. Distributor: 
vat Announcement. 
ited, taxed or 
1/20%. Offer expires 

PURCHASE 

VOLTOHMYST 

r r` i 
Refer to RCA 

Void where 
restricted. 

October 

OF 

Fall Festi- 
prohib- 

Cosh value 
31, 1967. 

$14.00 $20.00 10.00 
TOWARD PURCHASE OF 

WO -91B 5" OSCILLOSCOPE .y. 
áa..4ó. 

Mr. Distributor: Refer to RCA Foil Festi- 
vat Announcement. Void where prohib- 
ited, taxed or restricted. Cash value 
1/209. Offer expires October 31, 1967 

ar 

TOWARD PURCHASE OF 

WR -99A MARKER -GENERATOR 

TOWARD PURCHASE OF 

WT -115A COLOR PICTURE 

TUBE TESTER ALSO 

RCA 
K' 

ON 

TS' Mr. Distributor: Refer to RCA Fall 
vat Announcement. void where 
ited, taxed or restricted. Cash 
1/20¢. Offer expires October 

Festi- 
prohib- 

value 
31, 1967. 1 

" Mr. Distributor. Refer to RCA Fall Festi- 
val Announcement. Void where prohib- 
ited, taxed or restricted. Cosh value 
1/20¢. Offer expires October 31, 1967. 

$5.00 $2.50 $4.50 $2.50 
TOWARD PURCHASE OF 

WO-33A(K) 3" SCOPE KIT 

Mr. Distributor: Refer to RCA Fall Festl- 
val Announcement. Void where prohib- 
ited, taxed or restricted. Cosh value 
1/204. Offer expires October 31, 1967 

IOWARO PURCHASE OF 

WV-38A(M.) V.O.M. 

Mr. Distributor: Referto RCA Fall Festi- 
vat Announcement. Void where prohib- 
ited, taxed or rest- icted. Cash value 
1/204. Offer expires October 31, 1967. 

TOWARD PURCHASE OF 

WR-50B(K) RF SIGNAL 

GENERATOR KIT 

:. Mr. Distributor: Refer to RCA Fall Festi- 
val Announcement. Void where prohib- 
ited, taxed or restricted. Cash value 
1/20¢. Offer expires October 31, 1967 

3 

TOWARD PURCHASE OF 

WV-77E(K) VOLTOHMYST 

Mr. Distributor: Refer to RCA Foil Festi. 
val Announcement. Void where prohib- 

red, taxed or restricted. Cash value 
1204. Offer expires October 31, 

.. 

TUNE IN ON THE PERRY COMO HOLIDAY SPECIAL IN COLOR ON NBC-TV. THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 7:30 - 8:30 P.M., E.S.T. 
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ELECTRONICS 

Telco Snap -In 
Chimney Mount 
Cat. No. 8610 

Telco Ratchet Type 
Chimney Mount 
Cat. No. 8006 

1111 hardware 

has 

everything 

in 

GC -Telco, the world's largest basic manufacturer 
of TV antenna hardware, is your most complete 
single source for all TV antenna installation 
needs, indoor and outdoor antennas, and antenna 
accessories. 

Choose from the largest selection of chimney, 
roof, wall or vent -type mounts, all available in 
attractively carded kits, antenna masts, lead-in 
and rotor wire, stand-offs, lightning arrestors, 
ground and guy wire needs ... everything needed 
to make any installation easier, faster, more 
efficient. 

For quality, versatility, and dependability, go 
with the leader . . . make GC -Telco your No. 1 
source today. 

Write for your Giant FREE GC Catalog today . . 

over 12,000 items including 
TV Hardware, Phono Drives, 
Chemicals, Alignment Tools, 
Audio, Hi-Fi, Stereo & Tape 
Recorder Accessories, Nuts 
& Bolts, Plugs & Jacks, Serv- 
ice Aids, and Resistive 
Devices. 

oitly Ge 9i,yeecu4 

COe/lytitie UG BlezmatCC6. 

¡mt f11I7t461. 40 yca,u,/ 

(GC Ge ElectM 
GENERAL CEMENT 

GC ELECTRONICS COMPANY 
400 South Wyman Street 
Rockford, Illinois 61101 

A DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS, INC. 

Circle 33 on literature card 

Telco Vent Mount 
Cat. No. 8802 

Telco E -Z Stand -Oft 
Cat. No. E -Z 8027 

Wood Screw 
Cat. No. 8028 

Telco 3 -Way Antenna Klip 
Cat. No. 9015 

GC 
T ELCO 

Chronically slow accounts. Many 
a good credit customer has been 
permitted to down -grade into an 
undesirable one because of failure 
to insist on payment according to 
agreed terms. 

Preventives: (a) Reduce the 
amount of credit allowed. (b) Keep 
in a separate file for closer atten- 
tion. (c) Institute a 1 % per -month 
service charge for failure to pay on 
the due date. 

Carelessness in handling credit 
cards. More use of bank -type credit 
cards is a certainty for the future. 
Carelessness in handling the charge 
slips means sure loss. 

Preventive: Make certain every 
item of basic data needed is clearly 
reproduced on the slip (particularly 
the account number of the cus- 
tomer). 

Charges by unauthorized individ- 
uals. Members of the family or 
associates of an individual who 
charge to his account without per- 
mission are involved in this abuse. 

Preventive: Make a matter of 
record names of those who can use 
the account and take time to check 
with the account in each instance 
before going ahead. 

Too many returns for credit. 
Every such action does away with 
profit on the given sale and in- 
creases the chance for error in 
handling the transaction. Frequently 
credits are made for larger amounts 
than the original charges. 

Preventive: Require original 
charge slip to accompany each such 
return. Exert more sales pressure to 
convince the customer to retain the 
item he purchased. 

Partial payments on accounts 
month after month. This too often 
leads to a dangerously large balance 
the customer cannot pay and will 
then jeopardize his previously good 
credit rating. 

Preventives: (a) An account 
charge of 1 % per -month on the un- 
paid balance each time. (b) Reduce 
the limit of credit allowance as the 
practice continues. (c) Personal 
contact with the customer after the 
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There's a heckuva lot of VTVM units around. 

Only the 177 `Professional" 
has battery eliminator, mirrored scale, 
half volt scale for transistor circuits 
and -your name. 

If you're one of the skeptics who think 
one VTVM is pretty much like another, 
the B&K 177 "Professional" will 
change your mind. This one stands 
out from the crowd. 

A gigantic 7" mirrored scale reads faster, 
more accurately. An extra -sensitive 0.5 

VDC range will check transistor circuits. 

A zener diode regulated power supply 
insures reliable ohmmeter performance. 
No batteries required. A single probe 
ends cable fumbling. Transit switch 
position protects the meter on the road. 
The vinyl covered steel case is good- 
looking and tough. Its appearance 
symbolizes your professional status and, 
above all, it has B&K quality. 

B&K Division of Dynascan Corporation 
1801 W. Belle Plaine Chicago, Illinois 60613 

Any way you look at it, the 177 

"Professional" is really different and it's 
all yours-the handle is personalized 
with your name. Cost? Just $79.95. 

Circle 34 on literature card 

Whee Electronic Innovation Is A Way Of Life 
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A kson SERVICE J 
Latest Tube Test Data for 
owners of Jackson Testers 

Supplements latest Model 658 and 648 Roll Charts 

Type 
1AY2 

2EG4 
3BL2 

4KT6 
6BZ3 
6CF8 

17B-814 

Model 658 Model 648 
Circuit 

Sec. Heater H&K P&G Plate 
D 

D 

P 
D 
P 
P 

1.2J 16 0 14U 
nsert leads into pins 4 & 9 of 

2.OG 123 a45 47S 
3.0P - 7 15U 
Connect top cap to octal 

5.0F 1236 b579 27R 
6.4L C5 3 22U 
6.4J 1237 ab468 20R 

18.6H 123 b480 22R 

Grid Heater 
Test Current 

VX 
9 pin min socket 

lOWY. 
VX 

socket pin 1 
lOWY. 

V 
15XY. 
90VY. 

Adapter 9MNA required 

Plate 
Fil. D E Test 
1.4 16 9 35VX 
Insert leads into oins, etc. 
1.73.0 5 A123A45 36V 

30XZ 
NOR -S switch in S position 
4.2 A1256 B479* 22XZ 
6.3 C5 3 14W 
6.3 A1237 AB468 28XZ 
17 123 13489 12WZ 
Adapter 9MNA Required 

Complete low cost tube data subscription service available 
for Jackson and Mercury tube testers...write for information 

JACKSON TUBE TEST DATA DIV.1744 Rockaway Ave., Hewlett, N.Y. 11557 

Circle 36 an literature card 

THE BEST COLOR ANTENNAS! 
RMS SUPER TRANS P0wER'o 

STP- 

No. of 
Model Area Used Elements 

STP-7 Metropolitan 7 
STP-11 Suburban 11. 

STP-15 Semi -Fringe 15 
STP-19 Fringe 19 
STP-23 Extreme Fringe 23 
STP-28 Extreme Fringe 28 

Incomparable performance 
on All Channels 2-13 plus 
FM! Exclusively features 
Reynolds Aluminum 
COLORWELD! 

Reception Range 
Up to 50 miles 
Up to 75 miles 
Up to 100 miles 
Up to 125 miles 
Up to 150 miles 
Up to 175 miles 

List 
Price 

$13.45 
19.95 
26.95 
39.95 
44.95 
53.95 

RMS DYNERGY 

DYN158US 

No. of 
Model Area Used Elements VHF Range UHF Range 

Complete UHF/VHF and FM 
Coverage, Channels 2-83! 
Single down -lead for sim- 
ple, economical installation! 
Features COLORWELD! 

List 
Price 

DYN-33US Metropolitan 6 to 35 miles 
DYN-54US Suburban and Semi -Fringe 9 to 60 miles 
DYN-66US Suburban and Semi -Fringe 12 to 75 miles 
DYN-88US Semi -Fringe and Fringe .... 16 to 125 miles 
DYN-118US Semi -Fringe and Fringe .... 19 to 125 miles 
DYN-158US Fringe . .......................... 23 ... _to 150 miles 

to 20 miles 
to 30 miles 
to 50 miles 
to 75 miles 
to 75 miles 
to 75 miles 

$19.95 
29.95 
34.95 
44.95 
44.95 
49.95 

Make your next installation profitable with 
these dependable RMS Antennas. Write for 
FREE Informative Catalog! ... Dept. PFA 

Dependable construction 
and performance for long - 
life installation! 

RMSELECTRONICS, INC. 
50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N. Y. 10462 

Circle 35 on literature curd 

second or third such partial pay- 
ment to help solve the problem 
before it grows larger. 

Granting requests for larger than 
authorized amounts of credit. This 
is usually done for a good customer 
of long standing as a special favor. 

Preventive: Without exception, 
granting the request should be de- 
layed long enough to check on the 
reasons behind it, the ability of the 
customer to pay the larger sum, and 
any changes in financial capabilities 
of the account. 

Checking only one credit refer- 
ence. Many substantial losses were 
noted during the last year where 
only one reference was required on 
credit applications or only the first 
was checked if more were listed. 

Preventive: Check all references 
and require at least three from every 
applicant. Questionable credit risks 
often make an excellent record with 
one account for just such a reason. 

Urging customers to use credit. 
The drive for additional business 
can never be discouraged in any 
concern but when such business is 
obtained on a basis of credit where 
not justified, it usually costs much 
more than the profit made thereby. 

Preventives: (a) Discourage use 
of high pressure methods which 
result in customer over -use of credit 
beyond ability to pay. (b) Hold fast 
to all credit rules in periods where 
special business promotion activities 
are underway. (c) Set up separate 
credit facilities for use at such times. 

Too liberal concession to ac- 
counts during emergencies. This has 
generally been the granting of 90 - 
to 120 -day payment -free periods or 
extra credit allowances to customers 
on such occasions. This invariably 
results in laxity of responsibility by 
the customer in the future. 

Preventives: (a) Set up special 
arrangements to cover partial pay- 
ment of account during these pe- 
riods (b) Arrange for financing at a 
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This part speaks for the 
whole radio. 

This box speaks well of you. 

To the listener, the speaker is 
the most important part of the 
radio. Reason enough that it be 
of the highest quality and reli- 
ability. And when it says Delco 
on the box you can be certain 
you've got it: genuine OEM quality. 

Delco Radio Parts are designed by engi- 
neers who specialize in automotive radios. 
Delco Radio speakers, for example, provide 
greater efficiency and sensitivity per ounce 
of magnet than any other speakers built. 
And since nearly half the cars on the road 

have Delco Radios as original 
equipment, you are assured of 
a vast pre -sold market. 

Doesn't it make sense to 
stock the best for your cus- 
tomers? 

They know Delco's reputation. So, the next 
time you reorder, remember your United 
Delco Supplier. He handles the most widely 
advertised, merchandised and recognized 
name in the parts business. 

Why not let Delco Radio speakers say 
something nice about you? 

Delco Radio, Division of General Motors, Kokomo, Indiana. 

GM 

MO el Of 

United V Delco 

Circle 37 an literature card 
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WORLD'S 
FINEST 

ERSIM 

MULTILORE 

ONLY 69C 

bank or elsewhere to handle money 
needs created by the emergency. (c) 
Pay close attention to the account 
immediately at the end of the pe- 
riod in order to put it back into line 
as speedily as possible. 

Assuming the good "cash cus- 
tomer" is automatically an excellent 
credit risk. This has been one of 
the leading reasons for credit losses 
among small business concerns 
everywhere for a number of years. 

Preventive: A positive policy of 
complete investigation on every 
credit application. 

Accepting recommendation of 
present customer for another. This 
is sometimes a good method of 
building new credit accounts but 
where all checking of such an ap- 
plicant is waived it has often proven 
an unsound practice. 

Preventive: Handle every such 
new account with the regular routine 
used for all credit applicants. Where 
offending the old customer cannot 

BUY IT AT RADIO-TV PARTS STORES be risked, an immediate grant of 
Multicore Sales Corp. Westbury, N.Y. 11591 small credit pending regular check - 

Circle 38 on literature card ing will usually handle the problem. 

We offer You. 
nothing buÇ 
finer, fä1er,; 
Precision 
Tuner 

Service!:: 
'1HF ̀UHF 

(Period) 995 
+parts & shpg. 

Why pay for parts you don't need? 
Mail coupon now for free information! 
PRECISION TUNER SERVICE 
...one of the OLDEST and LARGEST TV tuner repair firms in the world! 

Box 272P Bloomington Indiana 47401 

Firm 
Name 
Title 
Address 
City St. Zip 

Failure to pursue collection steps 
for fear of losing a good customer. 
Almost every business failure during 
the last year revealed the presence 
of such procedure. An uncollectable 
account is certainly anything but 
that of a good customer. 

Preventives: (a) Follow through 
on a standard policy of handling 
credits and collections with no vari- 
ance for any but emergency con- 
siderations (b) Realize that the good 
customer whose account has become 
hazardous has lost his good status 
and handle it accordingly. 

Finally, the lack of proper credit 
and credit control records, has al- 
ways been a contributing factor 
where credit abuses have eaten 
heavily into the profits of the busi- 
ness. The system which fails to 
immediately point up existence of 
shaky credit conditions is an inade- 
quate one. Without workable credit 
records and systems, all other safe- 
guards the business may use will 
prove inadequate. 

\97 O from 

"1N -CIRCUIT" 
CURRENT CHECKER 

Eliminates most common cause of 
"callbacks" (unstable focus, 
shrinking pictures, etc.)! Should 
pay for itself on 
next months' 
calls alone! 

Nothing else like the HC -8 available! 
Tune horizontal drive and linearity 
for "dip"-and in seconds-you've 
got best possible focus, width and sta- 
bility at minimum cathode current. 
Makes convergence adjustments 
faster, easier-longer lasting! 
Especially useful on color TV where a 
slight misadjustment of horizontal 
linearity or efficiency coils drives cath- 
ode currents sky high! 5 pre -wired 
sockets for all popular hori- 

Model 
zontal output tubes lets you 
plug into circuit fast-no clip- $3 / 50 
ping or unsoldering of leads! T Net 

ASK YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 
or write for full details. 

SECO 
ELECTRONICS CORP. 

1001 SeconLl ,pieS(9 oñ literaturensearann. 55343 
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co,L oil 

COUNTERMEASURES 
SYMPTOMS AND TIPS FROM ACTUAL SHOP EXPERIENCE 

Chassis: RCA CTC 11 

Symptom: Complete loss of contrast. Raster and color 
signals remain on screen. 

Tip: Check for Heater -Cathode short in V24 (CRT). 
Analysis: Heater of CRT is connected to B+. A heater - 

cathode short will place this B+ source on the cath- 
ode. The power supply filter will then filter out the 
luminance information normally present on the cath- 
odes of the CRT. In addition, the + 180 volts applied 
to the cathode will clamp the normal bias and in 
effect make the grids of the CRT positive with respect 
to cathode, allowing raster to remain on screen. 

G-YAMP ® 6GU7 F._ 
.01 

100K 

B -Y AMP 

6GU7 

--I 

R -Y AMP 

6GU7 

1rß 

. 011 

11--1A.A-. 
100K 

II 
.01 

e-Vn- 
100K 

VVJ 

Chassis: Zenith 24NC312 and- 25N38. 
Symptom: Screen turns light green on color program; 

normal on black -and -white program. 
Tip: Plug that connects hue and color level controls to 

the chassis is defective. Remove plug and connect 
wires directly-watch the color code of the wires, 
as they do not match. 

rwwIiiThilliwTOtwwor MOM OM' 7 111 w aI,:\ \ u w11 
»»1111 ' 1 ZIF u A133 

II le a I 1wE mriu\_a 
lna .1 -J'--L ,J 1I \ I -Ll Id - 1 al I «milJ ` L wZ U I ,"7I..I I Il 1" I I 'Il 'ai 1 11 1 ..g 1 I I%. I wwwwwwwwlllíwwwwwwwwIIIIII 

°NG& í eatee' 

LCG-387 

COLOR BAR 
PATTERN GENERATOR 

Here it is - LEADER's new color bar pattern 

generator which includes the keyed rainbow, 

SQUARE crosshatch, dots, AND the single 

cross bar. In fact, this cross pattern will speed 

up adjustments on raster centering, purity at 

the center and dynamic convergence. Sharp 

and clear lines, both vertical and horizontal, 

produced by return trace blanking. Two switch - 

able channels, 5 and 6, with IOmV output. 

Solid state, of course, with voltage regulated 

supply. Compact and sturdy construction for 

field use- supplied with carrying bag for con- 

venience. Size only 2% H X 694 W X 494 D in., and 

weight 3.3 lbs approx. 

LEADER ELECTRONICS CORP. 
NEW YORK OFFICE 

101-103 ROME ST., FARMINGDA1 E.L.I., N.Y. 11735 

TEL (516) 694-1534 541-5373 

Circle 40 on literature card 
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U.S. Patent applied for 

DEIH 1 

68 FOOT 

SELF-SUPPORTING 

TV TOWERS 

are only part of our line 
of precision -built Towers, 
Masts and Accessories 
for domestic TV, amateur, 
CB and lighting instal- 
lations. 

* DMX Series Towers-uniformly 
tapered, self-supporting with con- 

crete bases, have channel legs 
and riveted "X" braces. Six 

models from 28 to 68 ft. 

* DMX Series Towers - but with 
steel cylinder bases, needs no 

concrete and can hinge -up. Five 

models from 20 to 52 ft. 

* DMX Series Heavy Duty Towers - 
with concrete bases for sup- 
porting amateur arrays. Three 
models from 32 to 48 ft. plus 
mast. 

* DME Series Towers - with paral- 
lel channel legs and riveted "X" 
braces. Six bracketed models 
from 16 to 52 ft. Guyed to 
80 ft. 

* Commercial Guyed Towers - up 

to 120 ft. 

* Golden Nugget Tubular Towers - 
with rust proof welds, available 
in 10 foot sections in 18 or 16 
gauge. 

* Tripod Roof Mounts - in 3, 5, 8 

and 10 foot models. 

* Pop-up Masts - from 20 to 50 ft. 

* Welded Galvanized Masting - in 
many lengths, diameters and 
gauges, swaged or plain. 

Ten years of tower building ex- 

perience plus careful engineering 

and modern, progressive manu- 

facturing techniques assure your 

satisfaction. 

Write for complete information on 
these value packed Delhi products. 

DELHI METAL PRODUCTS. INC. 
SHERIDAN, INDIANA 46069 

/I-1 

Chassis: Sylvania DO1 and DO2 
Symptom: Poor color sync. 
Tip: Check R168 and R169 for changed value. 

1f either is defective, replace both with a matched 
pair of 2% resistors. Also check C117 and C118 for 
a leakage or shorted condition. 

COLOR 

KILLER 
DET 

BURST 

AMP 

CHROMA SYNC 
PHASE DET CHROMA 

6JU8 REFERENCE 

OSC 

CHROMA REFERENCE 
OSC CONTROL 

Chassis: All. 
Symptom: Evenly spaced, multiple ghosts in picture. 
Tip: May be caused by reflected energy in an improp- 

erly terminated delay line. Check for an open ter- 
minating network at the output end of the delay line, 
or an ungrounded shield on the line. An open delay 
line would result in a complete loss of luminance 
signal. 

Chassis: Zenith, all chassis using socket -type CRT grid 
leads. 

Symptom: Hue control action reversed. 
Tip: May be caused by reversal of green and blue grid 

leads. Disconnect and change position of leads. 

- 

1,,*« 

\. r 

IN CANADA-DELHI METAL PRODUCTS LIMITED 

DELHI, ONTARIO 

Circle 41 on literature card 
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PRODUCT 
+REPORT 

for further information on any 
of the following items, 

circle the associated number on the 
Catalog & Literature Card. 

Transistor Analyzer 
1571 

Transistors can be checked both in and out of circuit 
with Lectrotech's new Model TT -250 Transistor Analyzer. 
In -circuit AC gain tests indicate the condition of the 
transistor as either good or bad, with no numerical inter- 
pretation involved. Out -of -circuit tests measure beta or 
gain on two scales: 0-250 and 0-500. Biasing is automatic 
and no calibration is required. 

The unit measures transistor leakage (I, J directly in 

microamperes. It also measures reverse leakage and for- 
ward conduction of diodes and rectifiers to determine front - 
to -back ratios. Transistor classification-PNP or NPN- 
can be quickly determined without a set-up book. In addi- 
tion, electrolytic capacitor leakage current can be checked 
using 6 volts, with the indication read directly in micro- 
amperes. 

Other features of the analyzer include a 6" meter and 
all steel case. The unit measures 101/2" X 7" X 4" and 
weighs 51/2 lbs. Price is $87.50. 

Stereo Speaker 
1581 

A new stereo speaker that can be used anywhere a stereo 
effect is desired has been announced by Best Automotive. 

YOU FARN YOUR FCC 

FIRST CLASS LICENSE 
or your money back! 

{ 

1.115 LICOIS( .. e0 I w..o....K..m...< or ,. 
.... .,.° ..o.. 

.,.,. 
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5 NRI COMMUNICATIONS COURSES 
INCLUDE FCC LICENSE TRAINING 
Earning an FCC License can be quick and easy the NRI 
way. You can concentrate on a short FCC License course- 
"specialize" by training in Mobile, Aviation, or Marine 
Communications-or go all-out with the job -simulated NRI 
course in Complete Communications. It is the only home - 
study training plan that includes professional lab equip- 
ment specifically designed to give you on-the-job, "hands 
on" experience as you train. 

Whichever NRI Communications course you choose, with 
an FCC License you're ready to operate, service and install 
transmitting equipment used in broadcasting stations, avia- 
tion, on board ships, and in mobile and Citizens -Band radio. 
And you MUST PASS your FCC exams or NRI refunds 
your tuition in full. Can you do it? The NRI record of success 
is outstanding. 87 % of NRI graduates pass their FCC exams. 

Get full details today about five courses that include FCC 
License preparation, plus seven other training plans offered 
by NRI, the oldest and largest school of its kind. Mail cou- 
pon. No obligation. No sales- 
man will call. NATIONAL 
RADIO INSTITUTE, 
Electronics Div., Wash- 
ington, D.C. 

APPROVED UNDER GI 
BILL. If you served since January 
31, 1955, or are in service, check 
GI line in coupon. 

MAIL NOW for FREE CATALOG 
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 22-007 

Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016 

Please send complete data about FCC License training, other 
NRI courses checked below. (No salesman will call.) 

FCC License TV-Radio Servicing (with color) 

2 Complete Communications El Advanced Color TV 

Aviation Communications 3 Industrial Electronics 

Marine Communications Basic Electronics 

Mobile Communications 3 Electronics for Automation 

Ei Math for Electronics El Electrical Appliance Repair 

2 CHECK FOR FACTS ON NEW GI BILL 

Name Age 

Address 

City State Zip 
ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL J 
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only picture tube analyzer 

that tests all color tubes 

as they should be tested! 
(THE WAY TUBE MANUFACTURERS DO) 

NEW LECTROTECH CRT -100 
PICTURE TUBE ANALYZER 

FOR COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE 

Does everything . . . you would need all three units of 
the leading competitive brands to equal the perform- 
ance of the Lectrotech CRT -100. No other brand has all 
the features .. . 

Line voltage adjustment (to insure all tube voltages are 
correct regardless of line voltage). 
Critical Grid -to -Cathode Leakage is read on sensitive 
meter for greatest accuracy. 
Leakages in all other elements are indicated on neon 
lamp. 
Tests all black and white and all color tubes for leakage, 
shorts and emissions. 
Tests each color gun separately. 
Tests each color gun to a standard set of test condi- 
tions. With variable G-2 voltage, each grid is normalized 
to a reference cut-off voltage. This method is used by 
tube manufacturers and simulates tube performance in 
color receiver. 
Rejuvenates and removes shorts on both color and black 
and white tubes for increased brightness. 
Life expectancy test, predicts remaining useful life of 
both color and black and white picture tubes. 
Continuously variable G-2 voltage for all tubes, present 
and future, including new 15 inch color tubes. 
Complete plug-in cables for easy replacement. 
Complete self-contained black and white socket assem- 
bly. No adapters to lose or cables to break. 
Including Pilot Light. 

Only 89BO net 

ONE YEAR WARRANTY r, See your distributor or write DEPT. PF -10 

LECTROTECH, INC. 
1221 Devon Ave., Chicago. Illinois 60626 

The Model ST46BC speaker comes assembled in an at- 
tractive 71/4 " X 5" X 21/2 " metal housing with a black 
finish, complete with chrome grill and chrome mounting 
bracket. All necessary wire, hardware, and instructions are 
furnished. A versatile mounting bracket permits ease of 
installation. Price is $7.25. 

MORE 

alkaline BATTERIES 

THAN ZINC CARBON BATTERIES 

made 

yr»° 

60 = 

Batteries 
(591 

A complete line of manganese alkaline batteries for 
toys and radios as well as photoflash and portable lighting 
equipment is announced by Ray -O -Vac. Available in open 
stock or on bubble pack cards, the line consists of five 
different size batteries: No. 813 Size "D", No. 814 Size 
"C", No. 815 Size "AA", No. 824 Size "AAA", and No. 
810 Size "N". Also available is a battery display (No. 
MA30) housing the three most popular batteries -815, 814 
and 813-on bubble pack cards. The display, which hangs 
from a pegboard or stands on a counter, is only 13" wide 
by 63/8" deep by 165/8 " high and is priced at $23.70. 

CRT Test Adapter 
(60) 

Existing CRT test equipment can be converted to test the 
picture tubes used in small screen personal portable tele- 
vision sets through the use of a new tube socket test adapter 
introduced by Pomona Electronics, Inc. CRT's such as 
9YP4, 11 RP4, 12BEP4, l 6BXP4, etc., fit the adapter. 

The Model 2.713 adapter socket accepts tubes using 7GR 
basing (E7-91 base), and plugs into the standard 12L 
Duo -Decal socket found on current tube testers. The unit 
features a clearance hole in the 7GR socket which accepts 
the CRT evacuation stem and prevents accidental breakage. 
Price is $1.95. 
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Semitrón 

., oti Corp. 

Experimental Kit 
(611 

A new line of experimenters perf-board kits with hard- 
ware is designed for experimenters, vocational school stu- 
dents, shop teachers, hobbyists, hams, technicians, and 
engineers who want a quick setup that can be assembled 
rapidly and efficiently. The Semitron Experimenter's Perf- 
Board Kit consists of 1/s " tempered board. The spacing 
of the holes on 1/2" centers helps prevent component 
crowding. Solid brass eyelets are supplied, permitting easy 
soldering and the insertion of a number of component leads 
through a single eyelet. 

Cartesian coordinate graph paper also forms part of the 
kit, allowing spacing of components after prior planning 
using the graph. if solderless connections and maximum 
construction speed are desired, the spring connectors sup- 
plied with the kit can be used for making rapid and me- 
chanically secure connections. Using several kits permits 
modular construction for the design and building of a 
large number of stages, arranged either horizontally or 
vertically. The kits are priced at 89c. 

Studio Mixer 
(62) 

A new battery -operated studio mixer designed spe- 
cifically for studio, remote, and home hi -fidelity use has 

new Lectrotech VG -B 
color bar generator 

OO5Obruìgs you... 
Guaranteed performance ... full one year warranty. 

A.C. operated solid state generator ... no batteries 
to buy ... no failures when needed most. 

Most stable generator of all . . . sharper, 
brighter patterns. 

The V6 -B provides crystal -controlled keyed rainbow color display, 
all cross hatch, dots, vertical lines only, horizontal lines only, 
Red -Blue -Green gun killer, exclusive Dial -A -Line feature (horizon- 
tal line width adjustable), voltage -regulated transistor and timer 
circuits, simplified rapid calibration. Supplies adjustable dot size, 
RF output more than 10,000 mv, operates on channels 3, 4 or 
5, has color level control for color sync servicing. Connects to 
antenna terminals (no connection needed inside of set). Power 
transformer -line isolated. Stable operation under wide voltage 
ranges assured by fully voltage -regulated circuits. Hand -wired 
reliability ... no printed circuits. Fully enclosed test lead com- 
partment. Rugged, caddy size unit built to withstand rigors of 
field servicing. Size: 7s/8"W, 31/2"H, 9"D. (x(]50 

Weight: 5i/2 lbs. Only .7 7 

See your distributor or write for literature. 

DEPT. PF -10 

LECTROTECH, INC. 
1221 W. Devon Ave., Chicago, III. 60626 
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for PROFITABLE, 
TIME -SAVING 

SERVICING 
OF: Black & White TV 

Color TV 
AM and FM, Tube or 

Transistor Home, Portable 
and Auto Radios 
Communications 

equipment & 
Home 

Appliances 

Hi-Fi 
Components 

B & K PROFESSIONAL, 
TEST EQUIPMENT 

WITH SIGNAL INJECTION AND IN -AND -OUT OF CIRCUIT 

MEASURING TECHNIQUES 

Send today for your free copy of Catalog AP22 

O/V/S/ON OF 
OYNASCAN DS602 

1801 WEST BELLE PLAINE AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL. 60613 
Telephone: (312) 327-7270 Cable Address: BANDKCO 

Circle 45 on literature card 

been announced by Switchcraft, Inc. 
Called the "Studio MixMASTER" 
Model 307TR, it is a solid-state 
stereo -monaural audio frequency 
mixer/amplifier. The mixer can be 
used with phonographs, microphones, 
electronic instruments, and tape re- 
corders. It permits recording sound on 
sound, fades music and voices, records 
voice over music, and mixes voice 
and program sources from several 
different locations. 

Powered by standard "D" batteries, 
the unit requires no external power. 
Distortion is 1% maximum (0.5% 
typical) at 1.5 volts output. Frequency 
response is 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with 
a minimum signal-to-noise ratio of 60 
dB referred to 1-mv input. 

The mixer accepts from one to four 
monaural input signals or up to two 
stereo input signals from any combina- 
tion or type of program source. It is 
also equalized for magnetic phono 
cartridges. Each program input level 
is controlled individually by a separate 
gain control or simultaneously with 
the master gain control. These broad- 
cast -type control knobs are numbered 
for easy reading and rapid error -free 
operation. Other controls include an 
on -off switch, phono equalization, and 
stereo -mono switches. Standard phone 

Measure current or voltage 
WITHOUT CUTTING LEADS 

Vector Current 
Test Adapters .. . 

Send for complete literature 

are designed to measure tube circuit current, 
voltage or waveform ... without cutting leads, 
unsoldering or disconnecting circuit. Simply in- 
sert the Adapter between tube and tube socket 
and test with single or dual -sided probe. 
TUBE SOCKET TEST ADAPTERS-Commercial 
and MIL -STD. Straight-thru adapters in nine 
different models for all tube types. Fit inside all 
tube shield bases. Recessed, shock -proof test 
tabs take probe or alligator clip across flange. 
EXTENDED SHIELDED SOCKET TEST ADAPT- 
ERS - For voltage measurements in hard -to - 
reach locations; available in 31/4" or4" lengths. 
SOCKET CHANGE ADAPTERS save socket mod- 
ification time; are stocked unwired in the most 
frequently used combinations of octal, 7 and 9 
pin miniature units. Wired units to order. 
SOCKET EXTENDERS eliminate wear of per- 
manent tube sockets in expensive test 
equipment. 

TUBE SOCKET 
TEST ADAPTERS 

*eftEXTENDED, 

SHIELDED SOCKET 

TEST ADAPTERS 
KET 

CHANGE ADAPTERS SOCKET EXTENDERS 

VECTOR ELECTRONIC CO., INC. 
1100 Flower Street, Glendale 1, California Phone: (213)245-8971 
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and phono jacks are used for various 
inputs. Each input will handle a wide 
range of signals without overloading. 
The microphone inputs will accom- 
modate both low- and high -impedance 
microphones without transformers. 

Signals are mixed and amplified up 
to a 2 -volt level in each channel, then 
fed to a single high -impedance output 
for distribution to recorders, public 
address, or musical instrument ampli- 
fiers. The unit measures 31/2 " high by 
12" wide by 71/4" deep and is finished 
in satin black enamel with a brushed 
aluminum escutcheon plate. Protective 
rubber feet prevent scratches to fine 
surfaces. Price is $145.00. 

.,...m:.... 
t. .o.oiw.a 

MODEL ASM-23 - SEA HOOK" 
Hals nave tenet Marine Antenne 

Feld-De.,n 

Marine CB Antenna 
(63) 

A new omni-directional marine CB 
radio antenna with a low angle of 
radiation for maximum "over -water" 
range has been announced by The 
Antenna Specialists Co. The new 27 - 
MHz antenna, designated Sea -Hook 
Model ASM-23, is a full electrical 
half -wave radiator with an overall 
length of 97". A feature of special 
importance to boat owners is the 
pure -white Cycolac base with a built- 
in fold -over feature allowing instant 
"retraction" of the antenna when 
negotiating bridges. 

No ground plate is required since 
link coupling is employed, thus sim- 
plifying installation. All critical parts 
are solid brass with chrome plating 
for additional protection. The loading 
coil is enclosed in white, weatherproof 
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plastic with chrome -plated end caps. 
The upper and lower whips are fab- 
ricated from stainless steel. The im- 
pedance of the unit is 50 ohms. 
VSWR is better than 1.5 to 1.0. The 
upper radiator can be easily adjusted 
for fine tuning. The antenna is priced 
at $29.50. 

Seven in One 
(64) 

The solid-state portable unit shown 
here incorporates seven instruments 

for testing audio FM and multiplex. 
Four signal sources and three mea- 
suring instruments are contained in 
Amphenol Corporation's new Model 
880 Stereo Commander. 

Signal sources provided by the unit 
include: 

(1) An audio generator that sup- 
plies either sine or square wave 
signals used by other sections 
of the unit. 

(2) A multiplex simulator that gen- 
erates or controls all signals 
necessary for complete and ac- 
curate alignment of an FM 
multiplex receiver. 

(3) RF/sweep oscillator that may 
be used as an FM source modu- 
lated by the signal present at 
the composite jack (monaural 
sine wave or square wave) or 
as a sweep generator with 60 - 
Hz sweep rate for FM tuner 
alignment. 

(4) An oscillator that generates a 
crystal -controlled 10.7 -MHz 
signal for use as a marker for 
aligning FM receivers. 

Measuring instruments included in 
the instrument are: 

(1) An intermodulation distortion 

analyzer which measures distor- 
tion to 100% using an SMPTE 
standard signal. 

(2) An impedance bridge capable 
of measuring largely resistive 
unknowns from 1 ohm to 
20,000 ohms. Since the audio 
generator provides the signal 
used to drive the bridge, un- 
known impedance can be 
checked at any frequency within 
the generator range. This section 
may also be used to determine 
resonant frequencies. 

(3) A high -impedance AC volt- 
meter with a sensitivity of 100 
my full scale. The unit measures 
from 0.1 volt full scale to 1000 
volts full scale in nine incre- 
ments. The VTVM is also used 
as an indicator for the imped- 
ance bridge and intermodulation 
analyzer sections. 

The Model 880 has a composite 
output of 5 volts p -p stereo, with 
35 -dB channel separation up to 10 
KHz; 2.5 -volts p -p L -R and 3 -volts 
p -p monaural. A sine wave output of 
5 volts p -p is available at 19, 38, and 
67 KHz. The monaural audio output 
consists of a 3 -volt p -p sine wave and 

fat, ugly machine that can 
make you a lot* of money. 

lust so you'll be sure it's an oven Not for pies. Nor cakes Not even for pizzas 

It's for television picture tubes, and performs chores like tube evacuation, cathode 

bombarding. induction heating. and more Most important. it is part of the exclusive 

Windsor System of picture tube rebuilding - your key to a business you can run (right 

along with what you're doing right now and make extra money with In amounts you 

might not have thought possible ( like 54.000. 55.000. $10 000 a year and more!). 

Sound good, Then send for the lull story Write direct. or circle our number right away. 

Who knows. that happy guy in the picture could be you 

BOB LINDE 

2324 N. I. Xis CO. 

flkl IAIIBERMIt-, rU- 
Bn re 3rd-583-ENO 

WINDSOR ELECTRONICS, INC. 
999 North Main Street BILL ceims 

Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137 
pp TFic41a044s 

gnon: 20-232-832 

Discriminate Between 
Desired Signal and 
Unwanted Noise 

FREE SPACE 

ST STANDIAGAV 
E 

A%FM.COt.ORM 

Investigate now! s '6Q Ebebsiu, Imo. 
Manufacturers of the TARGET ANTENNA 

Phone 419-693-0528 

206 West Florence Street Toledo, Ohio 43605 
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by Hal Hellman. This programmed 
text explains the fundamentals of 
guidance systems. Covers ballistic 
trajectory, hyperbolic guidance, 
motion, translation, proportional 
navigation, celestial navigation, 
and stellar inertial guidance. Ex- 
plains the principles, operating 
characteristics, and construction of 
various systems, both active and 
passive. Describes the early his- 
tory and development of missiles, 
from the V-2 bomb of World War 

II to the far more sophisticated rockets and missiles 
used today. Topics and chapters end with test ques- 
tions and answers to help reinforce learning; a final 
examination is included. 224 pages; 5,4 x 8W. f4r 
Order 20573, only 

new Sams Doors 

Servicing Closed -Circuit Television 
by Melvin Whitmer. Teaches the 
fundamentals of servicing closed- 
circuit television systems which 
are coming into widespread use. 
Clearly explains the differences 
between closed-circuit and home - 
type television. Describes how to 
set up various systems and how 
to maintain and repair complete 
installations. Covers types of sys- 
tems and their applicationsd 

d 
in 

spe- cificgeneral terms, 
makes and models.In ludesnscheematics andscribes 

other detailed data to provide a complete under- 
standing of closed-circuit TV. 192 pages; 
8.4 x 11". Order 20574, only $425 

ABC's of Hi -FI and Stereo (2nd Ed.) 
by Hans Fantel. This newest revision gives you a full 
understanding of what high-fidelity and stereo are 
all about. Describes the basic principles of sound 
reproduction and what you should know to select, 
operate, and maintain equipment. Explains monaural 
and stereo sound and discusses the relative merits of 
consoles and component systems. Treats in detail 
the requirements of amplifiers, turntables, tone arms, 
cartridges, speakers, record changers, and tape re- 
corders. Shows how to set up a sound system, how 
to get the most from it, and what to do in case 
trouble is encountered. 128 pages; 5.34 x 8W. 
Order 20539, only LL 

ABC's of Vacuum Tubes 
By Donald A. Smith. Gives you the basic understand- 
ing of the electron tube required for the study of 
electronics and modern circuitry. Explains the prin- 
ciples and operation of each basic tube type in 
language anyone can understand. Describes the fac- 
tors affecting tube operation. Includes valuable 
formulas for the more serious student. I 
128 pages; 5 x 83. ". Order 20576, only 2 

Tape Recording for the Hobbyist (2nd Ed.) 
by Art Zuckerman. While concerned with tape re- 
cording as a hobby, this revision of the book Mag- 
netic Recording for the Hobbyist, also provides many 
ideas for important uses of the recorder in home and 
office. Describes special entertainment uses, ranging 
from party tricks and "detective -type" work to 
building a library of sound. Includes useful tips on 
microphones, special sound effects, candid record- 
ings, correspondence recording, the versatile use of battery -powered portable recorders, tape editing, 
producing your own programs, synchronizing sound 
on tape, tape and recorder maintenance-plus home 
video tape recording. 160 pages; 5.4 x 8ycj'.i25 
Order 20583, only JJ 

Controlled Guidance Systems 

mo 
6014r 

m 
11W 

These and over 300 other SAMS 
Books are available from your local 
Electronics Parts Distributor .. . 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
4300 WEST 0254 ST. INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA 45255 
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a 10 -volt p -p square wave. Both sine 
and square wave are variable from 35 
Hz to 18 KHz in two ranges with less 
than 1% distortion. 

The unit measures 111/2" wide by 
93/4" high by 6" deep and weighs 
slightly over 8 lbs. Price is $329.95. 

Nutdriver Set 
165) 

A selection of hollow shaft nut - 
drivers in a new plastic case is offered 
by Xcelite, Inc. Identified as No. HS6- 
18, the set consists of ten color -coded 
nutdrivers with hex openings from 
3/16" through 9/16" and clearance 
hole depths for long bolts and studs 
from 43/e" through 6". The tools are 

A BETTER WAY 

TO REPLACE 

SOLDERED 

COMPONENTS 

LENGTH 8" 
WEIGHT 31/2 OZ. 

Pencil 
Desoldering 

Iron 
MODEL 300 

Now-remove miniature soldered corn- 

ponents in seconds-without damage 

Hollow tip fits over connection; vacuums 
all solder for easy removal of component. 
Leaves terminals and mounting holes clean. 
Then, with 360° contact, it resolders even 
faster and better than regular irons. Han- 

dles miniature and standard components in 
printed circuit boards and conventional wir- 
ing. Self-cleaning. All parts replaceable. 40 
watts, 115-v. 5 tip sizes. Pays for itself in 

time saved. $9.95 net East of the Rockies. 

Larger model available. See your distributor or write: 

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

5151 E. 65th St. Indianapolis, Ind. 46220 

packaged in a molded yellow plastic 
case. A tight -fitting cover with integral 
snap lock keeps the nutdrivers clean 
and dust -free when not in use. It also 
permits them to be carried on service 
calls without danger of spilling or 
becoming lost in the tool box. The 
nutdrivers are designed with precision 
fit, case-hardened sockets; polished, 
plated steel shafts; and shockproof, 
breakproof, color -coded plastic (UL) 
handles. Price of the set is $18.50. 

AYI. 

Color TV Control Kits 
1661 

The two new compact kits pictured 
here offer the service technician a 
wide selection of exact replacement 
controls for color TV sets. Each Mal- 
lory kit is packaged in a reusable, 
metal, storage tray and includes a free 
Lampliter automatic photo electric 
light control. This device turns lights 
on at dusk and off at dawn. 

The CCK-1 and CCK-2 kits con- 
tain a carefully selected assortment of 
trimmers, convergence controls, and 
high -voltage controls for virtually 
every color TV set on the market. 
Each kit, complete with Lampliter 
and metal storage tray, is $12.50. 

MOVING? 

Don't lose touch . . 

RECEIVE PFR AS USUAL 

(INCLUDE OLD AND NEW ADDRESS) 

PF REPORTER 

CIRCULATION DEPT. 

4300 W. 62nd St., 

Indianapolis, Ind. 46206 
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TEST 
ALL 

TUBES! 

New Deluxe 
107C Tester 

Exclusive "eye" tube spots momen- 
tary shorts. Superior accuracy and 
stability from constant voltage 
transformer-no line adjust. 

Now a portable tube tester un- 
matched in speed, sensitivity and re- 
liability for all modern TV, radio, hi-fi, 
industrial and foreign tubes. Tests 
more than 1000 different tubes with- 
out setup, more than 3000 in total. 
Patented Grid Circuit Test; Dynamic 
Mutual Conductance and Cathode 
Emission Tests; 
many others. $19850 

NET 

MODEL 98. For comprehensive anal- 
ysis of all modern TV and radio tubes. 
Includes patented Grid Circuit, Cath- 
ode Emission, Tube Merit, Heater 
Current tests for ore than 2500 
types of receiv- 
ing and picture 
tubes. 

$10950 

MODEL 88. Popular, low cost Grid 
Circuit and Tube Merit Tester. Com- 
plete coverage of all popular receiv- 
ing tubes plus adaptor for more than 
400 picture tubes. Includes speed 
indexed setup 
data. 

$7450 

ASK YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 
or write for full details. 

SECO 
ELECTRONICS CORP. 

1001 Second St. So. Hopkins, Minn. 55343 

LETTERS TO 
the EDIT06 

Many readers have responded to 
Mr. A. DuBusley's request for an 
effective method of loosening ad- 
justable iron cores that have been 
frozen in the core. 

Dear Editor: 
Try a drop or two of penetrating 

oil directly on the slug. Allow it to 
soak for a minute or two and then 
apply a steady pressure with the 
wrench. Once the slug is loose, re- 
move it from the form and clean out 
the oil with alcohol and a cotton 
swab. 

E. V. MAPPIN, JR. 
Lower Burrell, Pa. 

Dear Editor: 
If the core is the type with hexa- 

gonal hole, insert an Allen setscrew 
wrench through the hole. Hook a 
soldering gun tip around the offset 
end of the Allen wrench and turn 
the gun on and off while applying 
slight turning force with the gun. 
Within about two minutes you can 
feel the slug turn. Do not apply 
nylon wrench until slug has cooled. 

C. WALTER 
Niagra Falls, N.Y. 

Dear Editor: 
I have had the problem of frozen 

cores many times, and I find it much 
cheaper and quicker to replace the 
coil. For the few times when a new 
replacement has been unavailable, 
I have used a similar coil from a 
junked set. I don't like to do this 
but it is sometimes necessary. I al- 
ways notify the customer that I 

used an old part and that a new 
part is on order. The customer usu- 
ally does not bring the set back 
when I notify him that the new part 
has arrived. 

Lake View, Texas 
B. W. FOWLER 

COMPLETE OVERHAUL 

ON ALL MAKES 

Pr 

Máximum T mérI? op Firs. 

(WE SHIP C.O.D.) 

$ .S0 

Black & 

White 
or Color 

VHF or 
UHF 

UV Combo's $15.00 

Price includes all labor and parts 
except Tubes, Diodes & Transistors. 
If combo tuner needs only one unit 
repaired, disassemble and ship only 
defective unit. Otherwise there will 
be a charge for a combo tuner. 
Ship tuners to us complete with 
Tubes, Tube Shields, Tuner Cover 
and all parts (including) any broken 
parts. State chassis, model number 
and complaint. 

All tuners are serviced by FACTORY 
TRAINED TECHNICIANS with years 
of experience in this specialized 
field. All tuners are ALIGNED TO 
MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATION 
on crystal controlled equipment 
and air checked on monitor before 
shipping to assure that tuner is 
operating properly. 

GEM CITY TUNER 

REPAIR SERVICE 
Box 6C Babel Station 

2631 Mardon Drive 

Dayton, Ohio 45420 
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If You're Still Using 
A V.T.V. M. 

It's Time To Change 
...Go Solid -State! 

Kit 
1M-16 

$44" 

Kit 
IM -25 

$8000 
W i red 

IMW-25 

$11500 

These New Heathkit® Solid -State Meters 
Feature State -Of -The -Art Performance 
At Prices You Can Afford 

Modern, stable, long -life solid-state circuitry 
New low -voltage ranges to accurately analyze modern tran- 
sistor circuits 
Full capability to go "out on the job" ... instant selection of 
internal battery power or 120 /240 v. 50-60 Hz AC operation 
Exceptional accuracy ... 3% on DC volts, plus a large, easy - 
to -read 6" meter face 
High impedance F.E.T. input for minimum circuit loading 

AQ New! Deluxe Solid -State Volt -Ohm Meter 
Features 8 DC and 8 AC voltage ranges from 0.5 v to 1500 y full 
scale; 7 ohmmeter ranges (10 ohms center scale) xl, x10, x100, 
xlk, x10k, x100k, & xf megohm; 11. megohm input on DC ranges; 
1 megohm on AC ranges; internal battery or 120/240 v 50-60 Hz 
AC power for portable or "in shop" use; large readable -across -the - 
bench 6" meter; separate switches for individual functions; single 
test probe for all measurements; modern, stable solid-state circuit - 
board construction. 
Kit 1M-16, 10 lbs. $44.95 

© New! Deluxe Solid -State Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter 
All silicon transistors plus FET's. Features 9 AC and 9 DC voltage 
ranges from 150 mV to 1500 volts full scale; 7 ohmmeter ranges 
(10 ohms center scale) xl, x10, x100, xlk, x10k, x100k, & xl meg- 
ohm; 11 current ranges from 15 uA to 1.5 Amperes full scale; 
11 megohm input on DC voltage ranges; 10 megohm input on AC 
voltage ranges; internal battery power or 120/240 v 50-60 Hz AC 
power for maximum versatility; easily readable 6" meter face; 
± 3 % accuracy on DC volts; ± 4 % on DC current; ± 5% accuracy 
on AC voltage and current; separate range switches "human engi- 
neered" for efficiency in actual use; modern circuit board con- 
struction; all solid-state components; easy to assemble. 
Kit 1M-25, 10 lbs. 580.00 
Wired 1MW-25, 10 lbs . 5115.00 

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 25-1 
Benton Harbor, Mich. 49022 
In Canada, Daystrom Ltd. 

D Please send my FREE 1968 Heathkit Catalog. 

Enclosed is $ plus postage 

Please send model(s) 

Name 

Addres 

City State 7ip 
Prices & Specifications subject to change without notice. TE -165 L J 

PHOTOFACT 
BULLETIN 

PHOTOFACT BULLETIN liStS new PHOTOFACT coverage 
issued during the last month for new TV Chassis. This 
is another way PF REPORTER brings you the very latest 
facts you need to keep fully informed between regular 
issues of PHOTOFACT Index Supplements issued in 
March, June, and September. 
Admiral 

Chassis H3 -1A, H4 -1A, 1H4 -2A--909-1 
Airline 

GEN -8077A, GEN -8447A 907-1 
Curtis Mathes 

10M070 906-1 
Motorola 

Chassis 9TS-460A-09, 
C9TS-460A 911-1 
Chassis C/D 18TS-594C/D, C22TS- 
594/CD, D2OTS-594C/D 910-1 

Olympic 
9P56, 9P57, 9P58 906-2 
9P59 908-1 

Penncrest 
4871 B -48/72B -46/73B -46/74A-48/ 
75A -46/76A -48/77A -48/78A-46, 
4883A-48, 6881C-48, 6882C-49, 
6882D -49,6885A-46 906-3 

RCA Victor 
AJ005B, AJ009E/Y 
(Ch. KCS157A) 907-2 
Chassis CTC19C/D/U 909-2 

Sharp 
CN -32T 911-2 

Sylvania 
Chassis D02-7 thru D02-12 908-2 

Symphonic 
TCT195 910-2 

Truetone 
HFP3780A-76 (2DC3780) 910-3 

Zenith 
Chassis 20X1C36, 20X1C38 908-3 

The following TV sets are given schematic coverage in 
the Extra Contents. 
Curtis Mathes 

AG3223 (Ch. 12A8, 32) 906 
RCA 

Chassis CTC27A/B, 
CTC35A/B 907-9-S 

Production Change Bulletins 
Airline 

WG -4234B, WG -4334B 907-3 
Coronado 

TV2-9552B, TV2-9553B, 
TV2-9554B, TV2-9559B 907-3 

Electrohome 
A-092, AU -093, A-090,AU-019, 
A-094, AU -095 909-3 

Olympic 
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AL WEINER 
ELECTRICAL 
TAPE 

GENERAL )"' ELECTRIC 

Ai "Li 
VINYL PLASTIC 

ELECTRICAL 

TAPE 

the first 
all weather tape 

at standard 

tape prices 

NOW at your 

local 

GE Distributor 
Insulating Materials Dept. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
846-02 

INDEX 70 eQ'9 
ADVERTISERS 

October, 1967 

.\mphenol Corp. 23 

ATR Electronics Inc. 71 

B á K Mfg. Co., Div. of 
Dynascan Corp. 21, 57, 66 

Bussmann Mfg. 14, 15 

Castle TV Tuner Service, Inc. 13 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 31 

Columbia Wire Products Co. 36 

Delco Radio Division 59 

Delhi Metal Products, Inc. 62 

Rico 1 

Eight Ball Co. 36 

Enterprise Development Corp. 68 

The Finney Co. 54 

G. C. Electronics 56 

Gem City Tuner Repair Service 69 

General Electric Co. 24, 24a, 71 

heath Co. .__- 70 

Jackson Electrical Instrument Co. 58 

Jerrold Electronics Corp. -_..Cover 2 

I FD Electronics Co. 44 

Leader Electronics Corp. _-_.._ 61 

I.ectrotech, Inc. 64, 65 

Littelfuse, Inc. Cover 4 

Mallory, P.R. & Co., Inc. 29 

Multicore Sales Corp. 60 

National Radio Institute 63 

Philco-Ford Co. 40 

Precision Tuner Service 6o 

RCA Components & Devices 
Entertainment Tubes) Cover 3 

RCA Components & Devices 
Test Equipment) 55 

RCA Parts & Accessories 49 

RCA Institutes, Inc. 48 

RMS Electronics, Inc. 58 

S & A Electronics, Inc. 67 

Sans, Howard W. & Co., Inc. 51, 68 

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. 5 

Sec. Electronics Corp. 60, 69 

SENCORE, Inc. 35, 37, 39, 41, 45, 47, 53 

Sprague Products Co 3 

Superior Tuner Service 38 

Sylvania Electric Products Corp. 42, 43 

Tri pplett Electrical Instrument Co. 27 

Vector Electronic Co., Inc. 66 

Weller Electric Corp. 50 

Windsor Electronics 67 

\Vinegard Co. 46 

Workman Electronic Products, Inc. _._..___ 71 

Xcelite, Inc. 38 

Zenith Sales Corp.-Parts & Accessories ..30, 52 

A.C. Household Electricity 
Anywhere . . in your own 
car, boat or plane! 

Tape Recorders TV Sets 
Dictating Machines Ra- 

dios Public Address Sys- 
tems Electric Shavers Record Players Food Mixers 

and Emergency Lighting. NET 
12U -RHG (12 V.) 150 to 175 W. Shp. Wt. 27 lbs. $73.00 
28U -RHG (28 V.) 150 to 175 W. Shp. Wt. 27 lbs. $87.50 

"A" Battery 

ELIMINATOR 
For Demonstrating and 
Testing Auto Radios- 

TRANSISTOR or VIBRATOR 
OPERATED! 

Designed for testing D.C. 
Electrical Apparatus on Reg- 
ular A.C. Lines. 

MAY ALSO BE USED AS A BATTERY CHARGER 
MODEL 610C-ELIF ... 6 volts at 10 amps. or 12 volts 

at 6 amps. Shipping weight 22 lbs. 
USER NET PRICE $5500 

AIR 
AUTO RADIO and 
COMMUNICATION 

LONGER -LIFE 

VIBRATORS 
"The Best by Test!" 

SEE YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR OR 
WRITE FY FOR LITERATURE & DEALER' PRICES 

ATR ELECTRONICS, INC, 
ACTOR 

QQuality Products Since 1931 
St, Paul, Minnesota 55101-U,S,A, 

Circle 54 on literature card 

BUZIT 
TRANSISTORIZED 
SIGNAL TRACER 

FOR ONLY$9157DEALER NET 
WITH BAT TE RIES 

NO CLIPS 
NO WIRES 

MADE IN 
U.S. A. 

USED FOR TROUBLE SHOOTING 
A.F. CIRCUITS I.F. CIRCUITS 

R.F. CIRCUITS CONTINUITY 
CHECKS SPEAKERS, ETC. 

EXCELLENT FOR TRANSISTOR 
RADIOS BECAUSE BUZIT USES 
ONLY A 3 VOLT POWER SUPPLY 

ASK YOUR ECTRONI PARTS DIST 
L 

RIBUETOR FOR 

MODEL NO. B Z - I 
MANUFACTURED BY 

WORKMAN 
SAtAS01A F101IDA 

./044C 
PRODUCTS INC 

Circle 52 on literature card Circle 53 oil literature card 
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$4FREE$ 
CATALOG AND 
LITERATURE 

SERVICES 
*CHECK "INDEX TO ADVERTISERS" FOR FURTHER INFORMATION FROM THESE COMPANIES 

ANTENNAS 

75. ALLIANCE - Colorful 4 -page brochure 
describing in detail all the features of 
Tenna-Rotors. 

76. BLONDER -TONGUE - Colorful new 
flyer describes line of solid-state UHF 
converters for adding channels 14-83 to 
VHF TV receivers. 

77. CORNELL-DUBILIER - New 4 -page 
brochure with instructions for installation 
of AR1OB Skyline Series rotor.* 

78. DELHI -Twelve -page catalog introducing 
a complete new line of home TV towers, 
ham towers, citizen's band towers, masts 
and telescoping masts. 

79. FINNEY - 4 -color brochure with de- 
scription and technical details on new 
Finco color spectrum frequency dependent 
antennas for UHF -VHF -FM, and UHF. 
Form 20-413. 

80. JERROLD - New 4 -page full -color cata- 
log describes the new Paralog Plus an- 
tennas.* 

81. JFD - Color Laser and LPV antenna 
brochures. New 1967 dealer catalog cov- 
ering complete line of log -periodic outdoor 
antennas, rotors, and accessories. 

82. MOSLEY - Information on new Mosley 
MATV system for up to 8 TV/FM sets. 
Includes TV antenna, distribution system 
and outlets. 

83. RMS ELECTRONICS - Color brochures 
describing Super Transpower'D and Dyn- 
ergy VHF, UHF, FM antennas, Mystic 
and Mark indoor antennas, solid state an- 
tenna boosters, amplifier -4 -set coupler, 
UHF converters, antenna replacement 
rods, splitters and couplers. 

84. SPAULDING - Brochures about EP 
series economy -priced towers. 

85. WINEGARD - New 40 -page MATV 
catalog features Ultra-Plex amplifier sys- 
tem and installation instructions. 

AUDIO 

86. ATLAS SOUND - Catalog 567 illus- 
trates complete line of speakers, horns, 
microphone stands and booms, transform- 
ers, patio speakers, and accessories. 

87. ELECTRO -VOICE -Catalog 167 on mi- 
crophones and PA equipment. 

88. OXFORD TRANSDUCER - Bulletin 
A-109 features speaker installation in 
automobiles, hospitals, and recreation 
rooms. 

89. SHURE - Catalogs AL310, AL314, and 
AL318 about microphones for mobile com- 
munications, PA, and special purposes. 

90. SWITCHCRAFT-Bulletin 172 describes 
Model 307TR, a new battery operated 
mixer for studio, home, or remote use. 

91. UNIVERSITY SOUND - PA Hi-Fi, 
and microphone catalogs, plus `Techni- 
gram" with graph showing what size 
amplifier to use in a given area. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

92. AMPHENOL - 2 -color spec sheets on 
new Model 650 CB transceivers and Model 
C-75 hand-held transceiver. 

93. GOLD LINE CONNECTORS - Catalog 
207 about connectors, antennas, and ac- 
cessories for Ham and CB use. 

94. E. F. JOHNSON - Catalogs of the com- 
plete line. Covers components, CB, busi- 
ness, and industrial radio. 

95. MOTOROLA - New brochure tells how 
to reach people on -the -move through use 
of personal two-way radio. 

96. POLYTRONICS - Brochures on sev- 
eral CB transceivers and accessories, in- 
cluding TC1 and TC7 selective tone 
callers. 

COMPONENTS 

97. BELDEN - Catalog 867, a 56 -page cat- 
alog of the complete Belden line. 

98. BUSSMANN - Small TV Fuse leaflet 
designed to fit pocket or tool kit, shows 
list prices of fuses most commonly used 
in TV sets. Ask for BUSS Leaflet TVLP. 

99. CENTRALAB-24-page replacement parts 
catalog No. 33GL. 

100. CHICAGO MINIATURE LAMP 
WORKS - Specifications of miniature 
lamps and barretters are included in cat- 
alog CM -1. Catalog CMT-2 lists specs of 
subminiature lamps. 

101. GC - FR -029E wall chart of industrial 
electronic components. 

102. LITTELFUSE - Pocket -sized TV circuit 
breaker cross-reference gives the follow- 
ine information at a glance. Manufactur- 
er s part number, corresponding Littelfuse 
part number, price, color or b/w designa- 
tion. A second glance gives trip ratings 
and acquaints you with a line of caddies. 
Ask for CBCRP. 

103. MALLORY - Bulletin 4-82 describes 
radial and axial lead tantalum capacitors. 

104. MILLER - 4 -page cross-reference guide 
to color TV sweep, convergence, and 
linearity coils. 

105. QUAM-NICHOLS - Complete replace- 
ment information on auto radio speakers 
1955-1967. 

106. SPRAGUE - C617, a complete catalog 
of the Sprague line. 

107. TEXAS CRYSTALS - 12 -page catalog 
of crystals including engineering data, 
specifications and prices. 

SERVICE AIDS 

108. CASTLE TUNER - How to get fast 
overhaul service on all makes and models 
of television tuners is described in leaflet. 
Shipping instructions, labels, and tags are 
also included. 

109. ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL - Catalog 
sheets on aerosol sprays for servicemen. 

110. G.C. - FR -67G flyer on color harnesses. 
FR -67A complete Audio -tex catalog. 

111. INJECTORALL - New 1967 catalog of 
chemicals and alignment tools. 

112. MIDSTATE TUNER - 24 -hour service 
on any make tuner is described in a color- 
ful brochure. 

113. DERMA -POWER - Catalog sheet de- 
scribes new isolation boosters for color TV. 

114. VECTOR - Short -form catalog lists cur- 
rent measuring and socket change adaptors, 
Vectorboard, terminals and accessories. 

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 

115. ATR - Literature about DC -AC invert- 
ers up to 600 watts load. 

116. CBC - Catalog of power controls. 
117. PHILMORE - Supplement No. 671 about 

tuners, kits, remote controls, etc. 

118. WINDSOR ELECTRONICS - Booklet 
entitled "The Open Door to TV Profits." 

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS 

119. ALCO ELECTRONICS -28 design ideas 
for use with isolation relays. 

120. CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF ELEC- 
TRONICS - Free illustrated brochure 
describing electronics slide rule and four 
lesson instruction course. 

121. 3 M COMPANY - "Taping Tips for 
Electronic Servicing," a 32 -page booklet 
for professionals and hobbyists. 

122. PHILCO - Information about Tech Data 
& Business Management service. Also, 
free parts catalog. 

123. RCA INSTITUTES - New 1967 career 
book describes home study programs and 
courses in television (monochrome and 
color), communications, transistors, in- 
dustrial, and automation electronics. 

124. SAMS, HOWARD W. - Literature de- 
cribing popular and informative publica- 
tions on radio and TV servicing, com- 
munications, audio, hi-fi, and industrial 
electronics, including special new 1967 
catalog of technical books on every phase 
of electronics. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

125. B & K - New 1967 catalog featuring 
test equipment for color TV, auto radio, 
and transistor radio servicing, including 
tube testers designed for testing latest re- 
ceiving tube types. 

126. COLETRONICS - Flyer sheet about a 
new tube -tester adaptor. 

127. EICO - New spec sheet describes model 
100A4 multimeter with DC sensitivity of 
100K ohms per volt. 

128. HICKOK - Quick reference catalog No. 
67D gives brief descriptions and prices for 
complete test equipment line. Also, specifi- 
caiton data on Models CR -35 CRT tester, 
GC -660 color generator, and 860 Injecto- 
Tracer. 

129. JACKSON - New catalog showing 5 
new "Service Engineered" test instru- 
ments. 

130. LECTRO TECH -Two-color catalog sheet 
on new Model V6 -B color bar gene-ator, 
the latest improved model of the V6. Gives 
all specs and is full illustrated. 

131. MERCURY - All -new 16 -page test in- 
strument catalog. 

132. PRECISION APPARATUS -Illustrated 
catalog describing signal kenerators, oscil- 
loscopes, and meters. 

133. SECO - Operating manual for the HC8 
in -circuit current checker. 

134. SENCORE - 8 -page full color catalog 
plus a new 4 -page supplement catalog. 

135. SIMPSON - Catalog 2076 featuring a 
VOM with a temperature range and a 
22 -range VOM chart recorder. 

136. TRIPLETT - Literature sheet on the 
new model 600 transistorized VOM. 

TOOLS 

137. ARROW -Catalog sheet showing 3 staple 
gun tackers designed for fastening wires 
and cables up to %" diameter. 

138. BERNS - Catalog sheet on pin crimpers 
for making repairs to picture tubes and 
installing cable on standard phono plugs. 

139. DIAMOND - 16 -page booklet, W-68, 
lists wrenches, pliers, snips, and electronic 
tools. 

140. ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT -Time- 
saving techniques in brochure from Endeco 
demonstrate improved_desoldering and re - 
soldering methods for speeding and sim- 
plifying operations on PC boards. 

141. KRAEUTER - Tool selection guide de- 
scribes entire plier and wrench line. 

142. V. -ECO - Catalog SD -66X describes 5 

tools available with imprinting for pro- 
motional use. 

143. XCELITE - Bulletin N567 lists twc 
sets of nut drivers with color coded han- 
dles and plastic cases. 

TUBES AND TRANSISTORS 

14-1. RAUIO CORP. OF AMERICA - PIX 
300, a 12 -page product guide on RCA 
picture tubes covering both color and 
black -and -white. Includes characteristics 
chart, terminal diagrams, industry re- 
placement, and interchangeability. 
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USE THE HANDY CARD 

BELOW TO OBTAIN FREE 

CATALOGS & LITERATURE 
As a service to its readers, PF RE- 

PORTER makes this postpaid card avail- 
able for your convenience in obtaining 
current manufacturers' literature. 

To use the card simply: 
a. Circle the numbers correspond- 

ing to the numbers of the items 
appearing either on page 72 or 
in the "Product Report" depart- 
ment. 

b. Print your name and address 
and check your occupation. 

c. Include ZIP code-requests may 
not be filled without it. 

d. Tear out lower half of this in- 
sert and place in mailbox. 

Note the deadline date - Requests 
received after this cannot be handled. 

Subject Index on Reverse Side 
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Get on board RCA's 
Gift -Time Special 
for 71 valuable prizes 
FREE with your purchases of 
RCA receiving tubes 

;t.hrhh 

: 
. .;,, 

ONE 
VALUABLE 

CERTIFICATE 

The, certifirate is redeemable by mail from 

the "Gift -time Special" Headquarters, P.O. . 
Bus 15O+, South Hackensack, 

in 

required quantities - e c use a. 

s'.i{"Gi ti ett- 
in 

Book- 

let inj}6>e 'ma Tube 

'ibu 
ntit phi of June 

the U.S.A. This oar - 

where prohibited. rased or 

tricted. ..hrudel., .ä.,..1,w I: 2....r 

41.1. 
TT THE tut? mustr0NAME IN Elf CtaON 5616 

RCA's "Gift -time Special" certificates bring you great premiums for Christmas gift 
gisng for the entire family. These valuable certificates are FREE WITH YOUR 

PURCHASES OF RCA RECEIVING TUBES from your participating RCA Tube Distrib- 
utor. (Optional with RCA Tube Distributors.) 

1. Angus Electramatüc Slide Viewer. 51-126. 43 Cert. 2. Polaroid 215 Color -Pack 
Camera. 51-170. 155 Cert. 3. Polaroid Flash Gun Attachment. 51-174. 22 Cert. 
4. Toastmaster "Sovereign" Automatic Toaster. 35-80. 51 Cert. 5. Rival Slimline 
Electric Knife. 35-141. 33 Cert. 6. West Berri 8 -Cup Automatic Aluminum Perco- 
late. 35-73. 27 Cert. 7. Man's Elgin "Armada" 17 -jewel Watch. 53-80. 61 Cert. 
8. 1.ongines-Wiitnauer Man's Watch. 53-11. _46 Cert. 9. Hickock Man's Alligator 
Belt. 20-765. 36 Cert. 10. Sterling Silver Czndlesticks. 52-25. 15 Cert. 11. Star 
Rogers and Bras. Silverplate "Starlight" by The International Silver Company. 
52-45. 37 Cert. 12. Oneida 4 pc. "Paul Revere" Coffee Service. 52.46. 81 Cert. 
13_ Sterling Silver salt and Pepper Shakers 52-26. 15 Cert. 14. Sterling Silver 
and Crystal Calle Plate. 52-75. 17 Cert. 15. Reed and Barton Color -Glazed "Paul 

Revere" Bowl. 52-96. 29 Cert. 16. Man's Alligator Raincoat. 20-568. 103 Cert. 
17. Lady's Alligator Raincoat. 20-571. 103 Cert. 18. Lady's Twin -Pearl Ring. 49- 
147. 39 Cert. 19. Ladys Linde Star Ring. 49-149. 105 Cert. 20. Hamilton "Loralie" 
Lady's Watch. 53-65. 133 Cert. 21. "Buddy L" Aerial Ladder Fire Engine. 48-90. 
18 Cert. 22. Toddler's "Tiger Trike" 47-51. 16 Cert. 23. "Buddy L" Sit N Ride 
Truck. 48-207. 19 Cert. 24. "Kiss Me" Doll. 48-137. 13 Cert. 25. Cosco Doll High 
Chair. 48-43. 10 Cert. 26. "Drink and Wet" Doll and Cradle. 48-139. 13 Cert. 

AND THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE 71 EXCITING GIFT PREMIUMS AVAILABLE! 
Get RCA "Gift -time Special" certificates FREE with your purchases of RCA receiv- 
ing tubes from your participating RCA Tube Distributor. 

RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J. 

The Mast Trusted Name in Electronics 
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See the caddy 

See the fuse box 
through the caddy 

See the fuses 
through the 

fuse box 
through the caddy 

See more profits through 

LITDES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 

( 
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